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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Information system design

Information system technologies have become an integral part of people’s daily lives and
businesses. Many daily-life activities, such as the taking of cash from an ATM machine or
the use of a cellular phone, involve the application of complex information systems: e.g.,
the use of a cellular phone involves the consultation of complex routing and billing systems
behind the scenes. With the increasing dependence of society on information systems, their
correct functioning becomes an important issue.

Early 1999, the US Presidential Information Task Force Advisory Council (PITAC) sub-
mitted a report ([JK99]) to President Clinton containing recommendations on future US gov-
ernment funding priorities in Computer Science. The report cited several recommendations
aimed at improving the quality of software. One of the findings in the report is that current
technologies for information system engineering are inadequate to build reliable software:
“there is virtually no ability to perform accurate engineering analysis, little re-use of previ-
ously developed components, and no way to know the extent to which a large software system
has been tested”. Furthermore, it is argued that “the construction and availability of libraries
of certifiable robust, specified, modeled, and tested software components would greatly aid
the development of new software”.

Component based software development through the use of so-called object-oriented pro-
gramming languages is emerging. Being able to validate the correctness of large and complex
software components is a challenging goal of Computer Science research.

In this thesis, we present a formal method to validate the correctness of object-oriented
programs. Particularly, our focus is on developing tool support for the validation of database
programs. Being able to validate the correctness of database programs is of major importance,
because databases often play a central role in the information system infrastructure of an
organization. Correctness of the data that is stored is crucial for the correct functioning of the
various application programs that make use of this data. This makes it worthwhile to invest
in the effort of formal verification.

1.1.1 Validation, testing and verification

The development of reliable software suggests that some kind of validation support is needed.
An important first step to make such validation feasible is to give a precise definition of the
intended behavior of the system. A precise (formal) description of the task to be performed
by a system is called aspecification: it assertswhat the system is supposed to do, rather than
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how this is done. A specification deals with a number ofassertions(i.e., logical statements
that should always be true for the system—see [Mey97]). Validation of the correctness of
an implementationof the system, i.e. a real executable computer program, now amounts to
checking its compliance to the specified assertions. Two different approaches can be distin-
guished towards system validation. These approaches are known as testing and verification
[Mey85].

Testingis a method to validate the correctness of an implementation by experimentation.
The correctness of a program is tested by examining its behavior for a selected set of in-
put data. Simple debugging of programs byad-hoc(“trial-and-error”) experimentation with
several different input data is certainly the most widely used method for the validation of soft-
ware. Formal (conformance) testing yields a more systematic approach, in which appropriate
test cases are derived from a specification. Errors may be discovered in a design by examin-
ing the output of the implementation for the selected test data. In practice, however, testing
is often incomplete because only a small subset of the possible input data can be examined
within a reasonable amount of time.

Verification is a method to prove the correctness of an implementation with respect to a
specification by mathematical reasoning. It has the advantage over testing that it can give a
high degree of certainty about the correctness of an implementation: correctness of the im-
plementation is proved formally, once and forall possible input states, rather than testing for
a limited number of cases. The practical use of this method in real-life software development,
however, is not without difficulties. Small systems may be verified easily by hand, but this
is not feasible for many realistically-sized systems: proofs tend to be large, full of intricate
details, which makes the verification difficult to manage if done by hand. Furthermore, fully
automatic verification methods are inherently limited in scope; the assertions we would like
to verify are often undecidable.

Despite of the shortcomings of the aforementioned approaches, both testing and verifi-
cation are feasible choices for practical system validation. In this thesis, our focus is on
verification, not on testing.

1.1.2 Approaches to verification

There are two well-established approaches to verification, namelymodel checkingand the-
orem proving[EMC96]. Model checkingis a technique for checking an assertion about a
system by examining all possible states. Using a finite model of the system, an exhaustive
state space search is performed to check that the desired property holds. A main advantage
of model checking is that it produces counterexamples. This provides a valuable form of
feedback to designers for debugging a system ([EMC96]). Model checking is complicated,
however, by the so-called state explosion problem. Model checkers today can handle sys-
tems with up to a few hundred state variables ([EMC96]). Using appropriate abstraction
techniques, a larger number (even an infinite number) of states may be within the reach of a
model checker.

Theorem provingis a technique to prove the correctness of a system by formal reasoning
using logic. To verify the correctness of a computer program with respect to a specification,
one first has to assign a meaning to that program. The meaning of a programming language
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is known as itssemantics, usuallydenotational semantics[Win93]. Denotational semantics
provides a mathematical (functional) description of the input/output behavior of a program.
Using this description, the behavior of a program can be reasoned about formally: proving
an assertion about the program’s behavior amounts to verifying atheoremin logic.

Different logical formalisms can be used to reason about the behavior of a computer
program, e.g. first-order logic, higher-order logic, or dynamic logic—each with its own spe-
cific applications. Practical verification is often carried out using higher-order logic (HOL).
This formalism has the advantage of being extensively supported by tools, so calledtheorem
provers. Combined with a denotational semantics approach, a theorem prover can be used to
implement a reliable program verification method.

Theorem proving by machine has greatly advanced over the past decade, using higher-
order logic based theorem provers such as Isabelle [Pau94, Isa] and PVS [ORR+96]. Both
tools enable a combination of interactive and automated verification. A main challenge in
practical program verification work is to attempt to automate the verification as much as
possible. The cases that cannot be proved automatically may then be examined further using
the interactive mode of the theorem prover. An important topic of this thesis is to study the
use of the automated mechanics of a particular theorem prover, namely the Isabelle prover, to
assist in verifying several assertions about an object-oriented database design.

Both model checking and theorem proving are potentially feasible approaches to veri-
fying databases. In this thesis, we confine ourselves to studying the theorem proving ap-
proach. Model checking has been used primarily in hardware and protocol verification; a re-
cent trend, however, is to apply this technique to analyzing specifications of software systems
([EMC96]). This approach could also prove valuable in the context of databases, although
the state explosion problem also manifests iteself here: databases typically have an infinite
number of states.

1.1.3 Database requirement specification

Traditionally, a primary task of the database system is to ensure theconsistencyof the data
being stored. To that end, designers specify assertions about the integrity of the data (such as
key constraints), e.g.:

“All persons in the personnel database should have a unique social security number.”

Programs that update the database must preserve these rules, calledintegrity constraintsor
invariants: assuming that the constraint holds prior to the update, it should be the case that
the constraint still holds afterwards.

Some database systems support constraint management, where the correctness of con-
straints is monitored at run-time by the database management system. Ideally, run-time
checking of constraints would not be necessary, if it could be proved at compile-time that
update operations do not violate constraints.

In the past decade, so-calledsemantics-based transaction modelshave emerged to meet
the demands of challenging new applications of database technology such as workflow man-
agement and cooperative work. The use of these models gives rise to several additional
assertions about the operations (other than invariants). For example, various models rely on
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compensating transactions, where for each transactionT an “inverse” operationT−1 has to
be defined;T−1 is used internally by the transaction manager to compensate the effects of
an invocation ofT . Although the correctness of the model relies on the correctness of the
implementation of the compensating transactions, it is often only assumed (implicitly) that
these implementations are indeed correct.

Another semantics-based transaction management idea is the notion ofcommutativity. In-
formally, commutativity of two operations means that the operations do not conflict with each
other. The idea is that by identifying cases where the operations do not conflict, the system
can offer more concurrency. It is often assumed that the programmer specifies, for each oper-
ation pair, a precondition for when these operations commute. To ensure reliable operation of
the database, these specifications should, however, be validated against the implementation
code.

A broadly adopted approach in requirement specification and data modeling nowadays
leans on object-oriented techniques. Object-oriented techniques provide high-level model-
ing capabilities which are declarative in nature, thus making them suitable for verification
purposes.

1.1.4 Object-oriented database programming

The use of object-oriented techniques has been accepted in a broad range of information sys-
tem development. Visual object-oriented modeling techniques (such as UML) are used in
the initial stages of information system design, for data modeling purposes. For application
programming, Java has quickly become one of the most popular (object-oriented) program-
ming languages. Object-orientation is also emerging in the field of databases. Object-oriented
data models provide rich data structuring capabilities, which provide definite advantages over
the flat table structures offered by the traditional relational data model. Relational database
vendors have recognized this need for more advanced data models and now try to enhance
their existing products with object-oriented language features (the so-called object-relational
databases). Also complete new systems have entered the market, which provide support for
objects merely by adding persistence and transaction management to an object-oriented pro-
gramming language. Efforts in this direction have resulted the definition of the ODMG stan-
dard ([CB97]). Both industry and the database research community recognize the importance
of this standard.

1.2 Problem statement and overview of this thesis

The topic of this thesis can now be defined as follows.

How can we offer database designers a tool to assist in verifying requirement specifi-
cations of an object-oriented database design, using the existing generation of higher-
order logic theorem provers?

To address this question, we distinguish two main tasks.
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1. A formal translation of the object-oriented database schema to higher-order logic
This issue is addressed in the first part of this thesis. It focuses on the definition of
a translation of object-oriented database schemas to higher-order logic through a so-
calledsemantic embedding.

Chapter 2 discusses the position of this work within the vast field of research in object-
oriented language and system design. We clarify the assumptions that are made in
this thesis with respect to typing and semantics and discuss the features that are rather
specific for databases.

Chapter 3 defines an object-oriented database programming language, called OASIS.
OASIS incorporates a relevant subset of ideas from object-oriented database program-
ming that will be used to illustrate the verification approach.

Chapter 4 introduces the higher-order logic (HOL) Isabelle theorem prover. It intro-
duces the HOL notation and the basics of mechanical theorem proving in Isabelle.

Chapter 5 defines a formal translation of OASIS database schemas to higher-order
logic. An algorithm is presented for the translation of a database schema to a logi-
cal theory. The main issue here is the translation of the various object-oriented lan-
guage features of the database programming language. To this end, we present a new
HOL theory of objects. The definition of this theory and the semantic embedding of
object-oriented database schemas in logic based on this theory provides the first major
contribution of this thesis.

Chapter 6 discusses an implementation of the OASIS/HOL embedding. The imple-
mentation provides a front-end compiler to the Isabelle theorem prover. The compiler
automatically generates a HOL theory from an OASIS database schema, in a format
that is understood by the theorem prover.

2. Tool support for practical verification using a theorem prover In this part, the focus
is on applications of the semantic embedding of object-oriented database schemas in
logic. Practical verification using the Isabelle theorem prover is investigated, with an
emphasis on automating proofs. We discuss two applications of the tool.

Chapter 7 exploits the OASIS/HOL embedding for the task of verifying that database
updates preserve a number of specified integrity constraints. Verification support is
developed using the Isabelle theorem prover.

Chapter 8 studies applications of the OASIS/HOL embedding to support semantics-
based transaction models for workflow and cooperative work. Tool support is provided
to verify compensation and commutativity of update operations.

Finally, Chapter 9 presents conclusions of our work.
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Chapter 2

Positioning of the work within the
object-oriented paradigm
The context of this work is the vast field of research in object-oriented language and system
design. An overview of the current state of the field is given in the standard text books “A
Theory of Objects” by Abadi and Cardelli [AC96], and “Object-oriented Software Construc-
tion” by Bertrand Meyer [Mey97]. In this chapter we examine the various features discussed
in [AC96, Mey97] and give motivation for the choice of features used in the thesis.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 discusses typing issues in object-oriented
languages. We discuss these from the perspective of the so-calledclassical modelfor class-
based languages (see [AC96]). Section 2.2 discusses method overriding, dynamic typing and
late binding. In Section 2.3 we discuss several issues related to semantics; the distinction
is made between “value” and “reference” semantics (see [Mey97]). Several intricate issues
are discussed that arise in the presence of reference semantics. Some object-oriented features
discussed in this thesis are rather specific for databases; most important of these are persistent
roots, as discussed in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes with a summary of points
that determine the position of this work in the broader context of other (and non-database)
object-oriented programming language research.

2.1 Typing issues in object-oriented languages

2.1.1 Subclasssing and subtyping

In the classical model for class-based languages there is a strong correlation between sub-
classing and subtyping. An important characteristic of these languages is a principle known
assubclassing-is-subtyping[AC96]; i.e., the subtyping relation (≤) is fully determined by
the user-specified subclass relation. For example,Employee ≤ Person if Employee is a
subclass ofPerson.

Some languages (partly) decouple subtyping from subclassing, and adopt the weaker prin-
ciple known assubclassing-implies-subtyping[AC96]. Structural subtypingis a form of sub-
typing in which subtyping is defined directly based on the structure of types (see [AC96]). A
well-known form of structural subtyping isrecord subtyping[Car88]. A record typeσ is a
subtype ofτ if σ has the same components asτ and possibly more. For example, the record
type 〈a : int , b : string〉 is a subtype of〈a : int〉. Subtyping also applies to the record
components.
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Previous research in our group (see [BF91, BdBZ93, vK97]) has adopted several forms
of structural subtyping, particularly record subtyping. In this thesis, we do not consider
structural subtyping in the sense of [Car88, BF91]. The work presented here adopts the
principle thatsubclassing-is-subtypingmentioned above. However, subtyping propagates
through structured types such as records and collections. For example,〈a : Employee〉 ≤
〈a : Person〉 is true, provided thatEmployee is a subclass ofPerson. However, we do not
allow 〈a : 〈b : Employee, c : int〉〉 ≤ 〈a : 〈b : Employee〉〉, because this kind of subtyping
is not compatable with the simple type system of HOL.

2.1.2 Classes, interfaces and types

In the classical class-based languages, a class definition provides a mix of a type description
of objects and the implementation of methods. There are situations in which this mix of
concepts is problematical, e.g. in case ofmultiple inheritancewhere a class may inherit two
incompatible implementations of the same method from different superclasses.

A recent variation of the classical model offers the possibility to separate the type descrip-
tion of methods from the actual implementation code. Here, object types may be specified
separately in what is commonly known as aninterface[AC96]. Typically, a class may “im-
plement” multiple interfaces, but only extend a single class (see e.g. Java [AG96]). When a
class implements an interface, it means that the class has to provide implementation code for
all methods specified in the interface.

Abstract classesprovide a mix of a normal class and an interface. An abstract class is like
a normal class, but it only specifies a partial implementation: implementations may be given
for some methods, while others may be specified asabstract methods(i.e., methods with as
yet no implementation—similar to declarations in an interface).

Class definitions often give rise to recursive data structures. For example, a classPerson
may have an attributespouse that is also of typePerson. Similarly, mutual recursive data
structures are created when two classes refer to each other via attributes.

In this thesis, we consider a language based on a single inheritance model (we do not
consider multiple inheritance). Class definitions may be mutual recursive. The language
includes the possibility to define abstract classes, but we do not consider interfaces. The
approach extends to interfaces, however, following the guidelines for abstract classes.

2.1.3 Subsumption

A characteristic property of subtyping issubsumption[AC96]: a value of a subtype can be
used at any place where a value of one of its supertypes is expected.

There are several ways to incorporate subsumption in a type system (see [AC96]). An
extension of a type system with subsumption can be achieved by adding the one characteristic
rule for subsumption [AC96]:

if e of typeσ andσ ≤ τ , thene of typeτ (subsumption rule)

A direct consequence of this rule is that objects acquire multiple types, which may complicate
the development of type checking algorithms (as pointed out in [AC96]). Another approach
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usesminimum typing([AC96]), where each expression is assigned a unique type (if it has a
type at all). A type system based on minimum types does not incorporate the subsumption
rule mentioned above. Instead, each typing rule is made such that at any place where an
expression of a supertype is expected, an expression of a subtype can be used instead.

The language used in this thesis adopts minimum typing; it does not include an explicit
rule for subsumption. Minimum typing of expressions is needed in defining a translation of
the object-oriented language to HOL.

2.2 Overriding, dynamic typing and late binding

A subclass may override definitions of methods that are inherited from a superclass. In this
thesis, we adopt the classical rule for method overriding (see [AC96]): we require that the
signature of a method does not change (this rule is also adopted in Java). More flexible rules
for method overriding includingmethod specialization(where the output type may be a sub-
type) andself type specialization(see [AC96] for details) are not studied in this thesis. Also,
we do not considerattribute hiding(i.e., the possibility to override an attribute definition in
a subclass) as available in Java (see [AG96]) andattribute specialization(where the type of
an attribute may be refined in a subclass).

With the introduction of subsumption and due to the possibility of overriding, method
application gives rise to what is known aslate bindingor dynamic dispatch[AC96]. Late
binding is one of the characteristic features of object-oriented programming, which is ad-
dressed in this thesis. Crucial for late binding is that information about the truerun-time
type(or dynamic type) of an object is available, in addition to itsminimum type(which only
specifies a compile-time type). These issues are discussed in the later chapters.

Late binding is covered by the verification approach outlined in this thesis. Asingle
dispatch modelis used, in the sense that the dispatching mechanism only examines the run-
time type of the receiver object; the types of the other parameters do not play a role.

2.3 Reference semantics and value semantics

The distinction between reference and value semantics (see [Mey97]) is important for object-
oriented programming languages. Languages such as Java and Eiffel use a value semantics
for primitive types such as booleans and integers, whereas reference semantics is used for
all other types, namely object types and structured types such as arrays. An exception is
Smalltalk, which employs the credo that “everything is an object”, including primitive values.

In this section we discuss several issues in object-oriented languages related to the use
of reference semantics. In Section 2.3.1 we explain the notions ofdynamic aliasingand
sharing. In Section 2.3.2 we discuss the semantics of collection types in object-oriented
databases, particularly the ODMG standard [CB97]. It is shown that the standard in fact
supports two complementary forms of collection types, one with a value semantics and one
with a reference semantics, thus deviating from the aforementioned standard rule that all non-
primitive types have reference semantics. In Section 2.3.3, we discuss well-known problems
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with set-oriented updates as a consequence of sharing. In Section 2.3.4 we conclude with a
discussion of the pitfalls of maintaining invariants for classes.

2.3.1 Dynamic aliasing and sharing

Some object-oriented languages (e.g., C++) expose the distinction between references and
values in the syntax. In other languages, such as Java and Eiffel, the distinction between ref-
erence and value semantics is rather subtle because the underlying use of references for non-
primitive types isnot shown explicitly; operations on objects implicitly bypass the reference.
The distinction reveals itself, however, in the meaning of parameter passing and assignment;
for primitive types, assignment and parameter passing copy values, while for non-primitive
types only references are copied. Reference semantics produces what is known asdynamic
aliasing: the possibility for a single data item to be accessible through two different names
([Mey97]). Dynamic aliasing has as an immediate consequence the possibility ofsharingof
data (also calledobject sharingin object-oriented programming languages).

The following example illustrates the use ofvalue semanticsfor primitive types in Java.
Consider two integer valuesi andj and the following fragment of code:

i = 10; j = 20; i = j; i = 30; System.out .println(j)

The output of this program is theinitial value ofj (namely20). The assignmenti = j copies
the value ofj, becausei andj have primitive types. The subsequent assignmenti = 30 sets
the value ofi to 30; clearly, it does not affect the value ofj.

The following example illustratesreference semanticsfor object types in Java. Consider
two Point objectsp andq and the following fragment of code:

p.x = 10; q.x = 15; p = q; p.x = 30; System.out .println(q.x)

We assume thatPoint objects have(x, y) coordinates modeled as attribute values. The as-
signmentp = q copies the reference ofq, not the associated coordinate values; bothp andq
now refer to the same object. In any subsequent computations, updates applied top become
visible viaq and vice versa. The assignmentp.x = 30 sets thex-coordinate ofp to 30, which
also affectsq. The output of the above code is30, not15.

2.3.2 Reference semantics versus value semantics for collections

Collection (or container) types are types such as array, list, set and bag. General purpose
object-oriented programming languages such as Java and C++ typically use reference se-
mantics for these types.

The situation in object-oriented databases is far less clear. The ODMG object model
definition ([CB97]) mentions two kinds of collections: collections with a reference semantics
(“collection objects”–see page 20 of [CB97]) and collections with a value semantics (“collec-
tion literals”—see page 32 of [CB97]). The use of these two fundamentally different notions
of collection types in one standard gives rise to considerable confusion. For example, there is
only a subtle distinction in the syntax: e.g., the typeset〈Person〉 (without a capital) stands
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for a set literal—a non shareable value, whileSet〈Person〉 (with a capital) is the type of a
set object—a shareable value. Strangely, the distinction between collection literals and col-
lection objects disappears in the ODL and OQL language definition (see [CB97]). In other
words, it is unclear what semantics should be used for collection types in ODMG.

In O2C [BDK92], the object-oriented database programming of the O2 database system,
collection types are assigned value semantics. The following example illustrates value se-
mantics for collection types in O2C:

A = set(10);B = set(20);A = B;A += set(30); display(B)

The above fragment of code displays the initial value ofB (namelyset(20)). The assignment
A += set(30) updates the setA (the new value is the union of the old valueA and{30}),
but since values semantics is used this does not affect the value ofys.

Value semantics for collection types is also used in TM (see [BdBZ93] for details); col-
lections are complex values, not objects.

In this thesis we assume a value semantics for collection types. We do not discuss ref-
erence semantics for collections, as is used in general purpose object-oriented programming
languages such as Java and C++. Reference semantics can, however, be simulated by defining
a class with a single collection-valued attribute.

2.3.3 Reference semantics and set-oriented updates

Set-oriented data processing plays an important role in databases. Theset-at-a-time(rather
thanone-object-at-a-time) processing of bulk-queries and updates creates additional oppor-
tunities for optimization, such as parallelization ([LS93]). Set-oriented processing of updates
in object-oriented databases, however, is known to be problematical due to the possibility of
sharing (see [LS93, vK97]). In this section, we briefly survey these problems and discuss the
solutions that have been presented in the literature.

a b

bossboss

"John"

1600

7500

3700

"Peter"

"Jack"

Figure 2.1: Example: object sharing
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Consider the simple object configuration of Figure 2.1, which represents threePerson
objects. We assume thatPerson objects have three attributes—a name, a salary and a boss
field (the latter also of typePerson). John, Jack and Peter earn 1600, 3700, and 7500 pesos
respectively; Peter is the boss of John and Jack. Further, the variablesa andb provide handles
to John and Jack respectively. In this context, the following set-oriented update is defined:

foreach x in set(a, b) do {x.boss.sal = x.sal × 2}

The variablex iterates over the set{a, b}. For eachx of typePerson, the salary of the boss of
x is set to the salary ofxmultiplied by2. The outcome of this update isnon-deterministicif a
sequential(tuple-at-a-time) processing of the set is used: depending on the order in which the
elements of the (inherently unordered!) set are processed, Peter is assigned a new salary of
3200 or 7400. Alternatively, a conflict arises if aparallel processing of the elements is used,
where each step in the iteration observes the same input state: in this case, Peter’s salary is
updated with two incompatible values (namely3200 and7400) at the same time.

Non-determinism is an undesirable feature of a database programming language [LS93].
The parallel execution model prevents such behavior to occur, but the price to pay is that
conflicts may arise due to sharing.

There are several alternative solutions to deal with conflicting parallel updates, either at
run-time or at compile-time ([vK97]). In [LS93], a compile-time technique is presented to re-
ject potentially conflicting updates. The presented technique examines the state-independent
commutativityof the operations executed in the loop. A set-oriented update is accepted if-
and-only-if the operations executed in one step of the loop commute with the operations
executed in all other steps. As a simple example, consider the following update in the context
of the object configuration shown in Figure 2.1:

foreach x in set(a, b) do {x.sal = x.sal + 1}

The above update is accepted because assignments of the formxi.a = e commute with
assignments of the formxj .a = e for i 6= j; the conditioni 6= j is satisfied trivially because
x is the iterator variable and sets do not contain duplicates.

The idea of using commutativity for identifying dependencies between operations has its
background insemantics-based concurrency control, see [Wei88, Wei93]. We elaborate on
this topic in Chapter 8.

The object-oriented database programming language discussed in this thesis includes the
possibility to define set-oriented updates, with a parallel execution model underneath. The
construct we use is comparable to the construct discussed in [Qia91]. We do not consider un-
bounded iterations and recursion with a sequential processing, as found in imperative object-
oriented programming languages such as Java and C++. Furthermore, we do not elaborate on
the actual detection of conflicts in set-oriented updates, although an approach for the compile-
time analysis of user-specified commutativity relations for methods is sketched in Chapter 8.

2.3.4 Class invariants and reference semantics

An important topic of this thesis is the specification and static verification of invariants. The
checking of class invariants in object-oriented systems is, however, known to be problemati-
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class A export
forward, attach

feature
forward: B ;
attach (b1: B) is

do
forward := b1;
if not b1.Void then

b1.attach(Current)
end

end
invariant

INV : forward.Void or else (forward.backward = Current)
end

class B export
backward, attach

feature
backward: A;
attach (a1: A) is

do
backward := a1;

end
end

Figure 2.2: Example of an invariant in Eiffel

cal. As pointed out in [Mey97], problems arise due to dynamic aliasing.

Figure 2.2 shows an example of a class invariant which illustrates the problem in Eiffel.
The example shows the definition of two classesA andB with a bidirectional (i.e., a forward
and a backward) link between related objects. The invariant asserts that objects should cor-
rectly refer to each other. Although the method in classA preserves the invariant, problems
arise because the invariant can be violated by the method of classB. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.3. We assume that there are two instancesa1 anda2 of classA and an instanceb of class
B. Initially the objectsa1 andb1 are properly linked (thus satisfying the invariant). However,
the result of invoking theattachmethod tob1 with a2 as parameter is that thebackwardlink
is re-routed froma1 to a2 thus violating the invariant. Aliasing creates the opportunity that
public attributes of an object are modified by an operation on another object. Consequently,
the checking of invariants cannot always be localized on the object.

In this thesis invariants are specified at the global level (and called integrity constraints),
not at the class level. This excludes problems as thus described above. Applications can only
modify the database contents using the updates defined in the database schema. Consistency
is checked for each method with respect to the global constraints. The goal of this thesis is to
develop a technique to verify at compile-time that the methods in the database schema do not
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b1a1

backward

forward

a2

Figure 2.3: Example: violating the invariant

violate the specified constraints.

2.4 Persistent roots

In addition to the standard object-oriented language features discussed in the previous sec-
tions, a database programming language often supports features that are not available in gen-
eral purpose programming languages. Obviously, the most important is persistence.

One approach to provide persistence to objects is known aspersistence by reachability.
This approach is used in the O2 [BDK92] database system. In this approach, one declares so-
calledpersistent roots. These are global variables whose contents are persistent. That is, an
objects becomes persistent when it is “reachable” (i.e., directly or indirectly referenced) via
one of the persistent roots. An object is initially non-persistent (calledtransient). Persistence
to an object is provided by updating the root variables, such that the object is made reachable.
Similarly, a persistent object can become transient by breaking all references to it via the
roots.

In this thesis we discuss a database programming language based on persistence by reach-
ability. Formally, persistent roots are treated as global variables.

2.5 Summary and discussion

The language studied in this thesis can be characterized as a classical class-based language
(see [AC96]). Standard class-based features covered by the approach include single inheri-
tance, data recursion (mutual recursive class definitions are supported), method overriding,
abstract classes and late binding. Value semantics is used for primitive types. Parameterized
collection types (such asset〈Person〉) are also assigned a value semantics, in contrast to
the reference semantics that is used in other general purpose object-oriented programming
languages (such as Java [AG96]).
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The imperative programming language that is studied in this thesis has a limited expres-
sive power. Object creation, assignment, conditionals, sequential composition, and local vari-
ables are supported. Further, a declarative set-bounded iteration construct is available. We
do not consider, however, several features of general purpose object-oriented programming
languages: unbounded iteration, recursion, exceptions, and threads are not addressed in this
thesis.
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Chapter 3

The OASIS object-oriented
database language
The previous chapter gave an overview of the important concepts in object-oriented language
and system design. This chapter presents an object-oriented database language, called OASIS
(which stands for “Object AnalysIS”), used for study in this thesis. The definition of this
language was motivated by the research topic addressed in this thesis—verification support
for object database design. The language includes a relevant subset of ideas from object-
oriented database programming, which will be used to illustrate the verification approach.

The OASIS language was designed to be similar to the object-oriented database system
O2 [BDK92] and the ODMG standard [CB97]. In addition, it includes facilities for global
integrity constraint specification. The language includes three sublanguages: the object def-
inition language (OASIS-ODL), the object query language (OASIS-OQL), and the object
manipulation language (OASIS-OML). This identification of sublanguages is based on the
ODMG standard [CB97]. The OASIS language has been defined for research purposes; it
was not meant to be a full-fledged implementation language. A type-checker has been im-
plemented as part of this research project (see Chapter 6). However, there is (as yet) no
compiler that maps to an existing database platform. Throughout this chapter, a single ex-
ample is used to illustrate the various features of the OASIS language. The example is taken
from a real-life case study, called SEPIA ([EFK+96]). The case study concerns a database to
structure hypermedia documents, with atomic nodes, composite nodes and links. A complete
description of this case-study is found in Appendix A. The following sections present the
three sublanguages and give examples based on the SEPIA schema.

3.1 The object definition language: OASIS-ODL

In this section, we introduce the OASIS object definition language, OASIS-ODL (ODL
abbreviates object definition language). OASIS-ODL is used for describing thedatabase
schema. A schema consists of class definitions (including methods and constructors), persis-
tent roots, integrity constraints and atomic transactions. Details of these are given below.

3.1.1 Classes, types and inheritance

Central to OASIS, as in any object-oriented programming language, are the notions of class
and object. Similar to Java, OASIS supports both abstract and concrete classes. Here is the
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class hierarchy of the example database in OASIS, which defines atomic contents, elements,
nodes, atomic nodes, composite nodes and links:

class AtomicContents {
attribute string referenceDirectory;
attribute string showStatement;
attribute string URL;
...
}
abstract class Element {

attribute string name;
attribute int position;
abstract boolean isConnectedTo(Element n);
...
}
abstract class Node extends Element {

attribute set〈Link〉 incomingLinks;
attribute set〈Link〉 outgoingLinks;
boolean isConnectedTo(Element n) { ... };
...
}
class ANode extends Node {

attribute set〈string〉 content;
ANode(string s, int p) { ... } ;
...
}
class CNode extends Node {

attribute int size;
attribute set〈Element〉 elements;
boolean removeElement(Element n) { ... };
...
}
class Link extends Element {

attribute Node from;
attribute Node to;
boolean isConnectedTo(Element n) { ... };
...
}

name set〈CNode〉cnodes;
name set〈ANode〉anodes;
name set〈Link〉links;

constraints {
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c1: forall c in cnodes : c!=nil;
c2: ...
}

OASIS is a typed language. The type of an attribute may be anatomic typeor acomplex type.
Atomic types are the basic typesint, bool, char, andstring; complex types are constructed
using the atomic types,reference types(i.e., names of classes defined in the schema), and the
type constructorslist (for ordered collections),set (for unordered collections), andstruct (for
labeled records). The use of reference types in attribute declarations gives rise to (mutual)
recursive data structures, e.g.,Node refers toLink and vice versa.

OASIS supports single inheritance. In the above example,ANode andCNode areexten-
sionsof classNode, which in turn is an extension ofElement. ANode andCNode extend
both thedataandbehaviorof theNode superclass.ANode extends the data by adding the
field content. CNode adds two attributes:size andelements. Both theANode andCNode
class also extend behavior by defining specific methods. For example, theCNode class de-
fines a methodremoveElement. The implementation of this method (not shown yet) using
OASIS-OML, is discussed in Section 3.1.2.

Both theNode andElement class are so-calledabstract classes. A class can extend an
abstract or a normal class. The concept of abstract classes is a common feature of object-
oriented programming languages (e.g., see [AG96, AC96]). An abstract class is different
from a normal class in that it cannot be instantiated. Abstract classes are used for type gener-
alization. For example, aLink can connect twoANode or CNode objects. Such an or-type
is conveniently modeled using the abstract classNode. An abstract class cannot extend a
normal class. Methods in an abstract class can be declared asabstract methods(e.g., the
isConnectedTo method in the abstract classElement). Abstract methods are discussed in
more detail in Section 3.1.3.

A CNode or anANode object can be used at any point where aNode or anElement is
expected. For example, thefrom field of aLink can be filled in with aCNode, or anANode
object. This characteristic of objects is known assubsumption(or polymorphism)—a single
object like an instance ofCNode can also be used in any place where an instance of one of
its supertypes (i.e.Node or Element) is expected.

Theextends clause in a class definition is optional. Classes that do not explicitly extend
any other class, implicitly extend the most general classObject. In OASIS, the classObject
is abstract and thus cannot be instantiated (Object can be used, however, as a reference type
like any other name of a user-defined class).

The schema declares three so-calledpersistent roots; i.e., cnodes, anodes, and links.
These are the persistent tables of the database. We discuss persistent roots at length in Sec-
tion 3.1.5. Restrictions on the contents of the persistent roots are specified declaratively in
theconstraints section (see Section 3.1.6).

3.1.2 Methods

Methods definitions are given using the OASIS object manipulation language (OASIS-OML).
OASIS-OML is a simple procedural (i.e., command or instruction) language for the definition
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of updates on complex objects. The following method is defined in theCNode class, and will
be used as a running example in this thesis.

boolean CNode::removeElement(Element n) {
if (n in elements and (forall e in elements: not(e.isConnectedTo(n)))) then {

elements −= set(n); return true
} else return false

}

This method takes one explicit parametern of typeElement, and returns a boolean value. If
a method does not return any value, its ‘return type’ isvoid. As a matter of convention, we
will often prefix method names with the name of the class in which they are defined. Thus,
CNode is the class in which the above definition is given. This avoids repeating the entire
class definition in examples.

The methodremoveElement removes one of the elements (i.e.,Node or Link) from the
elements of a givenCNode object, provided that that element occurs and there are no other
connections (within the sameCNode object) to that element. The method returnstrue if the
condition is met; otherwisefalse is returned.

The ‘elements’subexpression is actually a shorthand for ‘this.elements’, where ‘this’
stands for the receiver object. Conventionally, ‘this’ should only be added when the attribute
name is hidden by a variable (or parameter) declaration with the same name. The condition
in the if-part is a complex boolean expression, which involves universal quantification over a
set and the application of an abstract method (i.e.,isConnected as defined in Section 3.1.3).
Such complex conditions are expressed using the object query language OASIS-OQL. Details
of this language are discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1.3 Abstract methods and retrieval methods

Methods in an abstract class do not necessarily have an implementation. Each method that
is declared but not implemented by the abstract class should be prefixed with the keyword
abstract. Further, any concrete class that extends an abstract class should provide an im-
plementation for all abstract methods it inherits from superclasses. Consider, for example
the methodisConnectedTo, which is used in the definition of the methodremoveElement
mentioned above. The method is declared as an abstract method in the abstract classEle-
ment:

abstract boolean Element::isConnectedTo(Element n);

An implementation, with the same signature (i.e., name and input/output types), should be
defined for all concrete classes that inherit fromElement, namely for the classesANode,
CNode andLink. We define different implementations forLink andNode (i.e., for both
ANode andCNode). Here is the implementation for the abstract classNode:

boolean Node::isConnectedTo(Element n) {
return (n in incomingLinks) or (n in outgoingLinks)

}
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The implementation forLink is very different, although the signature should not change. Here
is the code forLink:

boolean Link::isConnectedTo(Element n) {
return (from == n) or (to == n)

}

TheisConnectedTo method can be invoked for any object of typeElement. In this case, the
actualrun-time typeof the receiver object determines which implementation of the method
is used. This mechanism is calledlate binding. For example, in the definition of method
removeElement, the methodisConnectedTo is applied to each object in the collection
of elements. Depending on the actual run-time type of theElement at hand (i.e.,ANode,
CNode, or Link), the right implementation ofisConnectedTo is applied.

Methods such as theisConnectedTo method above are calledretrieval methods. Re-
trieval methods are methods that do not update any objects. The body of a retrieval methods
consists of only a singlereturn statement, where the return value is specified by an OQL
expression. These expressions are side-effect free (see Section 3.2). Retrieval methods can
be invoked in queries (see Section 3.2), methods that perform updates cannot.

An extended class may add new methods, or it mayoverridesome of the methods in-
herited from one of its superclasses. A method defined in a superclass is redefined in a
subclass by defining a method with the same name and the same number of parameters and
parameter/return types as specified in the superclass. Again, late binding determines which
implementation should actually be used.

In Java it is also possible tohide some of the attributes from a superclass. Hiding an
attribute means that if we declare an attribute in a class and that attribute has the same name
as another attribute in one of the inherited superclasses, then the inherited attribute is hidden
and can only be accessed using the keywordsuper, instead ofthis. In OASIS, this feature
has not been taken into account.

3.1.4 Constructors

In OASIS-OML, new objects are created using the commandnew followed by the class
name, e.g. the command

new ANode

creates a newANode object and assigns default values to its attributes (see Section 3.3.1).
Sometimes this is sufficient to ensure a correct initial state of the object. Often, however,
the piece of code that creates the object needs to supply initial data to one or more of the
attributes of the object. For these purposes, classes can defineconstructors.

Constructors are like methods. They take zero or more parameters, but their name is
always identical to the name of the class in which they are defined and (unlike methods) there
is no return type. For example, our schema defines the following constructor for the class
ANode:
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ANode(string s, int p) {
name = s;
position = p
}

The body of the constructor is applied to the new object after the default values have been
assigned. The above constructor takes two arguments, which are used to initialize thename
andposition field. The other set-valued attributes (i.e.,incomingLinks, outgoingLinks, and
content) maintain their default value (i.e. the empty set valueset()). At present, there is no
overloading of constructors (like in Java). Hence, classes can have at most one constructor.

3.1.5 Persistent roots

Objects and values do not automatically remain in the database after the application that
created them has terminated. OASIS adopts the persistence approach of the O2 system,
which is often calledpersistence by reachability, or transitive persistence([BDK92]). In
this approach, the schema defines a number of named entry points to the database (similar to
tables in the relational data model). These entry points act as global variables of the schema
(i.e., they can be used in the definition of methods, transactions and constraints); all objects
and values directly or indirectly reachable from these names are persistent. No other objects
or values are persistent.

For the example schema, a persistent rootcnodes is defined, which is a set used to store
instances of theCNode class:

name set〈CNode〉cnodes

A CNode object is made persistent by simply inserting the object into this set, e.g. the
OASIS-OML command

cnodes += set(c)

provides persistence to aCNode objectc as well as all objects it references. Observe that
the cnodes name behaves as a normal (global) variable, the only difference being that its
contents are persistent.

The relational data model only provides persistence to relations. In OASIS one can also
define persistent constants, or provide persistence to a single object, e.g.

name int nrOfnodes
name Node top

The nametop can, for instance, be initialized with an instance ofCNode or ANode, or with
thenil literal (remember that classNode itself cannot be instantiated because it is abstract).
The name gives persistence to the object, and it can be used as a global variable in method
definitions, constraints, and transaction programs.
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3.1.6 Integrity constraints

OASIS is a typed language; all objects and values have a type. Type information in the
schema enforces relatively simple constraints on the data. Additional, more complex con-
straints can be expressed in theconstraints section of the schema. A constraint is an arbi-
trary boolean-valued OASIS-OQL expressions over thedatabase state(i.e., persistent roots),
which includes universal and existential quantifications, and nil comparisons.

For the example schema, a constraintc1 is defined

c1 : forall c in cnodes: c!=nil

which asserts that nil-references cannot be inserted in the persistent rootcnodes. Since
the constraint can be an arbitrary OASIS-OQL expression, more complex constraints can
be expressed as well. The following constraint asserts that anyLink inside aCNode only
connects elements of that sameCNode:

c1 : forall n in cnodes :
forall e in links: (e in n.elements) implies

((e.from!=nil implies e.from in n.elements) and
(e.to!=nil implies e.to in n.elements))

Constraint definition in OASIS has its limitations. In particular, aggregate constraints in-
volving collection operations such ascount andsum are not supported yet, see Section 3.4.
Integrity constraints should hold for all objects in the database, between transactions. Con-
straints may be temporarily violated during transaction execution as long as they hold at
transaction commit. Programmers should normally include tests in method and transaction
code that prevent integrity violations to occur. This technique is often calleddefensive pro-
gramming. A major topic of this thesis is the development of a verification tool that assists
database designers to verify—at compile-time—the correctness of a transaction/method with
respect to the constraints specified in the schema.

3.1.7 Transactions

Transactions are similar to methods. They are used to update and/or query the database
contents. Definitions of transactions are given in the same way as methods, using OASIS-
OML. A transaction may invoke methods, but transactions may not be invoked from other
transactions or methods. Another important difference between a method and a transaction
is that the latter does not use thethis parameter; transactions apply to an entire database
state rather than a single object. The following example transaction clearly illustrates this
difference

void removeAtomicContent(string ac) {
foreach a in anodes where (ac in a.content) do

a.content -= set(ac)
}
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The above transaction removes an atomic content, from those elements of the persistent table
anodes that satisfy the condition specified in thewhere-clause.

Notice the use of theforeach-operator, which is different thanforall; i.e., foreach is an
collection iterator used to program updates, unlikeforall which is a logical quantifier that
returns a boolean value. Theforeach loop allows for the definition of set-oriented updates.
As pointed out in [LS93], it is well-known that these are problematical in the context of
object-sharing. Section 3.3.8 details on these problems and how they are dealt with in OASIS.

3.2 The object query language: OASIS-OQL

OASIS-OQL is a subset of OQL, the object query language of the ODMG standard [CB97],
and the O2 database system [BDK92]. OASIS-OQL is a read-only query language without
side-effects. It is a typed expression language that deals with complex values and objects.
In contrast to SQL2 [SQL92], a query may not only return a flat relational table, but it can
also return arbitrarily nested data structures with object references. In this section, we infor-
mally discuss the various language constructs available in OASIS-OQL. A complete formal
definition of the language, including abstract syntax and typing rules is given in the appendix.

3.2.1 Variables

Variables can be used in query expressions. Global variables are the ones declared as persis-
tent roots in the schema. For example,anodes is a valid expression of typeset〈ANode〉 in
the context of the example schema. Additional variables are typically introduced by collec-
tion iterators, such asselect-from-where and the quantifiersexists andforall.

3.2.2 Atomic type literals

Atomic values have the usual syntax:

• Integers: e.g.,-24 or 200,

• Boolean values:true, false,

• Character values: Character values appear between quotes (e.g.,‘z‘) ,

• Strings: A string literal appears between double quotes (e.g.,“John”),

• Objects: The only literal object reference isnil. It can be used anywhere where a
reference is expected. Thenil literal is used for an invalid or uncreated object. Its type
is a wild-card that matches all class names (see Section 3.2.5).

3.2.3 Constructing complex values

Complex values are constructed using the constructorslist, set, andstruct:
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• Record: The expressionstruct(a1 : e1, · · · , an : en) represents a record structure with
n fields. For example, the expressionstruct(name:“John”,age:25) is a record with
two fieldsname andage with values“John” and25, respectively. The type of this
expression is written asstruct(name:string,age:int).

• List: The expressionlist(e1, · · · , en) represents a list expression withn elements. For
example, the expressionlist(10,20,10) is a list of three integer values. The type of this
expression is written aslist〈int〉.

• Set: The expressionset(e1, · · · , en) represents a set expression withn elements. For
example, the expressionset(10,20) is a set of two integer values. The type of this
expression is written asset〈int〉. Duplicates are automatically removed from the set.

New objects cannot be constructed in the OASIS-OQL language; object creation is dealt with
using the language of commands, OASIS-OML (see Section 3.3).

3.2.4 Heterogeneous collections and type compatibility

The elements of a list or set need not be of exactly one and the same type. For example,
if n1 andn2 are expressions of typeCNode andANode respectively, then the expression
set(n1,n2) is correctly typed and of typeset〈Node〉. Such a set or list with slightly dif-
ferently typed components is often called aheterogeneous collection(e.g., see [vK97]) or a
polymorphic collection([CB97]). As pointed out in [CB97], a major contribution of object-
oriented programming is the possibility to manipulate heterogeneous collections of objects
and, thanks to thelate bindingmechanism, to carry out generic actions on the elements of
these collections.

The OASIS language does not allow values of arbitrary types to be grouped in one and
the same collection. Values can only be put in the same collection as long as they have
compatible types([CB97]). For example, the typesCNode andANode in the above example
are compatible because of subsumption: any instance of classCNode or ANode is also of
typeNode. Node is called theleast-upper bound(LUB) of the typesCNode andANode;
it provides the most detailed information about the properties of state and behavior shared by
both ANode andCNode. The (existence of a) LUB is a requirement for the formation of
many OQL expressions (see Appendix C). The LUB of two reference types always exists,
because they are all subtypes of the most general classObject. Hence, objects can always be
put in one and the same set.

Type compatibility is not merely defined for reference types. One can also construct het-
erogeneous collections of complex values. In this case, compatibility boils down to the com-
patibility of the atomic components. For example,set〈CNode〉 andset〈ANode〉 are com-
patible, and so arestruct(n:CNode) andstruct(n:ANode) but not struct(n:CNode,l:Link)
andstruct(n:ANode). Hence, records with a different number of components are not com-
patible. Note that this is in contrast to the various forms of record polymorphism, discussed
in [CW85, Car88]. For more details, the reader is refered to Section 2.1.
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3.2.5 Constants without a type

OASIS-OQL is a strongly typed language, in which each (correctly typed) expression is as-
signed a unique minimal type. Some expressions are assigned a wild-card type (written∗).
These are the expressionset(), which is the empty set of typeset〈∗〉, and the expression
list(), which is the empty list of typelist〈∗〉. The type∗ is compatible with any other type,
including reference types. Similar to this is the typeNil, which acts as a wild-card for refer-
ence types; this type is used to type thenil literal. The typeNil is compatible with any other
reference type, e.g.Nil is compatible withLink.

The wild-card andNil type cannot be used by schema designers in the signature of meth-
ods, attribute and variable declarations. These types are only used to get around the typing of
the above mentioned literals.

3.2.6 Arithmetic expressions

Arithmetic expressions are the usual ones for addition (+), subtraction (−), multiplication (∗)
and division (/). The types of the operands of these operations should be integer values. The
operation+ is overloaded and can also be used for list and string concatenation (as discussed
in Section 3.2.10).

3.2.7 Boolean expressions

OASIS-OQL defines the usual infix overloaded operations for equality (==), and its negation
(!=). Typing requirements enforce the existence of a least-upper bound (LUB) for the type
of the operands. For example, ifcnode is an expression of typeCNode, and node an
expression of typeNode, then the expression

anode == node

is correctly typed and of typebool, because reference types are always compatible (see Sec-
tion 3.2.4). Hence, we could even compare an expression of typePerson with one of type
CNode. This may seem to be awkward: how could they possibly denote the same object?
The answer is simple: such a comparison makes sense—and evaluates totrue—if both ex-
pressions denote thenil literal. The OASIS mini-type-checker that has been implemented
generates a warning message if two references are compared under the most general type
Object; this case often indicates a typographic error in the schema.

Set membership (in) is an overloaded construct that works for lists and sets. In this case, a
LUB should exist for the type of the operand on the left-hand side and the type of the elements
of the collection on the right-hand side. For example, ifanode is a variable of typeANode
andnodes a named root of typeset〈Node〉, then the following expression is correctly typed
and of typebool:

anode in nodes

The operations ‘<, >’, ‘<=’ and ‘>=’ are defined only if both arguments are numbers
(int) or sets. For sets, the same typing restrictions apply as for the equality operator: a LUB
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should exist. For example, ifcnodes is a collection of typeset〈CNode〉, andnodes a
collection of typeset〈Node〉, then the expression

cnodes <= nodes

is correctly typed and of typebool. Between sets, the operation<= is interpreted as⊆.
Again, we could write ‘weird’ code, e.g.cnodes <= People.

The expressionnot(e) is used for the negation ofe. Boolean connectives are the infix
operationsand, or, and implies. Existential and universal quantifiers can be used. They
are always bound by a collection (i.e., list or set); unbounded quantifiers cannot be used.
Bounded quantifiers are particularly useful for defining constraints on the database (for ex-
amples, see section 3.1.6).

3.2.8 Path expressions

The ‘.’ operator is used to select an attribute of an object or a record structure. Thus so-called
path-expressions (i.e., expressions which involve nested application of the ‘.’ operator) can
be formed to navigate through a complex object or record structure. The following example
expression selects the position of theNode that is attached to thefrom field of aLink object
‘ l’.

l.from.position

If the Link object turns out to be thenil literal, then the result of the attribute selection is
undefinedas described in Section 3.2.14.

3.2.9 Collection expressions

Various collection operations are defined. These are operations that work for arbitrary col-
lection types (in our case lists and sets).

OASIS-OQL uses the familiar select-from-where statement for collection iteration. The
following expression builds a record structure for allCNode objects from the named root
cnodes, which are positioned in the interval[175, 1500]; the structure that is built contains
the name of theCNode, paired with the name of its elements

select struct(name: c.name,
elms: (select n.name

from n in c.elements))
from c in cnodes
where (c.position>175) and (c.position< 1500)

The result of this query is of typeset〈struct(name:string,elms:set〈string〉)〉. In ODMG-
OQL, the result of the above expression is a bag (with the same type of elements). To return
a set, an extradistinct clause needs to be inserted right afterselect. In this thesis, bags are
not discussed and thedistinct clause can be omitted.

Observe that nesting may occur at arbitrary places: unlike in SQL, operations such as
select-from-where can be freely composed as long as simple typing constraints are preserved.
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Other generic operations on collections areelement, andflatten. Theelement operator
extracts the unique element of a singleton collection. The result is undefined if no single
element exists, e.g.

element(set(10))

is of typeint and evaluates to10.
Theflatten operator works on a collection of collections (i.e., on an expressione of type

col〈col〈t〉〉), wherecol abbreviateslist or set; unnesting is applied by unioning the elements
of e. The result type depends on the kind of collections that are used: if one of the collection
types is a set, then the result is of typeset〈t〉; otherwise it is of typelist〈t〉. The following
example is taken from [CB97] and returns the set containing the elements1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
7 (duplicates are removed):

flatten(list(set(1,2,3),set(3,4,5,6),set(7)))

3.2.10 List & string expressions

In addition to the operations that work for arbitrary collection types, there are also a few
specific operations for lists. These operations are overloaded for strings (a string is treated as
a list of characters).

The operatorshead andtail are used to extract the head and tail of a list or string. Both
operators have anundefinedcase; i.e., the result ofhead(list()) andtail(list()) is undefined.

A list is converted to a set using the ‘listtoset’ operator. Such a conversion looses the
ordering of the list, and removes any duplicates. For example,

listtoset(list(2,7,8,7))

returns the set containing the elements 2, 7, and 8.
List (or string) concatenation is performed using the infix operation ‘+’. e.g. the following

expression results in the list of four elementslist(1,2,2,3).

list(1,2) + list(2,3)

3.2.11 Set expressions

Specific operators on sets are the usual infix operations for intersection (intersect), set-union
(union), and set-difference (except). For example, ifnodes is a collection of nodes and
cnodes a collection of composite nodes, then the expression

nodes except cnodes

evaluates to the set of nodes which are not incnodes. The type of this expression is the type
of the set on the left-hand side, i.e.,set〈Node〉. Set-difference is well defined if a least-upper
bound exists of the type of the operands.

The result of the union or intersection of two sets is the least-upper bound of the type of
the operands. For example, the expressions
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cnodes union anodes
cnodes intersect anodes

are both of typeset〈Node〉. One could argue that a greatest-lower bound should be used for
typing the set intersection operation (see e.g. [vK97]). We have decided, however, to follow
ODMG-OQL typing rules, which uses a LUB for all binary operations on sets.

3.2.12 Method application in queries

Inside a query one can invoke methods. Methods are applied to a receiver object in the same
way as we select an attribute of an object, using the ‘.’ notation. The type of the value
returned by the invocation of a method is the return type specified in the method signature.
For example, given anElement object ‘e’ and Node object ‘n’, the following expression is
correctly typed and of typebool

e.isConnectedTo(n)

where the method is defined as in Section 3.1.3. The receiver object and the actual parameter
values can be subtypes of the ones specified in the signature of the method. For instance,
we could also apply the above method to a receiver of typeANode and a parameter of type
CNode.

OASIS-OQL is a query language without side-effects. All updates to the database are
expressed using a separate update language, OASIS-OML. Methods, however, may update
the database state. To prevent suchhidden updatesto occur inside a query expression, the
syntax is restricted such that only methods can be applied which have a body that consists of
a singlereturn statement (see Section 3.1.3 for details).

Similar to attribute selection, if the receiver object turns out to be thenil literal, then the
result of the attribute selection isundefinedas described in Section 3.2.14.

3.2.13 Late binding

The OASIS data model supports subsumption. Wherever an expression of a certain type is
expected one can always use an expression of a subtype. For example, if we have a collection
of static typeset〈Element〉, then the elements of this collection can be instances ofANode,
CNode or Link. OASIS-OQL allows us to invoke abstract or overridden retrieval methods to
the elements of such heterogeneous collections of objects, usinglate binding. For example,
in Section 3.1.2, we introduced the abstract methodisConnectedTo for classElement. If
we apply this method to an object of typeElement, the actual run-time type of the object
determines which implementation of the method is used. For example,

select e
from n in cnodes, e in n.elements
where e.isConnectedTo(node)
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the above query selects from all cnodes those elements that are connected to a namedNode
objectnode. The result of this query is of typeset〈Element〉 (becauseElement is the type
of e).

In OASIS, a single-dispatch model is used, in which only the type of the receiver object
determines the actual binding. This is conform the ODMG standard and many object-oriented
programming languages (e.g., Java).

Notice that the expressions in thefrom clause do not need to be ‘independent’ collections.
As is seen in the example above, a collection in thefrom part can be derived from a previous
one by following a path that starts from it.

3.2.14 Undefined values

OASIS supportsnil values. The result of attempting to access the attribute of, or application
of a method to anil reference isundefined, which in OASIS means that the semantics does
not prescribe the outcome (in fact, an arbitrary value is chosen). Ideally, an exception should
be raised to capture such cases, but exceptions are not delat with in this thesis.

3.2.15 Type casting

Sometimes, static type checking fails to infer that an object is actually of a more specific type.
In those cases, one can use an explicit down-cast of the object to its right type, e.g.

select (Link)e.from
from n in cnodes, e in n.elements
where (e in links)

The above query selects the elements of allCNode objects. The selection is restricted toLink
objects only (by the condition specified in thewhere-clause). By down-casting the elements
to Link, we obtain theirfrom field. If the down-cast fails (i.e., the selected element turns out
to be not aLink), the result isundefined.

3.2.16 Instanceof

Related to type casting is theinstanceof operator, which is used to determine if an expression
if of a given type. The meaning and syntax of this operator is the same as in Java. For
example, consider an objecte of static typeElement. To check whethere is actually of type
Node (thus not of typeLink), we use the following expression:

e instanceof Node

The above expression returnstrue if the down-cast ofe to Node would be valid, otherwise
false is returned (this is also the case ife turns out to be thenil literal).
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3.3 The object manipulation language: OASIS-OML

OASIS defines a separate update language OASIS-OML for object manipulation. OASIS-
OML is a superset of OASIS-OQL: any OASIS-OQL query expression is also a valid com-
mand (in this case, no side-effects occur). A small set of primitive commands is defined
(e.g., for object creation, attribute update and variable update). There is no object deletion
because of the persistence by reachability that is used. Compound updates are formed using
sequential composition (;), conditional branch (if-then-else), (non-recursive) update method
call, and collection iteration (foreach). A command may also return a value (i.e. a query
result). In case no value is returned, the command is of typevoid.

3.3.1 Object creation & default values

New objects are created using thenew command. For example, the following command
creates a new instance of classANode:

new ANode

The type of this command isANode: ‘new’ returns a reference to the new object. The
attributes of the object are automatically initialized. This is done by assigning adefault value
to each of the object’s attributes. The rules for assigning default values are as follows:

• Integers are assigned the value0

• Characters are assigned the null character\ 0000

• Strings are assigned the empty string“”

• Booleans are assigned the valuefalse

• Sets are assigned the empty set valueset()

• Lists are assigned the empty list valuelist()

• Structs are (recursively) assigned default values for each of the attributes

• Object references are assigned thenil literal

Sometimes, assigning default values is sufficient to ensure a correct initial state of the
object. But often more sophisticated data initialization should be performed. For these pur-
poses, OASIS supports constructors, as discussed in Section 3.1.4.

In Section 3.1.4, we defined a constructor forANode with two parameters. Thenew
command supplies the actual values for these parameters.

new ANode(‘‘X105’’,575)
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The above command creates a new instance ofANode; after its attributes have been assigned
their default values, the constructor is applied (the constructor initializes thename andpo-
sition field).

Static type checking validates whether the number and types of the parameters supplied
to new correspond to the ones declared in the signature of the constructor. If there is a
constructor but the number and/or types of parameters do not match, a type checking error is
generated. There is only one exception to this rule: if a constructor with parameters has been
defined, but no arguments are supplied tonew, then only default initialization is performed.

3.3.2 Assignment

Attribute values or variables are assigned a new value in the usual way, using the assignment
operation ‘=’. The type of an assignment is alwaysvoid, unlike in Java. Because of poly-
morphism, the new value may actually be a subtype of the (declared) type of the attribute or
variable that gets the new value. For example, letl be a variable of typeLink, andcnode be
a variable of typeCNode, then the following assignment is correctly typed and of typevoid:

l.from = cnode

In the above example, the new value is determined by the query expressioncnode. But the
new value can also be determined by a return value of a command. A typical example is the
binding of a reference returned bynew to a variable, e.g.

n = new ANode(‘‘X105A’’,575)

Related to the assignment operator, are the operators ‘+=’ and ‘-=’, for incremental and
decremental assignment, respectively. These operators can be regarded as convenient short-
hands for a normal assignment.Incremental assignment‘x+=c’ executes the command ‘c’,
and subsequently ‘adds’ its result to the current value of ‘x’. For adding the result, the opera-
tor ‘+’ is used in case ‘x’ is of type int or list; in case ‘x’ of type set, the set-union operation
(‘union’) is used. Typing restrictions enforcec to be a subtype of the type ofx. Decremental
assignmentworks in a similar way; the subtraction operation is ‘-’ in casex of typeint or list,
and ‘except’ in case of sets. In this case, typing restrictions allowc to be of any type that is
compatible with the type ofx.

3.3.3 Deleting an object

OASIS uses persistence by reachability. An object remains in the database as long as the
object is (directly or indirectly) reachable from at least one of the named roots. Consequently,
to “remove” an object from the database, all references to the object—reachable from the
roots—have to be “removed”. This is done using standard OASIS-OML statements. For
example, to remove anANode n from the rootcnodes, one uses:

cnodes -= set(n)

An individual reference can be broken by assigning thenil literal to it, or by replacing the
reference by a reference to another object, e.g.
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top = nil

3.3.4 Return

Object creation is a typical example of a command that combines operational and functional
behavior. Many other commands do not return a value (i.e. they are of typevoid). In this
case, an explicit return value is specified using thereturn e statement, which returns the
value denoted by the OQL expressione. It is important to know thatreturn is not a control
flow statement, like for instance thereturn statement in Java. Hence, it does not terminate
execution of a method.

3.3.5 Sequential composition

Atomic updates can be sequentially composed to construct non-trivial updates, e.g.

n = new ANode(s, p);
elements += set(n)

It should be observed that commands cannot be mixed with query expressions. In OASIS, one
cannotuse the following piece of code instead of the above explicit sequencing of commands:

elements += set(new ANode(s, p))

The reason why the above expression is not allowed is thatset is a query language construct
(see Section 3.2.3), which expects a query (not a command) sub-expression.

The type of a command sequencec1; c2 is the type ofc2. For example, the above com-
mand sequence is of typevoid because the assignment ‘+=’ is of type void. The following
command sequence is of typeLink (provided thatn is of typeLink):

elements += set(n); return n

3.3.6 Local variables

Local variables are declared in a straightforward manner, e.g.

Node n = new ANode(s, p);
elements += set(n)

The above command declares a new variablen of typeNode. Local variables arenotassigned
default values. Instead, each variable has to be initialized explicitly (as in Java). In the above
example, the initial value ofn is the reference returned by thenew statement.
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3.3.7 Conditionals & skip

Conditional updates are performed usingif (b) then c1 else c2. The expressionb is an
arbitrary boolean-valued OASIS-OQL expression (which may include quantifiers), which is
evaluated first. If its value istrue, thenc1 is executed, elsec2. Bothb, c1 andc2 observe the
same incoming database state. The type of the value that is returned is the least-upper bound
of the types of thethen andelse branch; a type checking error occurs if no such bound exist,
e.g.

if (n in elements) then {
elements -= set(n); return n

} else return nil

The above statement removes anElement n from the set ofelements and returnsn, if the
former is a member of the latter; otherwise, no operation is performed andnil is returned. The
type of the “then” branch (namely andElement) is compatible with the type of the “else”
branch (namelyNil). The result type is the least-upper bound ofElement andNil, which is
Element.

Theelse clause isnot optional. A command calledskip should typically be used if no
operation is to be performed, e.g.

if (n in elements) then {
elements -= set(n)

} else skip

The above statement removes an elementn from the sets ofelements, if the former is a
member of the latter; otherwise, no operation is performed. Both branches are of typevoid.

3.3.8 Bounded iteration

A simple procedural language with atomic updates such as assignment and object creation,
combined with sequential composition and conditional updates is not sufficient. Many data-
base programming languages proposed in the literature use some form of bounded-iteration
construct or recursion, to gain ‘realistic’ expressiveness. OASIS uses bounded iteration, re-
cursion is not supported. Here is a simple example, that shows how collection-oriented up-
dates are expressed in OASIS-OML:

foreach k in n.incomingLinks where (k.name = ‘‘X124’’) do {
k.disconnectLinkFromNode(n)

}

The above command iterates over the set ofincomingLinks, and applies thedisconnect-
LinkFromNode method to each element in the set. The iteration can be bound by a list or
a set. In the case of a list, the collection is first converted to a set before the actual iteration
starts. The command body of the iteration can be an arbitrary command (including sequential
composition, and other iterations). Thewhere clause is optional.
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It is well known (e.g. [LS93], and [vK97]), that conflicts may arise with set-oriented
updates due toobject sharing: multiple incompatible updates can be applied to one and the
same object in different steps of the iteration. The following example illustrates the problem
in OASIS-OML.

Node n1 = new ANode(‘‘X125’’,275);
Node n2 = new ANode(‘‘X126’’,150);
lnk1 = new Link(‘‘Y875’’);
lnk2 = new Link(‘‘Y876’’);
lnk1.from = n1;
lnk2.from = n1;
lnk1.to = n1;
lnk2.to = n2;
foreach k in set(lnk1,lnk2) do {

k.from.position = k.to.position∗2
}

What happens if the above update is applied? If a sequential processing of the elements of
the set is used, the effect of the update isnon-deterministic: depending on the order in which
we take the elements from the set, the sharedNode in the from field gets the new value
300 or 600 for its position field. In OASIS, we have decided to useparallel execution se-
mantics for the bounded-iteration construct; i.e., each step in the iteration is executed in the
same incoming database state, and no intermediate states are observed. This provides down-
wards compatibility with SQL2’s update-from-where statement (see [SQL92]). Compared
to a sequential processing of the loop, parallel execution semantics “reduces the complexity
of computation and reasoning about the effects of program executions on the database con-
tents” (see [Qia93]). Intuitively, this can be understood by the fact that parallel execution
semantics works collection-at-a-time, as opposed to the tuple-at-a-time processing implied
by a sequential processing of the loop.

Parallel execution semantics, however, does not solve the problem of conflicts in the
definition of set-oriented updates; e.g., using parallel execution semantics, theNode object
n1 in the above example is assigned a new position of550 and300 at the same time. OASIS
does not support an exception mechanism to deal with such cases. Conflicts of multiple
updates to the same object are “solved” by treating the conflicting cases as no-ops (i.e. in
case of a conflict, no update is performed). Hence, in the above example, the objectn1 is not
updated at all. Ideally, an exception should be raised.

Variables declared outside the scope of the iteration cannot be updated inside the loop.
This would likely raise conflicts, similar to the ones mentioned above: a variable cannot be
assigned different values in parallel. Parallel execution semantics leads to a slightly different
(i.e. more declarative) style of programming loops. Here is an example of programming a
loop construct in O2C [BDK92] (which uses sequential processing of the elements of the
collection):

o2 set(Link) s;
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s=set();
for (x in set("Y875","Y876","Y877") {

s+=set(new Link(x))
}

The variables declared outside the loop is used to accumulate the newly createdLink objects
in a set. In OASIS, one can program such a loop in a different way. Here is the OASIS code
for the same example:

set〈Link〉 s = foreach x in set(‘‘Y875’’,‘‘Y876’’,‘‘Y877’’) do { new Link(x) }

In fact, theforeach-loop combines operational and functional behavior. The values returned
by the different steps of the iteration are automatically accumulated in a set; if no values are
returned (i.e. the command body is of typevoid), the result of the evaluation offoreach is
also of typevoid.

3.3.9 Method call

Methods are invoked in a similar way as we access an attribute, using dot (.) notation. Ac-
tual parameter values are passed by using a comma-separated list enclosed by parentheses.
OASIS usescall-by-valuefor parameter passing, similar to Java. That is, all values passed
for parameter variables are treated as copies. Thus, changes applied to parameter variables
do not affect the values in the environment of the caller. When the parameter is an object,
however, only the reference is passed. Changes applied toattributesof such an object will be
visible in the environment where the method was invoked. Thus side-effects can occur. For
example, consider the following definition of a method in classLink.

void CalByRef(Link p) {
p.name = ‘‘X100’’;
p = nil
};

The update of thename field applied to the parameter ‘p’ is visible in the environment that
invokes the method. The update of ‘p’ to the nil reference, however, is not observed in the
environment of the caller. For example, consider the following command sequence:

Link x = new Link;
x.name = ‘‘X125’’;
x.changeName(x);
return x.name

The result of executing the above command sequence is the string value “X100”. The value
of ‘x’ is not affected by the invocation of the method (for otherwise we could not select its
name field in thereturn statement).

Late binding is used if an abstract or an overridden method is invoked (see Section 3.2.13).
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3.4 Summary

An object-oriented database programming language, called OASIS, was discussed. OASIS
supports many of the common features of current object-oriented database programming,
such as heterogeneous sets, nil values, and late binding of method calls. In addition to these,
there are a number of other relevant features have not been included. These are (just to
mention a few): bagsand arrays—as yet only one ordered collection (i.e., list) and one
unordered collection (i.e., set) are supported,aggregates(e.g., operations such as count and
sum), specialized mathematical functions (e.g., min,max and sqrt), and name overloading
where several methods with the same name—but a different number of parameters—can be
defined in the same class. The reason why these features have been omitted in OASIS is
twofold.

First of all, a major goal of this dissertation is to build a research prototype to demonstrate
that verification of object-oriented database specifications using a modern higher-order logic
theorem prover is feasible. Part of such a research prototype is the implementation of a com-
piler that translates an OASIS schema to higher-order logic Isabelle code. Implementation
of some of the above mentioned topics (i.e. attribute hiding and name overloading within
the same class) address standard compiler issues, but will not introduce any real new issues
during proofs.

Secondly, it hasnot been a goal of this dissertation to do research in mathematics. The
standard distribution of Isabelle only comes with a theory of sets and lists; other collection
types often found in object-oriented databases1 are not fully supported yet. Also, the Isabelle
system does not support aggregations over sets. Although we realize their importance for
databases (in particular for constraint specification), we feel that it would be distracting to try
to provide too many extensions to the theorem prover. We have decided to leave these issues
for future work.

1The ODMG standard supports arrays and bags in addition to lists and sets
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Chapter 4

Higher-order logic theorem
proving using Isabelle
This chapter introduces the higher-order logic Isabelle theorem prover. There is an extensive
amount of literature on both the formal and practical aspects of this system (e.g., see [Pau89,
Pau90, Pau93b, Pau93a, Pau94, Nip98, Isa]). In this chapter, details are given to the extent
that is needed for reading the later chapters of this thesis.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we explain the main differences
between first-order logic and higher-order logic. Section 4.2 then introduces the Isabelle
system. It discusses the higher-order logic notation used in the later chapters of this thesis,
and the construction of proofs. Section 4.3 discusses an example proof in Isabelle. The
example considers a simple proof of an invariant for a transaction on a relational database,
using the standard facilities of the theorem prover. The reader is encouraged to read this
example: it not only introduces basic theorem proving in higher-order logic, it also motivates
the more intricate cases to come for an object-oriented database (as discussed in Chapter 7).

4.1 What is higher-order logic?

Higher-order logic is a generalization of first-order logic, where variables are allowed to range
over functions and predicates. There are various kinds of higher-order logic, which may differ
in the type system that is used, but the possibility to quantify over functions and predicates
is distinctive. Isabelle’s higher-order logic theory is inspired by the functional programming
language ML, which in turn is based on the simply typedλ-calculus with polymorphic types
[Bar84]. For a good introduction of ML and a short introduction of theλ-calculus, the reader
is referred to [Pau96].

4.2 Higher-order logic Isabelle theorem prover

Isabelle is a generic theorem prover [Pau94, Nip98, Isa], which supports reasoning in a variety
of logics (the so-calledobject logics). The core of the system is a minimal fragment of higher-
order logic (the so-calledmeta logic), which is used to represent the syntax and inference
rules of the various object logics. Examples of predefined object logics are first-order logic,
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory and (typed) higher-order logic. In this thesis, we will focus on
typed higher-order logic. From now on, Isabelle/HOL refers to this particular instantiation of
the theorem prover, but often we will simply write HOL or Isabelle.
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Isabelle’s higher-order logic theory is inspired by the functional programming language
ML[Pau96], which may sometimes be confusing. HOL is not a programming language; it
merely provides a way to reason about logical theories written in an ML-like style. There is
no execution model for HOL. HOL is a specification language, which permits the definition
of declarative constructs (such as predicative sets) for which there may not even exist an
operational semantics.

The standard HOL distribution of the theorem prover predefines many of the commonly
used data types in programming languages. Below, we summarize the syntax of predefined
types and terms that will be used later on in this thesis.

4.2.1 Types

The type system of HOL is very similar to that of ML. Basic types includebool for boolean
values,nat for numbers, andint for integers. Several type constructors are predefined.
Function types are written asσ ⇒ τ , where “curried” typesσ1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ σn ⇒ τ are
often abbreviated as[σ1, · · · , σn] ⇒ τ . All functions in HOL are total, but partiality can be
modeled using optional values (see Section 4.2.2). Other predefined type constructors include
product types written asσ × τ , and the collection typesset andlist; e.g. (nat) list
represents a list of natural numbers and(nat × bool) set a set of tuples where the first
field is a number and the second field a boolean. Thus, complex (nested) data structures are
supported. This is important for object-oriented databases where similar data structures are
found (in contrast to relational databases, where only “flat” table structures are available).

Type schemes provide ML-like polymorphism. For example, we can use types such as
the type[α, α list] ⇒ α list for the polymorphic function to add a value of typeα to an
existing list, where the elements are of typeα andα can be instantiated with any other type
(including a function type).

4.2.2 Terms

Terms are made up from variables, constants, functions, and function application. Function
applications are written in a curried style (e.g.,f a b for the application of the functionf
to the argumentsa andb). Functions are defined usingλ notation (e.g.,λx · x + 1 for the
successor function, which is of typenat⇒ nat). The composition of two functionsf andg
is written asf ◦ g.

Constants are defined for the symbols in the logic (e.g.,+, ∧, ∀). Below, we give an
overview of the constants that are predefined by the standard HOL distribution of the theorem
prover.

• Formulae are terms of typebool. They include the basic constantsTrue andFalse,
and the usual logical connectives∧, ∨, →, and¬, as well as the quantifiers∀, ∃,
and ∃!. Isabelle provides different concrete syntax for these symbols but we will
use the more common mathematical notation throughout. For example, we will write
P ∧ Q for logical conjunction, rather thanP&Q which is the corresponding concrete
Isabelle/HOL syntax. All logical symbols are defined as (function) constants in the
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logic. For example,True is a basic constant of typebool, ∧ a function constant of
type [bool, bool] ⇒ bool and∀ a function constant of type[α ⇒ bool] ⇒ bool.
Equality is defined for all terms:e1 = e2 is of typebool provided thate1 ande2 have
the same type.

• Conditionals are written in the usual way, using mixfix notation:if b then e1 else e2
is of typeσ provided thate1 ande2 are both of typeσ andb is of typebool.

• Integer values include basic constants such as2, −10. Isabelle predefines the opera-
tions+,−,×,<, and<=. Similar notation is used for natural numbers, but our focus
is on integers.

• Let constructs are convenient for abbreviating subterms:let x = e in e′ is equivalent
to substitutinge for all free occurrences ofx in e′. Multiple bindings are separated
using semi-colons:let x1 = e1; · · · ;xn = en in e′ as in ML.

• Setoperations are predefined. Enumerated sets are written as{e1, · · · , en}. The usual
connectives for sets (∪, ∩, and−) are predefined. Set-membership is written asa ∈ A,
which is of typebool. Set-comprehensions are written as{x | P x}, which represents
the set of all elements satisfying the formulaP x. Functional replacement is written as
{e x | x · P x}, which represents the set of those valuese x, such thatP x. Multiple
iterations are written as{e x1 · · ·xn | x1 · · ·xn · P x1 · · ·xn}. Set-bounded universal
and existential quantifications are written as∀x ∈ A | P x and ∃x ∈ A | P x
respectively.

• List is a data type with many predefined operations. For example,hd l is used to extract
the head of the listl, while tl l results in the tail ofl. List concatenation is written as
l1@l2. In this thesis, our focus is on operations on sets rather than lists (although list
operations are equally well supported by Isabelle).

• Hilbert’s ε operator is a declarative operator:εz · P z denotes the unique value sat-
isfying the formulaP z. If no such unique value exists, an arbitrary value is chosen.
The special caseεz · False is written asarbitrary. Thearbitrary constant pro-
vides a common way of dealing with undefined function results in HOL, which inhabits
any types. It is, for instance, used to define the head of the empty list in the standard
Isabelle/HOL library. We will usearbitrary values to deal with wrongly typed at-
tribute selections (e.g., due to nil-values) and down-casting (see Section 5.7).

• Option is a data type that provides an alternative to model partiality in HOL. The
option data type is defined as follows:

datatype α option = None | Some α

Partial functionsσ ↪→ τ are now modeled using the total functionσ ⇒ τ option,
whereNone values are used to represent undefined values, andSome y is used to rep-
resent defined valuesy. We use this approach of simulating partial functions in HOL
to represent the notion of object store (as a partial function from object identifiers to
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object values—see Section 5.2). Optional values are also used to keep track of modifi-
cations to variables (see Section 5.8).

• Casestatements are used to perform case analysis, typically for data types such as lists
and options. For example,case e of None ⇒ 0 | Some y ⇒ y + 1 returns0 if e
is None andy + 1 for anySome-tagged valuey. Unlike in ML, all cases have to be
enumerated explicitly and in the same order as they occur in the corresponding data
type definition.

4.2.3 Theorems, axioms and rules

Theorems are derived from axioms and/or previously proven theorems. Axioms and theorems
take the same form and are often calledrules. Inference rules take the form

[| A1; · · · ;An |] =⇒ A

to represent an implication with assumptionsA1 · · ·An and conclusionA (the brackets are
omitted if there is only one assumption). In HOL, the conclusion and the assumptions should
both be terms of typebool1. For example, the following rules are axioms in HOL:

[| P → Q;P |] =⇒ Q (→ E)
(P =⇒ Q) =⇒ P → Q (→ I)

The first rule describeswhat to infer from (P → Q), while the second rules describeshow
to infer (P → Q). The first rule is called anelimination rule, while the second rule is called
an introduction rule. Normally, elimination rules are used for reasoning forward from the
assumptions, while introduction rules are for reasoning backwards from the conclusion (see
Section 4.3 for an example).

The rule language also supports quantifiers; in this case, the rules can have both bound
and free variables. The following rules provide the natural deduction style introduction and
elimination properties of set-bounded universal quantification:

[| ∀x ∈ A | P x;P t =⇒ Q; t 6∈ A =⇒ Q |] =⇒ Q (∀∈E)
(!!x.x ∈ A =⇒ P x) =⇒ ∀x ∈ A | P x (∀∈I)

Both rules are derived theorems in HOL. The first rule eliminates the quantifier by introduc-
ing a newunknown variable, namelyt. Typically, in reasoning using this rulet should be
instantiated in a later stage of the proof (an example is shown in Section 4.3). In Isabelle,
rules that introduce unknown variables are calledunsafe, while rules that do not introduce
such variables are calledsafe. The distinction between safe and unsafe is important, because
it determines the order in which rules should be applied (safe rules should be applied before
any unsafe rules are tried, see Section 4.3).

The second rule for introduction of the set-bounded universal quantification introduces a
parameteror eigenvariablex, where !! is a construct of Isabelle’s meta-logic to universally
bind variables.

1In fact, they should be meta-logical propositions, but the encoding of HOL formulae in terms of meta-level
propositions is invisible to the user.
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Isabelle represents rules as ML values of typethm. Theorems are named using ML iden-
tifiers. For example, the rule(∧I) mentioned above is identified by the ML identifierimpI.

4.2.4 Tactics and tacticals

New theorems are proved mainly in a backward fashion. Backward reasoning is performed
by refining the initialproof goal(i.e., the theorem we wish to prove) to progressively simpler
subgoals until no subgoals remain.

Tactics Individual steps in a proof are made by applyingtactics. Isabelle predefines a
variety of tactics, including basic tactics for interactive proof as well as powerful tactics for
automating proof steps:

• Resolutiontries to unify the conclusion of a rule with a given subgoal, and on success-
ful unification this goal is replaced by the instantiated assumption of the rule.

• Proof by assumptiontries to unify the conclusion of a goal with one of the assump-
tions, and on successful unification deletes this goal.

• Contradiction tries to solve a goal by contradiction; the tactic succeeds if one of the
goal’s assumptions is the negation of another assumption.

• Simplification tactics are available through theSimplifier package. The Simplifier
permits rewriting with an arbitrary set of rewrite rules. Rewrite rules are rules with a
conclusion of the formA = B, where each occurrence ofA in the goal is replaced by
B. Isabelle installs over a few hundred standard rewriting rules for HOL, and new rules
can be easily added. Many advanced features in term-rewriting are supported, such as
the handling of conditional rewrite rules, the splitting of conditionals (if-then-else), and
the use of congruence rule. We will highly benefit from these features for analyzing
method code (a more detailed explanation follows in Section 7.2.2).

• Classical reasoningis supported through theClassical Reasonerpackage. The pack-
age defines several powerful tactics, for automated theorem proving in higher-order
logic. These tactics handle substantial proofs, including quantifier reasoning. The tool
uses a set of introduction and elimination rules for higher-order logic to automate nat-
ural deduction inferences. The default configuration of the tool includes machinery to
reason about sets, lists, tuples, booleans, etc. The tool implements a depth-first search
strategy; variables introduced by the use of quantifiers can automatically be instanti-
ated, and backtracking is performed between different alternative unifiers. Between
deduction steps, the Simplifier can be used to permit rewriting. This provides a pow-
erful tool for automated reasoning in HOL. The combined Simplifier and Classical
Reasoner will provide the basis for our automated analysis technique to reason about
methods in object-oriented databases. An example proof that demonstrates the capa-
bilities of the Classical Reasoner is discussed in Section 4.3.
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• Induction is done by a special tactic. We do not address recursion and inductive proofs
in this thesis. The database language we use has a limited expressiveness, going as far
as Qian’s set-bounded iteration [Qia91].

Tacticals Tactics provide implementations for individual proof steps.Tacticalsare used to
combine tactics, e.g. sequentially usingtac1 THEN tac2 or tac1 ORELSE tac2 as alternatives.

4.3 A simple proof of an invariant using Isabelle

An example is shown of the proof of an invariant for a transaction on a relational database, to
illustrate the use of tactics and basic quantifier reasoning in Isabelle.

We consider a simple relational database with a tableR that has only one fieldx of type
integer. There is a constraint that all elements ofR should be smaller than1600. Further, a
simple transactionT (R, a) ≡ R−{a} is defined, which deletes a given valuea fromR. Our
goal is to show that the constraint is an invariant of the transaction. This amounts to proving
the following theorem in HOL;

(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)

That is, we assume that the constraint holds in a stateR to show that it still holds after the
application ofT , for arbitraryR of type (int)set anda of typeint. To start the proof of
this theorem, we type the following command in Isabelle :

> Goal “(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)”

The above command asserts the required theorem as aproof goal(the symbol> is the com-
mand prompt). Isabelle responds with the following initial goal:

Level 0
(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)
1. (∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)

In the goal, Isabelle takes the variablesR anda to be implicitly universally quantified and
automatically infers their types. The level number is an indication of the number of proof
steps performed sofar. Initially this value is set to zero and it is increased each time a tactic
is applied. Isabelle then shows the theorem that we try to prove, followed by the list of
remainingsubgoals. Initially there is only one subgoal, namely the theorem we wish to
prove.

The proof is found automatically by Isabelle, using the depth-first search tactic of the
Classical Reasoner (i.e., usingFast tac). The proof takes almost zero seconds of proof time
on an average workstation and involves basic quantifier reasoning. It is instructive to examine
some details of the proof, interactively in Isabelle.

The interactive proof is performed in6 steps. We first resolve the goal with the introduc-
tion rule for implication(∧I), which is represented by the ML identifierimpI.
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> by (rtac impI 1);
Level 1
(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)
1. (∀x ∈ R | x < 1600) =⇒ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)

The resolution tactic (rtac) is a function that takes the required theorem and subgoal;by is
used to apply the tactic to the current goal. In this case, unification succeeds and Isabelle
returns the modified proof state.

We may proceed in two directions: by reasoning forward from the assumptions using the
rule∀∈E to eliminate the quantifier, or by reasoning backwards from the conclusion using the
rule ∀∈I. The order in which we apply these rules is crucial in natural deduction: applying
∀∈E first leads to an unsuccessful proof, whereas∀∈I succeeds. As a simple rule of thumb,
we should first apply any safe rules (i.e., rules that do not introduce new unknown variables
in the goal—see Section 4.2.3), before any unsafe rules are tried.

We resolve the conclusion of the goal with the rule labeled(∀∈I). The same resolution
tactic is used as in the previous step, but now applied to the ruleballI (i.e., the ML identifier
that represents(∀∈I)).

> by (rtac ballI 1);
Level 2
(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)
1. !!x.[| ∀x ∈ R | x < 1600 ;x ∈ (R− {a}) |] =⇒ x < 1600

We now eliminate the quantifier in the list of assumptions using the rule labeled(∀∈E) (writ-
ten asballE in ML). Elimination rules are applied usingetac instead ofrtac (although this
is just a combination of normal resolution and proof by assumption). Its effect with the rule
(∀∈E) applied to our goal is to create two subgoals and to introduce an unknown:

> by (etac ballE 1);
Level 3
(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)
1. !!x.[| x ∈ (R− {a}) ; ?t x < 1600 |] =⇒ x < 1600
2. !!x.[| x ∈ (R− {a}) ; ?t x 6∈ R |] =⇒ x < 1600

The unknown variable?t is a functionunknown: on unification, Isabelle has lifted the un-
known in(∀∈E) over the parameter variablex in the goal. The function application?t xmay
be replaced by any term containingx. The term we require isx itself, with ?t instantiated to
the identity functionλx · x. Notice that we would have got stuck at this point if(∀∈E) and
(∀∈I) had been applied in opposite order: the unknown variable?t would not be dependent
on x. In our case, the instantiation of?t x is found using proof by assumption on the first
subgoal.

> by (assume tac 1);
Level 4
(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)
1. !!x.[| x ∈ (R− {a}) ;x 6∈ R |] =⇒ x < 1600
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The remaining subgoal is obviously true. It is solved systematically using the elimination
rule for set difference[| c ∈ A − B ; [| c ∈ A ; c 6∈ B |] =⇒ P |] =⇒ P , which is part of
the standard Isabelle/HOL library (and labeledDiffE in ML). Using etac with this rule, we
obtain:

> by (etac DiffE 1);
Level 5
(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)
1. !!x.[| x ∈ R ; x 6∈ R ; x 6∈ {a} |] =⇒ x < 1600

The remaining goal is solved usingcontr tac, which detects the contradiction between the
first and the second assumption:

> by (contr tac 1);
Level 6
(∀x ∈ R | x < 1600)→ (∀x ∈ (R− {a}) | x < 1600)
No subgoals!

4.4 Summary

• The type system used in HOL was designed to be similar to the functional programming
language ML.

• Nested data structures, such as(int× bool) set are supported; these data structures
are needed for object-oriented databases where similar data structures are found (see
Chapter 3).

• Theorems are proved through the use of tactics; Isabelle has a suite of powerful tactics
for automatically solving goals in higher-order logic. These tactics will provide the
basis for our automated analysis of method code (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8).

• An example proof has been shown, which demonstrates the capabilities of Isabelle’s
automated search tactics: a simple case of (relational) database transaction safety is
verified in almost zero seconds of proof time on a normal workstation. In Chapter 7,
we will consider similar proofs for the object-oriented case.



Chapter 5

Higher-order logic representation
of an object-oriented database
schema
A formal translation of an OASIS database schema to higher-order logic is defined. This
translation provides the foundation for the practical verification work using Isabelle, dis-
cussed in the later chapters of this thesis. The translation to higher-order logic (HOL) im-
plements asemantic embeddingof the database language. The database state is translated
to data structures in HOL; imperative methods are translated to functions that operate on the
database state. The chapter gives details of how this is done.

5.1 Semantic embedding

Formal reasoning about programs of a languageL relies on some mathematical foundation of
L, usuallydenotational semantics. In denotational semantics, one defines semantic functions
(e.g., E [[−]]), which map the syntactic constructs available withinL to elements of some
semantic domainD. Using this function, one can prove properties about a programp, by
reasoning about itsdenotationE [[p]] inD. To prove properties about programs using a higher-
order logic theorem prover, a similar approach is taken [JvdBH+98].

There are two well-known approaches to formalize the semantics of a language in HOL:
so-calleddeep embeddingandshallow embedding[BGG+92]. A deep embeddingmeans that
the syntax of the source language, as well as semantics functions are encodedwithin HOL
to assign meanings to programs. Ashallow embeddingmeans that the syntax and semantics
functions are not part of the logical representation itself; rather, an external schema translator
is used to parse the source syntax directly to semantic structures in HOL. In other words, a
shallow embedding is one which identifies the constructs of the source language with similar
constructs available in HOL. For example, the types of the source language are mapped to
similar types in HOL. In this case, the schema translator “computes” the semantics equations.

The level of embedding is important. A deep embedding allows meta-level reasoning
about the semantics equations (e.g, one could prove a general result of the form “for all
programs”). Some general results are usually obtainable under a shallow embedding, by
proving properties of semantic operators, but results of the form “for all programs” generally
remain out of reach. A shallow embedding is typically more adequate if one wants to reason
only about specific programs rather than strive for general results about the language itself.
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The main advantage of a shallow embedding is that one can directly use the machinery of
HOL to reason in the source language.

The present chapter defines a shallow embedding of OASIS in HOL. The choice for a
shallow embedding follows naturally, because the goal of this work is to reason about specific
method definitions, rather than proving general results.

The shallow embedding of OASIS in HOL makes use of the predefined Isabelle/HOL data
types discussed in the previous chapter. These meet the demands of object-oriented database
programming to a large extent; complex values are already supported by the system (e.g., a
set of lists of integer values). In Section 5.5, we supplement the standard data types by a
generic model of the memory (called object store). Specific methods are encoded in terms
of this model. The encoding makes use of three semantics translation functions (as found in
Appendix D):

T : typ→ holtyp (mapping of types, see Section 5.6)
E : exp× env → holexp (mapping of expressions, see Section 5.7)
C : com× env → holexp (mapping of commands, see Section 5.8)

These functions are defined at themeta-level(not as part of the logical representation in
Isabelle), and intended for implementation in ML. The output issyntax: OASIS syntactic
constructs are mapped to HOL syntax in a format that can be processed by the Isabelle/HOL
theorem prover. The OASIS to HOL schema translation is, in some sense, a semantics map-
ping, where the output is HOL notation. The mapping is less rigorous than a denotational
definition (i.e., [Win93]), in that the output notation (roughly corresponding to domains) is
only intended to be reasoned about by the Isabelle system. Some aspects of the mapping are
declarative in nature. For example, the “newness” of new oids only needs to be specified
declaratively as an assumption in proofs; new oid values do not need to be computed.

The essential ingredients of the shallow embedding of OASIS in HOL (namely, ageneric
model of the object-store, a database specific model of the object store, and methods as
functions on the store) are discussed below.

5.2 The generic object store

The object store is modeled as a partial function from object identifiers to values. In HOL,
we represent such functions using the predefined ‘option’ data type, as ‘oid⇒ β option’.
HOL function types (⇒) are total, and partial function types are modeled using options. An
option is a variant type, with two cases:None for the undefined cases, andSome y for a de-
fined cases (see Section 4.2.2). The type variableβ in the co-domain type will be instantiated
differently for each schema, with a concrete type that describes the schema-specific class
structures.

Based on this abstract notion of object store, a number of generic operations for retrieval
and update are defined. Figure 5.1 gives signature declarations for these operations. The
operationsoids, get, andeval are used to retrieve information from the state. For example,
the operationget is used for the translation of attribute selection. The other operations in the
figure are used to update the state; they result in a “little” object store, which comprises local
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oids :: (oid⇒ β option)⇒ oid set
eval :: [β option, β ⇒ bool]⇒ bool
get :: [β option, β ⇒ α]⇒ α
set :: [(oid⇒ β option), oid, β ⇒ β]⇒ (oid⇒ β option)
smash :: [(oid⇒ β option), (oid⇒ β option)]⇒ (oid⇒ β option)
apply :: [α set, [α, oid]⇒ β option]⇒ (oid⇒ β option)
new :: [oid, β]⇒ (oid⇒ β option)
skip :: (oid⇒ β option)

Figure 5.1: Generic operations for objects

changes to the state. For example, the operationset is used for the translation of attribute
assignment. The operationsmash is used for sequential composition (‘;’). Details about the
definitions of these operations and useful theorems are given in Section 5.5.

5.3 The database-specific object store: class declarations as
data types

The type variableβ that appears in the generic object store type is instantiated with a type
object. This type is different for each schema; it describes the database specific class struc-
tures defined in the schema. To describe the domain of object values for a given schema,
we use a variant type.1 Cases are introduced for each of the concrete classes in the data-
base schema. Abstract classes are omitted because such classes cannot be instantiated (they
are merely used for type generalization). For the case study example (see Appendix A), the
following object type is obtained:

datatype object = AtomicContents string string string
| ANode string int (oid set) (oid set) (oid set)
| CNode string int (oid set) (oid set) int (oid set)
| Link string int oid oid

Structural information for an object (attribute values) is supplied as an argument to its data
type constructor. This information includes all attributes inherited from super-classes. For
example, instantiations of the classANode have five attributes: one attributename of type
string inherited fromElement, the attributeposition of type int, incomingLinks andout-
goingLinks both of typeset〈Link〉, inherited fromNode, and the attributecontent of type
set〈string〉 defined inANode. In the definition of the data type, only the corresponding HOL
types of the attributes are listed. These types are similar to the OASIS types, but there is an
important difference. Class references in compound objects appear as “pointer” references

1This is analogous to the use of the disjoint union domain in denotational semantics, as a means to put values
from different domains in the same set [MS76].
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in the form of oid-values. For example, the typeset〈Link〉 is mapped to the type(oid set).
Thus heterogeneous collections of objects map to homogeneous collections of oids in HOL.

Mutual recursive classes do not present a problem in our representation, because objects
are handled as references. For example, the classesNode andLink in the case study example
are mutual recursive (Link refers toNode and vice versa); the use of oids “flattens” the
recursive type structures. Further, the constructors of typeobject provide run-time type
information, which is needed to coverlate binding.

5.4 Methods as functions on the database state

Methods are represented as functions in HOL. Aretrieval methodmaps an input object store,
persistent roots, an oid for the receiver object, and actual parameter values to a (complex)
value that represents the return value of the method. For the encoding of the method body,
we use the operations from Figure 5.1, as well aspredefinedIsabelle/HOL constructs. These
include the standard operations on set, lists, integers, boolean, etc. The additional operations
eval andget are used to encode operations on objects. As an example, we look at the use
of get to encode attribute selections, in the HOL definition of the methodisConnectedTo
of the example schema. This method is an abstract method of classElement, with different
implementations for classNode andLink (see Section 3.1.3). Here is the HOL code for the
implementation in classNode:

Node isConnectedTo :: [OS,

persistent roots︷ ︸︸ ︷
(oid set), (oid set), (oid set), oid, oid]⇒ bool

Node isConnectedTo os cnodes links anodes this n ≡
n ∈ (get (os this) inLinksOf ) ∨ n ∈ (get (os this) outLinksOf )

The method is defined as a function acting on object store, persistent roots, this, and param-
eter. The name of the method is prefixed with the name of the defining class. This prevents
name clashes due to overloading. In the signature, ‘OS’ abbreviates the database specific ob-
ject store type ‘oid ⇒ object option’. The other parameters are for the persistent roots,
the receiver object and the method parameter. Theget-operation is used to look-up the val-
ues ofincomingLinks andoutgoingLinks-attributes of the receiver object; the free variables
‘ inLinksOf ’ and ‘outLinksOf are abbreviations of functions that encode the actual attribute
selections. Here is the definition of the functioninLinksOf :

inLinksOf ≡
λval · case val of AtomicContents refDir showStat URL⇒ arbitrary

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒ ins
| CNode name pos ins outs size elements⇒ ins
| Link name pos from to⇒ arbitrary

Theget application returns the value of theincomingLinks-attribute if ‘n’ is Some-tagged in
the object store, with the right type (Node); otherwise anarbitrary value is returned, which
represents an undefined function result in HOL (see Section 4.2.2).
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The above example showed how read-only methods are represented in HOL, using the ab-
stract retrieval operations from Figure 5.1. Methods with side effects are more complicated.
In this case, the output is atuplethat includes a component for the return value of the method,
and an additional component for the modifications to the object store. It also includes com-
ponents for modifications to the persistent roots and the method parameters, which we ignore
in the presentation (see Section 5.8 for details).

The operationsskip, set, new, smash andapply are used to encode updates to the
object store. As an example, we look at the use ofset to encode attribute updates, in the
HOL definition of the methodremoveElement method:

CNode removeElement :: [OS, oid set, oid set, oid set, oid, oid]⇒ (OS× bool)
CNode removeElement os cnodes links anodes this n ≡

if cond then (set os this delElt , True) else (skip, False)

The first component of the result tuple is a∆-value [DHDD95]. It corresponds to a “little”
object store, which only contains bindings for the modified objects. In this example, only the
receiver object is modified. The modification is encoded using ‘set’: the function argument
f encodes the modification to theelements field of the receiver object, by removing oid ‘n’
from the set. FunctiondelElt is defined as follows:

delElt ≡
λ val · case val of AtomicContents refDir showStmt URL⇒

AtomicContents refDir showStmt URL
| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒
ANode name pos ins outs content
| CNode name pos ins outs size elts⇒
CNode name pos ins outs size (elts− {n})
| Link name pos from to⇒ Link name pos from to

It maps anobject value to anobject value. Observe thatn is a free variable; it is bound
by the arguments to the functionCNode removeElement. More complex update expressions
are constructed by referring to e.g., the (input) object store and persistent roots.

The condition ‘cond ] of the method involveslate binding. It is represented using a num-
ber of applications of the ‘eval’ and ‘get’ operations of the theory of objects:

cond ≡
(eval (os n) isElt ∧ n ∈ (get (os this) eltsOf ))∧

(∀x ∈ (get (os this) eltsOf ) |
¬ (if (eval (os x) isLink)

then (Link isConnectedTo os cnodes links anodes x n)
else (if (eval (os x) isNode)

then (Node isConnectedTo os cnodes links anodes x n)
else arbitrary)))

The first occurrence ofeval represents the ‘n != nil’ comparison of theremoveElement
method. Theeval operation is applied to the storage cell associated withn, and the function
isElt :
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isElt ≡
λ val · case val of AtomicContents refDir showStmt URL⇒ False

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒ True
| CNode name pos ins outs size elts⇒ True
| Link name pos from to⇒ True

The above function returnsTrue if n is Some-tagged in the object store, with the right type
(see Section 5.7.1 for details).

The second subexpression in the definition ofcond checks thatn is in the ‘elements’
field of the ‘this’ object. The functioneltsOf encodes the selection of theelements at-
tribute (details of the encoding of attributes are discussed in Section 5.7.2):

eltsOf ≡
λval · case val of AtomicContents refDir showStat URL⇒ arbitrary

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒ arbitrary
| CNode name pos ins outs size elements⇒ elements
| Link name pos from to⇒ arbitrary

The last subexpression is the HOL representation of the following test in the method
definition: forall x in elements : not(x.isConnectedTo(n))). This involveslate binding:
based on the (run-time) type ofx, the appropriate version of theisConnectedTo method is
applied; an ‘arbitrary’ value results for a wrongly typed or nilx.

Object creation is one of the complicating factors in reasoning about object-oriented soft-
ware. It involves the implicit generation of new oids, which must be made explicit in the
formal representation. The schema translator takes care of oid generation: it augments the
function representation of a method with a sufficient number of extra parameters, which sup-
ply the new oid values. For example, the representation of a method creating just one new
object is augmented with an extra parameternid of typeoid. More complex examples are
given in Section 5.8.

The rest of this chapter shows details of the OASIS/HOL embedding. It documents the
algorithms that have been implemented in ML, to translate OASIS database schemas to HOL.

5.5 A simple theory of objects in HOL

In this section, we define a HOL theory of object-oriented systems. This theory introduces
several higher-order functions for database retrieval and update, based on an abstract notion
of database state. These functions are modeled as schema independent operations, which take
functions as parameters to make them specific. The following sections discuss the definition
of the operations shown in Figure 5.1 and gives theorems derived from these definitions using
the Isabelle system.

5.5.1 The database state

The database state (also called theobject store) is modeled as a partial function from ob-
ject identifiers to values. In Isabelle/HOL we represent such functions using the predefined
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‘option’ data type, as follows:

oid⇒ β option (object store type)

HOL functions are total, but partial functions can be simulated using options. The option data
type

datatype α option = None | Some α

that comes with the standard distribution of Isabelle/HOL includes the constructorNone
which is used to representundefinedfunction results, and the constructorSome used forde-
finedfunction results (in this case, the actual value is supplied as an argument toSome). The
type variableβ in the co-domain type can be instantiated with an arbitrary object type that
captures the database-specific class information. Hence, the above type declaration serves as
a template for actual database structures. The type of object identifiers (oid) is declared a
synonym of the the typenat option, as follows:

types oid = nat option (oid type)

Informally, oids can benil (represented as aNone value), or allocated (Some-tagged).

5.5.2 Retrieval operations

Once we have defined the database state, several abstract retrieval operations can be defined
to extract information from the state. These are schema-independent operations that can be
applied to arbitrary database structures. We define a functionoids that extracts the domain
of a given object store, as follows:

oids :: (oid⇒ β option)⇒ oid set
oids os ≡ {x | (os x) 6= None}

Note the declarative nature of the definition. Isabelle does not actually compute such com-
prehensions (it only provides a way to reason about them).

A predicate ‘eval’ is defined to validate whether a given object ‘β option’ value satisfies
some predicatep.

eval :: [β option, β ⇒ bool]⇒ bool
eval obj p ≡ case obj of None⇒ False | Some z ⇒ p z

Typically, predicatep is a filter expression that reflects database-specific typing constraints.
The definition ofeval uses a case-split on ‘obj’: if its value is undefined,False is returned;
for defined objects, the predicatep is applied to the object’s actual value componentz.

To select information from the value component of an object, given its oid, we introduce
a generic function ‘get’:

get :: [β option, β ⇒ α]⇒ α
get obj f ≡ case obj of None⇒ arbitrary | Some z ⇒ f z
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The definition ofget is motivated by its intended use in attribute selection. The application
‘get obj f ’ applies the functionf to the object value ‘obj’. In case the value is undefined,
an arbitrary value is returned (writtenarbitrary). Arbitrary values are available for all
domains and are part of the standard Isabelle/HOL theory (see Chapter 4). Here it takes type
α.

5.5.3 Update operations

We define functions that correspond to the update constructs of the OASIS database specifi-
cation language. These functions are modeled as schema independent operations, which take
(functions as) parameters to make them specific. Formally, they are represented as mappings
from database states todeltasin the approach of [DHDD95]. A delta might be conceived
of as a ‘little’ database state, which only contains bindings for modified objects. Hence,
deltas are modeled using the same type as the object store structure. Keeping the modified
objects separate from the ones that are not updated, allows us to define several combinators
for merging partial results.

To modify the value component of an object, given its oid, we introduce a generic function
set, which complements the functionget:

set :: [(oid⇒ β option), oid, β ⇒ β]⇒ (oid⇒ β option)
set os y f ≡ λx · if (x = y) then (case (os y) of None⇒ None | Some z ⇒ Some (f z))

else None

The application ‘set os ida f ’ returns a function The function takes an oid value ‘x’, and
if it is equal to ‘id’ it returns the corresponding modified value representation; all other oid
values are mapped to None. The function returned by an application of theset construct
corresponds to adelta value, which only contains a binding for the modified object (ida).

New object representations are constructed using the functionnew, which we define as
follows:

new :: [oid, β option]⇒ (oid⇒ β option)
new y val ≡ λx · if (x = y) then val else None

Similar to applications ofset, thenew function returns the new object representation as a
function with a single defined value. New oid generation is left to the calling environment.
The mapping of OASIS commands to HOL introduces extra parameter variables for invo-
cations ofnew. These parameter variables have to be supplied appropriate values in proofs.
This is discussed extensively in Section 5.8.4. Observe that, since persistence by reachability
is used, there is no need to include the complementary function to delete an object from the
store.

An identity constantskip is defined, which corresponds to the OASISskip operation,
which performs no actions at all:

skip :: oid⇒ β option
skip ≡ λx · None
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We define several operations to combine delta and/or object store values. These operations
correspond to the control structures in the update language. Following [DHDD95], we define
an operator for combining deltas, calledsmash:

smash :: [(oid⇒ β option), (oid⇒ β option)]⇒ (oid⇒ β option)
smash ∆1 ∆2 ≡ λx · case (∆2 x) of None⇒ (∆1 x) | Some y ⇒ Some y

Thesmash operator loosely relates to the sequential composition operator found in imperative
programming languages. It is used to represent sequential composition in the OASIS update
language.

For the representation of the if-then-else operator, we do not need to define an additional
construct. We use the predefined Isabelle/HOL conditional branch operator.

We define an additional operator calledapply, which will serve as a basis for the bounded-
iteration construct. The operation is defined as follows:

apply :: [α set, [α, oid]⇒ β option]⇒ (oid⇒ β option)
apply A f ≡ λx · if (∃!y ∈ A | x ∈ (oids(f y)))

then (ε z · ∀y ∈ A | x ∈ oids(f y)→ z = f y x)
else None

Theapply operation takes two arguments: the first is a set which is iterated over, and the
second is a delta function that depends on the iteration variable. The application ‘applyA f ’
constructs a new delta, that accumulates the effects of the deltas that result when ‘f ’ is applied
to the elements of ‘A’. Ideally, the resulting deltas do not designate the same objects, but
because of sharing conflicts of multiple incompatible updates to one and the same object
might arise. The definition ofapply deals with such conflicts. Given an oid ‘x’, the new
delta checks whether there is a modification to ‘x’ for exactly one of the elements ofA. In
this case, that unique modified value ‘z’ is selected using Hilbert’sε-operator; otherwise,
None is returned. Hence, in the case that for different elements of ‘A’ an update is applied to
the same ‘x’, those (conflicting) updates are ignored. This corresponds to a no-op in the case
of conflicting set-oriented updates.

5.5.4 Theorems about the operations

Using Isabelle, we have derived a number of useful theorems about the retrieval and update
operations discussed above. Equality theorems of the formH → LHS = RHS are derived,
which are intended for term-rewriting purposes, using Isabelle’s Simplifier tool. Introduction
and elimination rules are given foroids andeval; these rules are intended for use with
Isabelle’s Classical Reasoner tool. The practical use of these rules and tools is discussed in
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.

Figure 5.2 lists some equality theorems we derived for∆-pattern. This includes stan-
dard theorems forsmash (such as associativity, reflexivity and left and right identity). Most
likely, this set of rewrite rules can be further extended, and an extensive study for identifying
recurring delta-patterns is left for future work.

Figure 5.3 lists equality theorems for theoids function, when applied to a delta argu-
ment. A named equation exists for all possible delta patterns generated for our input update
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[smashassoc] smash os1 (smash os2 os3) = smash (smash os1 os2) os3

[smash idemp] smash os os = os

[smash right id] smash os skip = os

[smash left id] smash skip os = os

[smashset set] smash (set os x f) (set os x g) = set os x (g ◦ f)

[set new] set (smash os (new x val)) x f = new x (f val)

[set set] set (smash os (set os x f)) x g = set os x (g ◦ f)

Figure 5.2: Rewrite rules for deltas

[oids skip] oids(skip) = {}
[oids set] oids(set os ida f) = {x | x ∈ oids os ∧ x = ida}

[oids new] oids(new ida vala) = {ida}
[oids smash] oids(smash os1 os2) = (oids os2) ∪ (oids os1)

[oids apply] oids(apply A f) = {x | ∃!y ∈ A | x ∈ oids(f y)}

Figure 5.3: Equality theorems for oids

language. In Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 equality theorems are given for applications of the
eval andget function, respectively. These rules describe how to push the retrieval operation
get andeval through a modified object store. Observe that, the extra smash in these rules
should be read as an apply of the partial results in the delta to the object store (in this case the
first argument ofsmash is an object store, not just a delta).

Introduction and elimination rules are derived foroids andeval (see Figures 5.6 and
5.7). These rules are intended for use with Isabelle’s Classical Reasoner tool. The rules
of eval are database-specific; the rules in Figure 5.7 are specific for the example database
schema (see Apppendix A). These rules provide a form of case-based reasoning, which is
discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.

5.6 Mapping of the object definition language

The schema is mapped to a HOL theory. This theory provides the definition of the database-
specific object store, and definitions for the methods and constraints defined in the schema, as
discussed in the previous sections. Part of the translation of the schema concerns the mapping
of types, which is discussed below.
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[eval set] eval ((smash os1 (set os2 idb f)) ida) p =
if (idb = ida) ∧ idb ∈ oids os2 then eval (os2 ida) (p ◦ f)

else eval (os1 ida) p)

[eval new] idb 6∈ oids os→
eval ((smash os (new idb valb)) ida) p =
(idb = ida ∧ p(valb)) ∨ (eval (os ida) p)

[eval smash] eval ((smash os (smash os1 os2)) ida) p =
if (ida ∈ oids os2) then eval ((smash os os2) ida) p
else if (ida ∈ oids os1) then eval ((smash os os1) ida) p

else eval (os ida) p

[eval apply] eval ((smash os (apply A f)) ida) p =
if (∃!x ∈ A | ida ∈ oids(f x)
then (∃x ∈ A | ida ∈ (oids(f x)) ∧ eval ((smash os (f x)) ida) p)
else eval (os ida) p)

[eval Some] eval (Some y) p = p(y)

Figure 5.4: Equality theorems for eval

[get set] get ((smash os1 (set os2 idb f)) ida) g =
if (idb = ida) ∧ idb ∈ oids os2 then get (os2 ida) (g ◦ f)

else get (os1 ida) g)

[get new] get ((smash os (new idb valb)) ida) g =
if (idb = ida) then {g(valb)} else get (os ida) g

[get smash] get ((smash os (smash os1 os2)) ida) f =
if (ida ∈ oids os2) then get ((smash os os2) ida) f
else if (ida ∈ oids os1) then get ((smash os os1) ida) f

else get (os ida) f

[get apply] get ((smash os (apply A f)) ida) f =
if (∃!y ∈ A | ida ∈ oids(f y))
then ε z · ∀y ∈ A | ida ∈ oids(f y)→ z = get ((smash os (f y)) ida) g
else get (os ida) f

[get Some] get (Some y) f = f y

Figure 5.5: Equality theorems for get

[oidsE] [| x ∈ oids(os); os x 6= None =⇒ R |] =⇒ R

[oidsI] os x 6= None =⇒ x ∈ oids(os)

Figure 5.6: Introduction and elimination rule ofoids
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[evalE] [| eval o (λz · case z of AtomicContents refDir showStat URL⇒ p1

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒ p2

| CNode name pos ins outs size elts⇒ p3

| Link name pos from to⇒ p4);
!! ref shstat url.[| o = AtomicContents ref shstat url; p1 |]⇒ R;
!! n pos ins outs cont.[| o = ANode n pos ins outs cont; p2 |]⇒ R;
!! n pos ins outs s elts.[| o = CNode n pos ins outs s elts; p3 |]⇒ R;
!! n pos from to.[| o = Link n pos from to; p4 |]⇒ R |]⇒ R

[evalI] ([| o 6= AtomicContents refDir showStat URL ∨ ¬p1;
o 6= ANode name pos ins outs content ∨ ¬p2;
o 6= CNode name pos ins outs size elts ∨ ¬p3;
|] =⇒ o = Link name pos from to ∧ p4) =⇒

eval o (λz · case z of AtomicContents refDir showStat URL⇒ p1

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒ p2

| CNode name pos ins outs size elts⇒ p3

| Link name pos from to⇒ p4);

Figure 5.7: Database-specific introduction and elimination rule ofeval

5.6.1 Types and environments

The predefined HOL typesset, list, char, string, bool andint can be directly used to
represent similar OASIS types. At present, OASIS does not support bags (or multisets), since
the standard distribution of HOL only includes a preliminary definition which is not suffi-
ciently developed yet. Thevoid type is used in typing commands that do not return a value;
this type is mapped to the typeunit (with the unique constructor ‘() ’) in Isabelle/HOL.

Simple (unlabeled) tuple types are used to representstruct types, This is done in the usual
way, by assuming an (alphabetic) ordering of the labels. In fact, this only yields an approxi-
mation of the record semantics, for it ignores the fact that the attributes contribute to record
identity. For example, a recordstruct(a:10,b:20) is not the same asstruct(b:10,c:20), while
this can be derived in our HOL representation. Recently, Isabelle/HOL has been extended
with labeled record types [NW98], which would solve these problems. Operations to access
the fields of a record value are described in Section 5.7.

The meta type of environmentsenv abbreviates the meta type(string × typ)list. En-
vironments are used to keep track of variable bindings (persistent roots, receiver, method
parameters, and local variables). The environmentA = [(x1, t1), · · · , (xn, tn)] represents an
environment withn variable namesx1 · · ·xn and their associated typest1 · · · tn. A new vari-
ablex of typet is added at the front ofA, using the notations(x, t) :: A. The order in which
variables are placed in the environment list is important: variable lookup is from head to tail.
The initial environment of a method consists of (in the order listed) the methods parameters,
the receiver “this”, and the persistent roots. Local variable declerations are added at the front.
An example is discussed below.
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E [[forall x in elements : not(x.isConnectedTo(n))]](A)
= ∀x ∈ (E [[elements]](A)) | E [[not(x.isConnectedTo(n))]]((x,Element) :: A)
= ∀x ∈ (get (os this) eltsOf ) | E [[not(x.isConnectedTo(n))]]((x,Element) :: A)
= ∀x ∈ (get (os this) eltsOf ) | ¬(E [[x.isConnectedTo(n)]]((x,Element) :: A)
= ∀x ∈ (get (os this) eltsOf ) |

¬(if (eval (os x) isLink)
then (Link isConnectedTo os cnodes links anodes x n)
else (if (eval (os x) isNode)

then (Node isConnectedTo os cnodes links anodes x n)
else arbitrary)))

Figure 5.8: Example of mapping OQL expressions to HOL

5.7 Mapping of the object query language

Both OASIS-OQL and HOL are functional languages, and they share many commonly used
language constructs and data types. As a consequence, many OQL expressions have a direct
counterpart in the HOL syntax. In the informal introduction of this chapter, we already
demonstrated the use of the generic operationseval andget to encode typical operations on
objects, such as attribute selections and late binding. In this section, we highlight some other
details of the mapping of expressions. A complete definition of the translation functionE is
found in the Appendix.

When applied to an expressione of typet, and environmentA = [(x1, t1), · · · , (xn, tn)],
the functionE generates HOL output of the following type:

λos:OSλxn :T [[tn]] · · ·λx1 :T [[t1]] · (E [[e]]A : T [[t]])

Observe that,E does not generate a closedλ-term: the object store and variables are captured
by the surrounding environment (c.f., the definition of retrieval methods and constraints, in
the previous section). Also observe that the output ofE is not an optional value: exceptional
behavior is dealt with usingarbitrary values in HOL (see Section 61).

Figure 5.8 shows an example of how OQL expressions are mapped to HOL using the
functionE . The example considers the translation of the following subexpression

forall x in elements : not(x.isConnectedTo(n))

in the condition of theremoveElement method (see Appendix A). On page 51, we gave the
HOL code that is generated for this expression; Figure 5.8, shows how this output is obtained
by a the syntax directed translation usingE . The initial environmentA of the method takes
the persistent roots, the receiver, and the method parameter:

A = [(n,Element), (this,CNode), (cnodes, set〈CNode〉),
(links, set〈Link〉)(anodes, set〈ANode〉)]
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5.7.1 Literals, Nil values and Class Membership

The boolean constants, true and false, integer constants, enumerated sets, and list, are literals
that can be represented straightforwardly using predefined constants of the Isabelle/HOL data
type theories. The representation of the object literal ‘nil’ is more difficult. We distinguish
two cases. Nil comparisons (i.e. expressions ‘nil = x’, ‘ x = nil’, ‘ nil != x’, and ‘x != nil’)
with ‘x’ of type C are an alternative way of writingx instanceof C andnot(x instanceof
C) respectively.

The predicatex instanceof C is translated using the predicateeval from the theory
of objects. For ‘x’ of type C, the second argument of this operation is a function, which
returnsTrue whenever the value ofx is constructed using a constructor associated with one
of the subclasses ofC. For example, the expression ‘n != nil’, wheren is of typeElement,
amounts to a check thatn is in the object store, with the right type. The following HOL code
accomplishes this test:

eval (os n)
(λval · case val of AtomicContents refDir showStat URL⇒ False

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒ True
| CNode name pos ins outs size elements⇒ True
| Link name pos from to⇒ True)

The expressionn looks up theobject-typed value associated with oidn. The second ar-
gument toeval is a boolean-valued function); this function returnsTrue if the type tag on
the value is anElement (i.e., ANode, CNode, or Link). Otherwise, ifn does not have a
binding inos, or is bound to anAtomicContents value, thenFalse is returned. Any other
occurrence of thenil literal is mapped directly to the None-constant, as pointed out in Sec-
tion 5.5.2.

5.7.2 Attribute Selection

Attribute selections are encoded using theget operation. For example, the OASIS expression
‘n.incomingLinks’, wheren is of typeNode, is represented as follows:

get (os n)
(λval · case val of AtomicContents refDir showStat URL⇒ arbitrary

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒ ins
| CNode name pos ins outs size ins⇒ elements
| Link name from pos to⇒ arbitrary)

The second argument toget is a function that selects the requiredincomingLinks attribute
if the type tag on the value isANode or CNode. For the the wrongly typed cases, i.e. ifn does
not have a binding inos, or is bound to aLink or anAtomocContents value, anarbitrary
value is returned.
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5.7.3 Undefined Values

Thearbitrary constant provides a common way of dealing with undefined function results
in HOL. It is, for instance, used to define the head of the empty list in the theory of lists,
which is supplied with the standard distribution of Isabelle/HOL. Thearbitrary constant
is of (generic) typeα, thus being available for all types. We use the constant for defining the
result of accessing attribute values via bad pointer references.

It is important to realize that the rules for managing undefined values in HOL are slightly
different than the ones proposed by the ODMG standard. In the ODMG/OQL language
proposal, comparison operations (such as=,<,>,≤,≥) with either or both operands being
undefined yieldfalseas a result, whereasarbitrary = arbitrary holdstrue in HOL. This
may seem surprising, since one could infer, for example, that the ‘from’ field of two non-
existentLinks are equivalent. Similar issues already arise with other predefined functions
(such as the head of the empty list).

An alternative solution would be to model the result of an expression as an optional value,
such thatNone values are used to represent “bad” cases. This representation would have the
benefit of allowing us to prove assertions such as “expressionse always terminates normally”.
However, reasoning about such cases has not been a primary goal of this project, so that the
solution based onarbitrary values suffices.

5.7.4 Binary Operations on Heterogeneous Collections

OASIS supports heterogeneous collections of objects. Two values can be put in one and the
same set as long as a least-upper bound exists of their associated types. HOL is based on
the simply typed lambda calculus, which only supports homogeneous collections of values.
Nevertheless, it is possible to map OASIS sets to HOL sets in a straightforward manner.
OASIS only provides object polymorphism (value polymorphism, particularly for records, is
not supported). Since all reference types are represented using the same type of oid values,
sets automatically become homogeneous as a result of the mapping.

Binary set expressions in OQL (that is,union, except, andintersect), are also available
in Isabelle/HOL. Again, no conflicts occur due to polymorphism. For example, in OQL, one
can union a set of objects of typeANode, with a set of typeCNode, and the result will be a
set ofNode objects. In our HOL representation, such a union results in a homogeneous set
of oids: both theANode andCNode set are represented as expressions of type(oid set),
and the application of the set-union operation (∪) in HOL is well typed.

5.7.5 Bounded Quantifiers

Quantifier expressions are represented using the prefined quantifiers in HOL, which are in-
cluded in the the standard distribution of Isabelle/HOL. For example, consider the following
integrity constraint (we assume two persistent rootsnodes andlinks):

ic : forall c in cnodes: forall e in c.elements: e != nil
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The above constraint iterates over theheterogeneouscollection of allelements of all CNode
objects; such an iteration maps to an iteration over ahomogeneouscollection of oid-values in
HOL (for the definition ofeltsOf andisElt , see page 52):

ic ≡
λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λlinks:oid set · λanodes:oid set ·
∀c ∈ cnodes | (∀e ∈ get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt

5.7.6 Select-from-where

The select-from-where clause is represented as a predicative set in Isabelle/HOL. The schema
translator applies an explicit conversion to sets (using thelisttoset conversion operation), if
one of the collections in the from-clause turns out to be a list2 The following OQL query
returns the name of all elements of composite nodes which have a position less that2000:

q1 : select e.name
from c in cnodes, e in c.elements
where c.position < 2000

Predicative sets in HOL may also contain multiple nested iterations. The Isabelle/HOL rep-
resentation of this query expression is defined as the following predicative set expression
(again, the free identifiers in italics font abbreviate the case-splits to encode the required
attribute selections):

q1 ≡
λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set ·
{get (os e) nameOf } | c e ·
c ∈ cnodes ∧ e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) ∧ (get (os c) posOf ) < 2000}

5.7.7 Type Casting

OASIS-OQL allows one to down-cast an objecto of static typeC to a type that is a subtype
of C. Down-casting is an unsafe operation, and may result in run-time exceptions. In HOL,
the down-casting operation is represented usingget; thearbitrary constant is used to deal
with the wrongly typed cases. For example, let us assume the existence of a named roottop
of type Node. Its value can be an instance ofANode or CNode. Down-casting oftop to
ANode, using(ANode)top, is represented as follows:

q2 ≡
λos:OS · λtop:oid ·

get (os top)
(λval · case val of AtomicContents refDir showStat URL⇒ arbitrary

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒ arbitrary
| CNode name pos ins outs size elements⇒ top
| Link name pos from to⇒ arbitrary)

2This follows the procedure outlined in the ODMG language proposal [CB97], although we map to sets rather
than to bags. Recall that bags are not supported in the current Isabelle/HOL release.
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The above expression returns the oid valuetop, if top is an instance ofANode, and otherwise
the result is undefined (i.e., anarbitrary value is returned).

5.8 Mapping of the object manipulation language

In this section, we highlight details of the mapping of commands. Several examples are
given to illustrate the use of the generic update operations from Figure 5.1 to encode database
specific updates, in particular methods. A complete definition of the translation functionC is
found in the Appendix. Below, we explain the general type structure of the output generated
by applications ofC. The following typing restriction applies, for a given commandc of type
t and environmentA = [(x1, t1), · · · , (xn, tn)]:

C[[c]]A :: [OS, T [[tn]], · · · , T [[t1]]]⇒ OS× T [[t1]] option× · · · × T [[tn]] option× T [[t]]

The output is a function, which maps input object store and the program state variables to a
tuple.

The tuple in the co-domain type consists of the following components. The first field is
a delta (of typeOS) that encodes the changes thatc applies to the population of objects. The
n subsequent fields represent the modifications applied to the program state variables (these
were ignored in the informal introduction). Changes to variables are registered using options:
for modified variables, the new value is returned encapsulated by theSome-construct; for
variables that are not changed, the constantNone is returned. The last field of the tuple is the
command’s return value. In case no return value is used (i.e., the command is of typevoid),
an empty tuple() is returned, which is of typeunit.

The above representation of commands is slightly simplified, for it ignores object cre-
ation. The examples below are of increasing complexity. We start with the representation
of basic commands, such as assignments and skip. Object creation is then gradually intro-
duced in the presentation. The idea is that the functional representation of a commandc is
augmented with a sufficient number of extra parameters, for supplying the oids needed inc.

5.8.1 Skip

Theskip operation is represented using theskip operation from the theory of objects. For
example, consider the following dummy method, defined forLink

void dummy1() { skip }

In the context of a schema with only one persistent rootcnodes (for the examples in this
section, we assume that there is only one persistent root), we obtain the following function
representation for this method.

Link dummy1 ≡ λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λthis:oid ·
(skip, None, None, ())
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The name of the function is the same as the name of the method, but the name of the defining
class is prepended to avoid name clashes due to overloading. The above function takes three
parameters: one for the input object store, one for thecnodes persistent root, and one for the
receiver object; since no new objects are created, no extra parameters are needed. The output
is a 4-tuple: the first slot in the tuple is theskip-delta; the second and third field represent the
changes to the variablescnodes andthis—no updates to these variables are applied, hence
a None is returned; the last field represents the return value—skip is of typevoid, which
amounts to an empty tuple ‘()’ in the last position.

5.8.2 Assignment

The value of an attribute or variable can be changed using the assignment operations ‘=’,
‘+=’, and ‘-=’. For the representation of these operations in HOL, we distinguish between
two cases.

We first consider the case that a new value is assigned to a variable, not to an attribute
of an object, and that the expression on the right-hand side is an OQL expression, not a
command. For example, the following dummy method is defined forLink:

void dummy2(Link p) { p = this }

We obtain the following representation of this method in HOL:

Link dummy2 ≡ λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λthis:oid · λp:oid ·
(skip, None, None, Some(this), ())

The representation is similar to the one forskip, but the position reserved for the variablep
now uses theSome-contruct to indicate a change.

We now consider the case that a new value is assigned to an attribute of an object, not to
a variable. In this case, a side-effect occurs, and we use theset-operation from the theory of
objects to describe the changes applied to the contents of the store.

In the introduction, we already showed the use ofset to encode simple attribute updates.
Below, we will give an example of an attribute update that shows that the new attribute value
can be an arbitrary expression over the input state. Consider the following update method on
classLink:

void copyIns(Node n) {
inLinks = n.inLinks

};

In Isabelle, we represent this method using theset-operation, as follows (the free identifier
inLinksOf is the case-split to encode the selection of theinLinks attribute):
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Node copyIns ≡ λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λthis:oid · λn:oid ·
(set os this

(λval ·case val of AtomicContents refDir showStat URL⇒
AtomicContents refDir showStat URL
| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒
ANode name pos (get (os n) inLinksOf ) outs content
| CNode name pos ins outs size elements⇒
CNode name pos (get (os n) inLinksOf ) outs size elements
| Link name pos from to⇒
Link name pos from to), None, None, None, ())

The new value of the attribute clearly depends on the input state. Thus arbitrary OQL expres-
sions can be used on the right-hand side of an assignment operation.

Observe that, if thethis object is not typed as anANode or aCNode in the given object
store (i.e., it is aLink), the value associated withthis is not changed. This ensures that
object attribute update does not affect the type of an object.

The representation of the other assignment operations (‘=’, and ‘+=’) is done in a similar
fashion, usingset. It is interesting to point out that attribute assignments expressed using
the operations ‘+=’ and ‘-=’ enable the generation of more ‘efficient’ HOL code. These
assignments could also be expressed using the normal assignment operation ‘=’, but this
requires an extra look-up of the store to retrieve the old value of the attribute at hand. This
is clearly seen from the representation of the above method: the old value of the attribute
incomingLinks, which is used to define the new value, does not need to be retrieved explicitly
from the store. This would have been the case if the ‘=’ operation is used.

A similar representation in terms of ‘set’ is obtained for the cases that the expression on
the right-hand side of the assignment is a command, not an expression. The reader is referred
to the formal definition in Section 5.8.

5.8.3 Return values

In OASIS-OML, areturn statement is used to specify the return value of a method. This
statement maps to a tuple in HOL, with the∆ valueskip in the first position, all subse-
quent variable positions filled withNone values, and the return value in the last position. For
example, the following method is defined onLink:

boolean Link::isConnectedTo(Node n) { return (from == n) or (to == n) }

The above method checks whether a givenNode object is connected to the receiverLink. We
obtain the following HOL representation of this method:

Link isConnectedTo ≡
λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λthis:oid·

(skip, None, None, (get (os this) fromOf ) ∨ (get (os this) toOf ))

The above function returns a 4-tuple: thereturn statement does not apply any changes to
the store (which amounts to askip value in the first position), or the variablesthis and
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cnodes (indicated by the two subsequentNone values); the last position specifies the return
value. Observe that, the translation algorithm recognizes thatfrom and to are attributes of
the receiver, not normal variables.

5.8.4 Object Creation

Object creation is represented using thenew construct from the theory of objects. This in-
volves the “invention” of new oids: the oid assigned to a newly created object has to be
different from the oids of all other existing objects in the object store. The new oid value is
obtained by adding an extra parameter to the command that invokes the creation. For simple
object creations, such as in the body of the following initialization method forANode:

ANode create1() { new ANode }

only a single new oid needs to be supplied. Assuming no additional variable declarations, the
HOL representation of this method is straightforward:

ANode create1 ≡
λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λthis:oid · λnID:oid ·

(new nID (ANode “” 0 {} {} None), None, None, nID)

Observe that, the attributes of the object are initialized with default values, and that a handle
is returned to the newly created object in the last slot of the output tuple. Also observe that,
the above representation is quite liberal: any value can be supplied for the parameternID,
even one that is already present inos. The freshness of the extra oid parameters should be
enforced at proof-time, by adding suitable preconditions in the goal.

After default initialization of the object attributes, the class constructor is applied if the
constructor matches the number of parameters supplied tonew. For example, the following
method initializes thename andposition field of theANode.

ANode create2(string name,int p) {
new ANode(name,p)

}

The HOL representation of this method involves the application of the functionANode const,
which represents the constructor of class Link (the definition of this function is shown in the
next paragraph).

ANode create2 ≡
λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λthis:oid · λname:string · λp:int · λnID:oid·

let (∆, cnodes1, this1, name1, p1, result) =
ANode const (smash os (new nID (ANode “” 0 {} {} None))) cnodes nID name p

in (∆, cnodes1, None, None, None, nID)

The first argument of the functionANode const takes asmash of the input object store and
the delta that represents the newly created object (with default values for its attributes). The
‘receiver’ object of the constructor is the newly created object; this is reflected by the third
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argument of the function (i.e., the valuenID). The constructor may update the persistent
variablecnode (this is seen from the second field in the output tuple). Changes to other
variables are discarded after the constructor is applied (this is seen from the sequence of
None values in the output tuple).

5.8.5 Sequential Composition

The sequential composition operation is represented using thesmash-operation on deltas.
For example, consider the following constructor forANode:

ANode(string n, int p) { name = n; position = p };

The code shown below illustrates how the sequential composition in the constructor-body is
represented in terms of the representation of ‘name = n’ and ‘position = n’.

Link const ≡ λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set this:oid · λn:string · λp:int·
let (∆1, cnodes1, this1, n1, p1, rtn1) = C[[name = n]]A os cnodes this n p;

(∆2, cnodes2, this2, n2, p2, rtn2) = C[[position = n]]A (smash os ∆1)
(case cnodes1 of None⇒ cnodes | Some y⇒ y)
(case this1 of None⇒ this | Some y⇒ y)
(case n1 of None⇒ n | Some y⇒ y)
(case p1 of None⇒ p | Some y⇒ y)

in (smash ∆1 ∆2,
case cnodes2 of None⇒ cnodes1 | Some y⇒ y,
case this2 of None⇒ this1 | Some y⇒ y,
case n2 of None⇒ n1 | Some y⇒ y,
case p2 of None⇒ p1 | Some y⇒ y, rtn2)

In the above definition, the variable∆1 represents the modifications of the object store ap-
plied by the first step of the constructor. The changes applied in the second step (∆2) are
obtained by applying the representation function of ‘name = n’ to the the intermediate state
‘smash os ∆1’ instead ofos, thus taking the modifications of the store generated by the first
step into account. The effects of both steps are accumulated using asmash of ∆1 and∆2.
The variableA is the environment, needed as an argument toC; here we have:

A = [(p, int), (n, string), (this,ANode), (cnodes, set〈CNode〉)]

Changes applied to variables in the program state are accumulated using case-splits. This
is done in a straightforward manner: if a variable is changed in the first step, the modified
value is used as input for the second step in the sequence; if a variable is modified in the
second step, that modified value is returned, otherwise the value resulting from the first step
is returned.

The return value of a sequential composition of commandsc1; c2 is the value returned by
c2. This is seen in the example code above: the function returns a tuple with the return value
rtn2 of the second step in the last position.
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Creation of objects in one or both steps of the sequence is dealt with as follows. Letn
andm be the number of new oid parameters of the representation function of commandsc1
andc2, respectively. The representation function of the command sequence ‘c1; c2’ takes a
number ofn + m new oid parameters, of which the firstn are passed to the representation
function ofc1, and the others are passed to the representation function ofc2.

5.8.6 Local variable declaration

Variable declarations are mapped to let-constructs in HOL. For example, consider the fol-
lowing command sequence

int m(int x){int z = 10; return x+z}

The representation of the above command sequence is defined as follows (we assume an ini-
tial environmentA with only two variables, namely the method receiver and the parameter):

m ≡ λos:OS · λthis:oid · λx:int ·
let (∆, thisa, xa, za, rtn) = C[[return x + z]](z,int)::A os this 10
in (∆, thisa, xa, rtn)

In the above definition, the let-construct supplies the initial value forz. The (possibly) up-
dated value of the variable is dropped from the program state in the ‘in’ clause.

5.8.7 Conditional branch

Conditional updates are represented using the predefined Isabelle/HOL construct for condi-
tionals “if-then-else”. Consider the following conditional method defined onNode:

vooid removeIncomingLink(Link k) {
if (k in incomingLinks) then { incomingLinks -= set(k) }
else skip

};

For the HOL representation of this method, we obtain the following definition (the represen-
tation of the attribute assignment is abbreviated using a functionh, of which the definition is
not shown):

Node removeIncomingLink ≡ λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λthis:oid · λk:oid ·
if E [[k in incomingLinks]]A
then C[[incomingLinks -= set(k)]]A os cnodes this k
else C[[skip]]A os cnodes this k

It is important to note that theif, then andelse branch all take the same incoming database
state. Recall that the occurrences ofos andk in the translation ofk in incomingLinks are
captured by theλ-bindings in the definition of the functionNode removeIncomingLink (see
Section 5.7).
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The representation function of the conditional clause takes a number ofn + m new oid
parameters, if a number ofn andm new oid parameters is required for thethen andelse
clause, respectively. The firstn parameters are passed to the representation of thethen-
clause; the lastm parameters are passed to theelse clause.

5.8.8 Method call

Parameter passing to methods is done as in Java, using “call by value”. It is conveniently
encoded in terms of the function representation of methods. For example, consider the fol-
lowing method, which invokes the methodcreate2 from the previous examples.

ANode create3(string n,int p) { this.create2(n,p) }

The application of the method maps to a function application in HOL. We obtain the follow-
ing representation for the above method definition.

ANode create3 ≡
λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λthis:oid · λn:string · λp:int · λnID:oid·
let (∆, cnodes1, this1, n1, p1, result) = ANode create2 os cnodes this n p
in (∆, cnodes1, None, None, None, result)

The above definition shows how call-by-value semantics works: any updates applied to the
method parameters are discarded and aNone value is returned in the output tuple, whereas
updates applied to a persistent root, or attributes of an object are preserved.

Late binding of update methods is dealt with in the same way as is done for retrieval
methods, usingif-then-else andeval. The reader is refered to Section 5.4, for an exam-
ple.

5.8.9 Bounded Iteration

The bounded iteration construct introduces a form of parallelism in our update language.
The construct is represented using the generic functionapply. The following transaction
removes a value from the contents of all objects in theanodes collection. For this example,
we assume the presence of one rootanodes.

set〈ANode〉 removeAtomicContent(AtomicContents ac) {
foreach a in anodes where (ac in a.content) do

a.content -= set(ac)
}

The object is removed from thecontent field of all ANode objects in theanodes persistent
root. The following function represents this transaction:
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removeAtomicContent ≡
λos:OS · λanodes:oid set · λac:oid ·

let A = {a | a ∈ anodes ∧ ac ∈ (get (os a) contentOf )};
∆f = (λa · (λos anodes ac a · (set os a contentMod , None, None, None, ()))

os anodes ac a)
in (apply A (λa · fst(∆f a)), None, None, ())

Informally, applications of this function return a 4-tuple. The first field of this tuple is a∆
value that holds the modifiedANode objects. The∆ is expressed using theapply-operation.
The first argument ofapply represents the (restricted) set that is the subject of the iteration.
Observe that this set is bound before the iteration begins (i.e., we use the input stateos for
the interpretation of this set). The second argument toapply is a function that applies the
iteration variable ‘a’ to each element of the set. The definition ofapply deals with conflicting
parallel updates, as discussed in Section 5.5.

The second and third field of the output tuple represent the changes to the rootanodes
and the variableac. These variables are declared outside the scope of the loop, and cannot
be modified. Hence, for their positions in the output tuple, aNone value is returned.

The last field of the output tuple represents the return value of the loop (in this case, no
value is returned).

An additional difficulty with set iterations arises from object creation. The invocation of
the new construct within a loop requires the allocation of a statically unknown number of
new oids. For example, consider the following transaction for initialization of the database.

set〈Node〉 initDB() {
foreach d in set(struct(name:“X125” ,pos:500),

struct(name:“X126” ,pos:510),
struct(name:“X127” ,pos:520)) do

d.create2(d.name,d.pos)
}

The transaction creates three newANode objects. The method application in each step of the
iteration returns a handle to the newly created object; these handle values are collected and
returned as a set by the iteration construct (unlike the previous example, where no value was
returned).

For each step of the set iteration, a new oid needs to be invented. In general, however, it
is not known statically how many new oids are needed: the number of objects that is created
depends on the size of the collection that is iterated over. In HOL, we deal with such cases by
using an abstract oid generator function. Instead of parameterizing the delta representation
functions with an exact number of new oids, now a function is used, which for each element
of the set, generates a new oid value. For the above example transaction, we obtain the
following HOL representation.
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initDB ≡
λos:OS · λcnodes:oid set · λnID:string× int⇒ oid ·
let A = {(“xxx ” , 500), (“yyy ” , 510), (“zzz ” , 520)};

∆f = (λd · (λos cnodes d nID ·
let (∆, cnodes, n1, p1, res) = ANode create2 os cnodes fst(d) snd(d) nID
in (∆, cnodes, None, res)) os cnodes d (nID x));
ret = {(let (∆, cnodes1, d1, ret) = ∆f d in ret) | a · a ∈ A}

in (apply A (λd · fst(∆f ) d), None, ret)

Here, the ‘nID’ parameter is a function of typestring× int⇒ oid. This function should
provide a fresh oid for each element in the set of record values (recall from the previous
section that, records are represented using unlabeled tuples in HOL). Such a function can be
postulated as a precondition in proofs. The automatic generation of such preconditions (e.g.
for transaction safety) is discussed at length, in the later chapters of this thesis.

Nesting of loops may lead to curried functions for the new oid parameters. The introduc-
tion of a loop, simply adds an additional variable dependency to all new oid parameters of
the command body of the loop.

Another difference with the previous example is that the accumulation of the values that
result from each step in the iteration. The returned values are accumulated in a set, as is seen
in the extraret clause in thelet construct.

5.9 Model-inherent constraints

In the previous sections, it was shown how OASIS constraints and methods are represented
as functions in HOL. In this section, we discuss some additional implicit assertions that arise
from the schema and its representation in HOL. These so-called model-inherent constraints
need to be asserted explicitly, as preconditions in proofs to be performed about the schema.

OASIS class specifications are statically type checked before they are translated to HOL.
Static type checking ensures that when one object references another, that reference is either
nil or it occurs in the object store with the right type. These implicit assertions aboutrefer-
ential integrityshould be specified explicitly as preconditions in proofs. Figure 5.9 gives an
example of how we specify such constraints for a given object store ‘os’, in the context of the
case study schema. For instance, it asserts that for eachLink object in the store, the ‘from’
attribute value should either be nil (represented as a None-value) or it should occur in ‘os’
with the right type (i.e.Node).

Object creationis one of the complicating factors in reasoning about object-oriented soft-
ware specifications. It involves the implicit generation of new oids, which must be made
explicit in the formal representation. As pointed out in the previous sections, oid genera-
tion is taken care of by the translation functions: the function representation of a method is
augmented with a sufficient number of extra parameters, to supply the new oid values. These
extra parameters have to be instantiated with appropriate values, if proofs are to be performed
about the method. Actually, we are not interested in assigning specific values for new oids.
The instantiation can be done in a moreabstractmanner. For example, the function repre-
sentation of a method creating just one new object is augmented with one extra parameter of
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∀x∀y | os x = Some y→
get (os x) (λval · case val of AtomicContents refDir showStmt URL⇒ True

| ANode name pos ins outs content⇒
(∀u ∈ ins | u 6= None→ eval (os u) isLink)∧
(∀u ∈ outs | u 6= None→ eval (os u) isLink)
| CNode name pos ins outs size elements⇒

(∀u ∈ ins | u 6= None→ eval (os u) isLink)∧
(∀u ∈ outs | u 6= None→ eval (os u) isLink)∧
(∀u ∈ elements | u 6= None→ eval (os u) isElt)
| Link name pos from to⇒

(from 6= None→ eval (os from) isNode)∧
(to 6= None→ eval (os to) isNode)

Figure 5.9: Example: referential integrity assertion

type oid. In the goal, this parameter will be filled in (by our goal generator) with the value
‘Some nID’, where ‘nID’ is a (free) variable, that stands for an unspecified oid value. Suffi-
cient preconditions about the freshness of these values with respect to a given object store are
specified declaratively in proof goals. Two properties need to be asserted:

• the new oid should not already be used in the input stateos, nor

• should it be equal to any other new oid.

These requirements are expressed quite easily. Continuing with our example, we simply add
the condition(Some nID) 6∈ (oids os) as a precondition to the goal. The second requirement
is only relevant if the method creates a number of new objects (sayn). In this case, it should
be asserted that(Some nIDi) 6= (Some nIDj) for eachi, j ≤ n .

Notice that, the above treatment of new oids in proofs is highly declarative in nature:
the “freshness” of new oids only needs to be specified declaratively by including sufficient
preconditions in the goal. Such a declarative description works fine since the reasoning of the
theorem prover relies on symbolic manipulation (nothing needs to be actually computed).

5.10 Related work

Object-oriented specification methodologies and object-oriented programming have become
increasingly important in the past ten years. Not surprisingly, this has recently led to an
interest in object-oriented program verification in the theorem prover community, mainly
using higher-order logic (HOL). Several different approaches to modeling object-oriented
features in HOL have been presented [San97, JvdBH+98, NW98]. We give a brief survey
and comparison of the different approaches. We also compare our work to the work of Sheard
and Stemple [SS89], who present a system for reasoning about relational database systems.
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For the representation of updates asdeltas, we compare our work to the work of Doherty and
Hull [DH95].

Sheard and Stemple [SS89] present an approach to automatically verify that a database
transaction preserves a number of static integrity constraints. Relational database schemas
are translated to an extension of Boyer and Moore-style logic with higher-order functions. A
basic theory of numbers, lists, records, and finite sets is implemented from scratch in Lisp.
Update statements are modeled as generic higher-order operations in the logic, which take
functions to make them specific. So calledmeta-lemmasare derived about these operations
for the task of transaction safety analysis, usingterm-rewriting3. This approach also underlies
the embedding of OASIS in HOL: OASIS operations for manipulation and retrieval of data
from the persistent object store are modeled as generic higher-order functions in HOL, and
an equational theory of rewrite rules is derived about the interaction of these operations. Our
work extends the work of Sheard and Stemple. It deals with an object-oriented specification
framework and develops a theory of shared objects in HOL, in addition to the standard data
type theories. The embedding of OASIS in HOL is essentially an extension of the basic HOL
data type theories with a theory of objects. The comparison with the work of Sheard and
Stemple reveals ten years of progress in the field of automated theorem proving: Sheard and
Stemple built a proof system from scratch, starting with higher-order functions and axiomati-
zation of the basic data types. Using an off-the-shelf higher-order logic theorem prover, such
as PVS or Isabelle, this is no longer needed today.

Santen [San97] uses Isabelle/HOL to reason about class specifications in Object-Z. The
work considers abstractalgebraic specificationsof methods, thus considering an assertional
approach, in contrast to the imperative method definitions considered in our work.

For the representation of class schemas, [San97] use avalue semantics, in contrast to the
reference semanticsthat is needed in our work. Reference semantics deals with imperative
object-oriented features, such as object identities, aliasing, object sharing, and recursive class
definitions (the distinction between reference and value semantics is discussed in Section 2.3).

Naraschewski and Wenzel [NW98] present an encoding of object-oriented classes , based
on a shallow embedding of extensible records with structural subtyping in Isabelle/HOL.
Similar to [San97], the approach is also algebraic. Using extensible records, method speci-
fications are translated to polymorphic functions in HOL. The receiver object is modeled as
an extensible record, with aρ- variable (see [CM94]) that can match any unknown number
of extra fields (to allow instantiation with an instance of a subclass). Their theory of records
could be used to replace our (unlabeled) tuple representation of structs.

Jacobset al [JvdBH+98] define a translation of Java classes to PVS higher-order logic,
based on co-algebras. This work is closest related to our work. Their framework also deals
with a reference semantics, but there are some important differences because our work con-
siders a database language, not a general purpose programming language. First, there is
no rich expression language (“query language”) in Java that deals with operations on sets,
lists, etc. Sets and lists are modeled as objects in Java, which have reference semantics, in
contrast to the value semantics that is used for these types in our database language (see
Section 2.3.2). In our work, sets and lists are built-in complex values which map to similar

3Isabelle uses natural deduction, in addition to term-rewriting
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structures in HOL. Second, their work considers non-termination, run-time exceptions, and
it supports general forms of recursion and while loops. In database programming languages,
these features are often ignored, for reasons of efficiency (see [Qia93]). The OASIS update
language cannot express all queries and updates. Its bounded-iteration construct with parallel
execution semantics is similar to the construct discussed in [Qia93], which differs from loops
in Java.

Our model of objects builds on the delta value ideas of Doherty and Hull [DH95]. A
delta represents a difference between database states. We use deltas to formalize the effects
of primitive update operations on the persistent object store. In [DH95], delta values are
used to describe proposed updates in the context of cooperative work; deltas are first-class
citizens, available for manipulation in the user language. In our work, delta values are used
to cope with set-oriented updates; they are found in the semantics representation, not in the
user language.

5.11 Summary

We discussed a translation of OASIS object-oriented database schemas to higher-order logic
(HOL). The translation to HOL provides a foundation for semantics-based reasoning, using
the Isabelle theorem prover. A generic theory of objects is defined, which serves to express
the semantics of different concrete database schemas.

The generic theory of objects is an orthogonal extension of the basic HOL data types
theories, to enable reasoning about object-oriented systems. This theory provides a model of
the store. The generic operations defined in this theory are used to encode specific method
definitions. The encoding handles non-trivial features of object-oriented programming, such
as late binding, heterogeneous collections of objects and inheritance. Thesoundnessof the
translation to HOL is not examined formally, since this requires the definition of a meta theo-
retic framework which covers both the OASIS and HOL language. Instead, the correctness of
the definitions will be validated experimentally, by an implementation of the semantics func-
tions in ML. This turns out to be far more productive, since the implementation is also used
to examine case studies for transaction safety, compensation, and commutativity analysis.



Chapter 6

Implementation of the
OASIS/HOL embedding in ML
In this chapter, we discuss an ML[Pau96] implementation of the OASIS/HOL embedding.
The implementation is used to validate the correctness of the formal translation discussed in
the previous chapter. Validation of the translation algorithms is accomplished by running the
implementation on several (large) example schemas; the rigorous type checking of the output
that is performed by Isabelle, validates thesoundnessof the translation. More importantly,
the ML implementation supports the experimental work discussed in the later chapters of this
thesis. Automatic code generation is a prerequisite for quick experimentation with different
database schemas. The generation of HOL code from a simple example may already yield
highly complex code, and the manual translation of larger examples is not feasible. An
example is included in Section 6.6, to illustrate the complexity of the output that is generated.

6.1 Architecture of the tool

Figure 6.1 gives an overview of the architecture of the tool. Aschema translatoris used to
translate the database schema to the higher-order logic of Isabelle. This component imple-
ments the formal translation discussed in Chapter 5. The input is an OASIS schema, in ascii
form; initial parsing using Lex and Yacc converts the input to an internal abstract syntax tree
(AST) representation in ML. The output is an Isabelle theory file that gives definitions for the
class structures, methods, transactions, and constraints defined in the schema. The resulting
theory file is then loaded into an Isabelle session, together with the generic theory of objects
(which provides a database-independent model of the object store, see Section 5.5). The
user can now start to prove desired properties about the schema, e.g., to prove that a given

AST
Schema

TranslatorTranslator
Schema

schema
OASIS

Theorem prover
Isabelle/HOL

proof goal

theory
database specific

Goal Generator generic theory of objects

unprovable goals

user statements

Figure 6.1: Architecture of the tool
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constraint is an invariant of a certain method.
Thegoal generatoreliminates the need for the user to enter complex proof goals by hand.

It defines high-level ML functions that automate the generation of the required proof goals.
For example, there is a function that generates the proof goal that is needed to verify that a
given constraint is an invariant of a certain method. The user can then start trying to prove
this goal, by applying tactics.

The implementation of the schema translator and the goal generator is done in ML. There
are two reasons why ML is chosen for the implementation. First of all, the implementa-
tion of inductive definitions is done quite naturally in a functional language; the mapping of
semantics equations to actual code is almost done in a “one-to-one” manner, using pattern
matching in ML. This assures that the ML implementation is close to the formal definition.
Second, ML is the meta language of the Isabelle system. Programming the compiler in ML
is beneficial, e.g. for developing pretty printing functions that require information about the
schema.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 briefly introduces program-
ming in ML. Section 6.3 discusses the translation from concrete to abstract syntax. The data
types for the representation of the abstract syntax tree of a schema in ML are given. Sec-
tion 6.4 discusses a mini-type-checker. Section 6.5 discusses the Isabelle code generator. An
example of a translation of a method is given in Section 6.6. Finally, conclusions are given in
Section 6.7.

6.2 Higher-order programming in ML

This section introduces the main concepts of the ML (functional) programming language. It
is only a very short summary. Interested readers may find more details in [Pau96].

ML is a functional programminglanguage;pattern matchingis one of its characteristic
features. Recursive functions over data types are simply defined by just enumerating the
possible patterns. For example, consider the definition of the sum of a list of integer values.
One can distinguish two cases; i.e., the sum of the empty list which is0, and if the list is
non-empty, the sum is the head plus the sum of the tail. In ML, this definition is expressed
declaratively as follows:

fun sum [] = 0
| sum (a::A) = a+(sum A);

> val sum = fn : int list -> int

The last line is printed by the ML interpreter, and gives the (inferred) type of the function. If
we apply this function to the list[10,5,6] , we get the (obvious) result:

sum [10,5,6];
> 21 : int

Empty versus non-empty is the most common sort of case analysis for lists. ML supports
exceptions, to define partial functions. A typical example of exception programming in ML
is the functionhd, to extract the head of a list. We define this function by declaring an
exceptionHd, as follows.
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exception Hd;
fun hd [] = raise Hd

| hd (a::A) = a
> val hd = fn : ’a list -> ’a

If we apply this function to the empty list, an exception of typeHd is raised. Exceptions are
captured by associating exception handlers with functions.

Using ML’s polymorphic typesandhigher-order functions, it is possible to define highly
generic operations. As an example, consider an operationmerge on lists:

fun merge f [] b = b
| merge f (a::A) b = f(a,(merge f A b));

> val merge = fn : (’a * ’b -> ’b) -> ’a list -> ’b -> ’b

The definition ofmerge is done by pattern matching on the list in the second argument: the
first pattern defines the merge operation when applied to an empty list; the second pattern is
for non-empty lists. The generic type of this function is inferred by ML: it includes two type
variablesα (written as’a ) andβ (written as’b ), which can be instantiated with arbitrary
types.

Many operations can be defined in terms of this genericmerge operation. For example,
consider the following function definitions:

fun sum A = merge (fn(a,b)=>a+b) A 0;
fun implode A = merge (fn(a,b)=>aˆb) A "";

The definition of ‘sum’ provides an alternative for the previous definition of ‘sum’. The
function ‘implode ’ for concatenating a list of strings is defined using thesameoperation
merge . Note that, the type variablesα andβ are instantiated differently, for the definition of
sum andimplode .

ML is mainly for functional programming, but it also allows limited forms of imperative
programming, using so-calledreference variables. These are similar to pointers in imper-
ative programming languages. Reference variables should be used with care. The reader is
referred to [Pau96] for more details. The implementation of the OASIS/HOL embedding uses
a reference variable to represent the abstract syntax tree of the “current” database schema.

6.3 Translation from concrete to abstract syntax

The OASIS to HOL compiler front-end is written in C++ using Lex and Yacc. It transforms
the concrete syntax of an OASIS schema definition to an abstract syntax tree representation
in ML. In this section, we define the ML data structure that is used to represent the abstract
syntax tree. Only a brief summary is given.

The required definitions for abstract syntax are stored in the ML module ‘syntax.ML ’.
The abstract syntax tree type is the list type ‘definition list ’, where ‘definition ’ is
a data type that enumerates the different possible entries of an OASIS schema:

datatype definition
= Class of string*string*string*(operation)list
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| Name of string*typ
| Constraint of (string*exp)
| Transaction of (typ*string*(string*typ)list*com) list

For example, the constructorClass is used to represent class definitions. The constructor
takes a 4-tuple of classtype(a string which indicates whether the class is abstract or concrete),
the class name (also a string), the name of the parent class, and a list ofoperations. Operations
are attribute declarations, constructor definitions, retrieval method definitions, update method
definitions, and abstract method declarations. The typeoperation is declared as follows:

datatype operation
= attribute of typ*string
| umethod of typ*string*(string*typ)list*com
| rmethod of typ*string*(string*typ)list*exp
| amethod of typ*string*(string*typ)list
| constructor of string*(string*typ)list*com;

The other data types, for types, expressions, and commands are defined in a similar fashion.
These definitions yield a disambiguated OASIS grammar. For example, consider a fragment
of the definition of the data type of expressions (not all expressions are listed)

datatype exp = TRUE
| FALSE
| INT of int
| VAR of string
| STRING of string
| CHAR of char
| EQ of exp*exp
| NEQ of exp*exp
| STRUCT of (string*exp)list
| SET of (exp list)
| ...

Observe that, in the abstract syntax all operators are represented using prefix notation. For
example, the ML expression ‘NEQ(VAR "x",INT 10) ’ is of type ‘exp ’ and represents
the OASIS boolean expression ‘x != 10’. The SETconstruct takes a (possibly empty) list of
sub-expressions: these correspond to the elements of an enumerated set.

6.4 A mini-type-checker in ML

Information about the minimum type of expressions and commands is needed for the transla-
tion to HOL. The ML module ‘type-checker.ML ’ implements a mini-type-checker for
OASIS, which type-checks a schema based on the abstract syntax tree representation. The
type-checker is a boolean-valued function on the abstract syntax tree, which type-checks all
methods, transactions and integrity constraints in the current schema.

The module defines several auxiliary functions for type checking, e.g. to infer the unique
type of an expression, or command; to compute the least-upper bound of two types; and to
determine whether one type is a subtype of another. Inductive definitions for these func-
tions are given using pattern matching in ML. The current schema, which is needed for the
implementation of most of these functions is made implicit, using areference variable.
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As an example, consider a small fragment of the definition of the functiontc_exp , for
type checking OQL expressions.

fun tc_exp(TRUE,env) = Bool
| tc_exp(FALSE,env) = Bool
| tc_exp(EQ(e1,e2),env) =

(let val t1 = tc_exp(e1,env) ;
val t2 = tc_exp(e2,env) ;
val t = LUB(t1,t2)

in Bool end)
...
> val tc_exp = fn : exp * (string*typ)list -> bool

The functiontc_exp implements the typing rules for expressions (as shown in Appendix C.
The definition is inductive, by pattern matching on the first argument. The second argument
represents the environment (as a list of pairs), which maintains information about the free
variables in the expression. Note the third rule for equality, which involves an invocation of
the functionLUB, which is another ML function of typetyp*typ -> typ for the compu-
tation of a least upper bound of the types supplied as an argument. A functionTypeCheck
is defined at the top level. It checks all methods, transactions, constructors and integrity
constraints in the current schema.

6.5 Isabelle/HOL back-end

The type-checker module can be extended with different back-ends to perform actual code
generation. An Isabelle/HOL back-end has been implemented as part of this research project,
but other code generators might be implemented as well.

The Isabelle/HOL back-end defines a function to generate an Isabelle theory and ML file
from the abstract syntax tree. The output theory and ML file are a string, which are directed
to a text file (with extension.thy and.ML respectively).

The Isabelle/HOL code is generated by an ML implementation of the semantics functions
E (for OQL expressions),C (for commands), andT (for types), as defined in Appendix D.
The ML definitions have the same inductive structure as the formal definitions. For example,
the following fragment of code shows part of the implementation ofE :

fun tr_exp(TRUE,env) = "True"
| tr_exp(EQ(e1,e2),env) = "("ˆtr_exp(e1,env)ˆ" = "ˆˆtr_exp(e2,env)ˆ")"
| tr_exp(FORALL(x,A,p),env) =

"(! "ˆxˆ":"ˆtr_exp(A,env)ˆ". "
ˆtr_exp(A,case tc_exp(p,env)

of Set(t) => (x,t)::env
| _ => raise tc_error("collection type expected"))ˆ")"

...
> val tr_exp = fn : exp * (string*typ)list -> string

The definition is done by pattern matching on the first argument (which is the OQL expression
that is translated). The second argument is the environment, with information about the
variables. Patterns are shown for the expressionstrue, e1 = e2, and forall x in A : p
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The second pattern defines the translation ofe1 = e2, directly in terms of the translation of
e1 ande2 (the functionˆ performs string concatenation). The translation of the universal
quantification, as shown in the third pattern, is slightly more difficult. For the translation of
the predicatep, we add the variablex paired with its typet to the environment. The type of
x is obtained by application of the functiontc_exp as shown above.

6.6 Use of the schema translator

The schema translator is typically used as follows. Consider the schema definition of the
SEPIA example shown in Appendix A. We assume that the schema is stored in the text file
SEPIA.oa . The schema is translated in three steps. First, the abstract syntax tree represen-
tation is generated by typing the following at the Unix command line:

oasis SEPIA.oa > SEPIA.oa.ML

The above command invokes the front-end compiler and redirects the the output abstract
syntax tree representation of the schema to the ML text fileSEPIA.oa.ML . Now, from the
ML command line, we can load this tree into an Isabelle session by typing the following
command:

> use "SEPIA.oa.ML";

The fileSEPIA.oa.ML contains a statement for initialization of the reference variable for
the abstract syntax tree representation of the current schema. It subsequently invokes the
function TypeCheck from the type-checker module to type check the operations in the
schema. If all operations are type correct, the.thy and.ML file are generated. The output
is as follows (not all methods are listed):

[opening SEPIA.oa.ML]
val it = () : unit
Checking constructor AtomicContents
Checking method Node::addIncomingLink
Checking method Node::isConnectedTo
....
...
Checking constructor Link
Checking method Link::isConnectedTo
Checking constraint c1
Checking constraint c2
Checking constraint c3
Checking constraint c4
Checking constraint c5
val it = true : bool
Generating SEPIA.thy file...
Generating SEPIA.ML file...
val it = () : unit

Finally, the resulting Isabelle theory is loaded into an Isabelle session, using the command:

> use_thy "SEPIA";
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After Isabelle has type-checked the schema, the user can start trying to prove desired proper-
ties of the schema.

The process of type-checking the schema and the generation of the HOL files requires
only a few seconds, although the file with extension.thy contains highly complex Is-
abelle/HOL code. To give the reader an impression of the complexity of the output, we
only give the translation of one of the methodsremoveElement which is defined on CNode:

boolean removeElement(Element n) {
if (n != nil) and (n in elements) and

(forall x in elements : not(x.isConnectedTo(n))) then {
elements -= set(n); return true

} else return false
};

The method invokes the methodisConnectedTo which is declared as abstract in Element,
and has different implementations for Node and Link. The automatically generated Is-
abelle/HOL code for this method is huge:

CNode_removeElement_def "CNode_removeElement == %(os::OS) (cnodes::(oid set))
(links::(oid set)) (anodes::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::oid). (if (((eval (os
n) (%val. case val of AtomicContents referenceDirectory showStatement URL =>
False |ANode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks content => True | CNo

de name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size elements => True | Link nam
e position from to => True))) & ((n : (get (os this) (%val. case val of Atomi
cContents referenceDirectory showStatement URL => arbitrary | ANode name posi
tion incomingLinks outgoingLinks content => arbitrary | CNode name position i
ncomingLinks outgoingLinks size elements => elements | Link name position fro
m to => arbitrary))))) & ((! x:(get (os this) (%val. case val of AtomicConten
ts referenceDirectory showStatement URL => arbitrary | ANode name position in
comingLinks outgoingLinks content => arbitrary | CNode name position incoming
Links outgoingLinks size elements => elements | Link name position from to =>

arbitrary)). ˜( (if (eval (os x)(%val. case val of AtomicContents referenceD
irectory showStatement URL => False | ANode name position incomingLinks outgo
ingLinks content => False | CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks s
ize elements => False | Link name position from to => True)) then (let (delta
,cnodes,links,anodes,n,this1,result) = Link_isConnectedTo os cnodes links ano
des (x) n in result) else (let (delta,cnodes,links,anodes,n,this1,result) =
Node_isConnectedTo os cnodes links anodes (x) n in result))))) then (%(os::OS
) (cnodes::(oid set)) (links::(oid set)) (anodes::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::
oid). let (delta,cnodes1,links1,anodes1,this1,n1,result) = (%(os::OS) (cnodes
::(oid set)) (links::(oid set)) (anodes::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::oid). let

(delta,cnodes1,links1,anodes1,this1,n1,result) = (%(os::OS) (cnodes::(oid se
t)) (links::(oid set)) (anodes::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::oid). let (delta,c
nodes1,links1,anodes1,this1,n1,result) = (%(os::OS) (cnodes::(oid set)) (link
s::(oid set)) (anodes::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::oid). (skip,None::(oid set)

option,None::(oid set) option,None::(oid set) option,None::oid option,None::
oid option,())) os cnodes links anodes this n in (delta,cnodes1,links1,anodes
1,this1,n1,(%(os::OS) (cnodes::(oid set)) (links::(oid set)) (anodes::(oid se
t)) (this::oid) (n::oid). insert n {}) (smash os delta) (case cnodes1 of Non
e=>cnodes | Some y=>y) (case links1 of None=>links | Some y=>y) (case anodes1

of None=>anodes | Some y=>y) (case this1 of None=>this | Some y=>y) (case n1
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of None=>n | Some y=>y))) os cnodes links anodes this n in (smash delta (set
os (this) (%val. case val of AtomicContents referenceDirectory showStatement
URL => AtomicContents referenceDirectory showStatement URL | ANode name posi

tion incomingLinks outgoingLinks content => ANode name position incomingLinks
outgoingLinks content | CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size
elements => CNode name position incomingLinks outgoingLinks size ((elements)
- result) | Link name position from to => Link name position from to)),None:

:(oid set) option,None::(oid set) option,None::(oid set) option,None::oid opt
ion,None::oid option,())) os cnodes links anodes this n in (delta,cnodes1,lin
ks1,anodes1,this1,n1,(%(os::OS) (cnodes::(oid set)) (links::(oid set)) (anode
s::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::oid). True) (smash os delta) (case cnodes1 of
None=>cnodes | Some y=>y) (case links1 of None=>links | Some y=>y) (case anod
es1 of None=>anodes | Some y=>y) (case this1 of None=>this | Some y=>y) (case

n1 of None=>n | Some y=>y))) os cnodes links anodes this n else (%(os::OS) (
cnodes::(oid set)) (links::(oid set)) (anodes::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::oid
). let (delta,cnodes1,links1,anodes1,this1,n1,result) = (%(os::OS) (cnodes::(
oid set)) (links::(oid set)) (anodes::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::oid). (skip,
None::(oid set) option,None::(oid set) option,None::(oid set) option,None::oi
d option,None::oid option,())) os cnodes links anodes this n in (delta,cnodes
1,links1,anodes1,this1,n1,(%(os::OS) (cnodes::(oid set)) (links::(oid set)) (
anodes::(oid set)) (this::oid) (n::oid). False) (smash os delta) (case cnode
s1 of None=>cnodes | Some y=>y) (case links1 of None=>links | Some y=>y) (cas
e anodes1 of None=>anodes | Some y=>y) (case this1 of None=>this | Some y=>y)

(case n1 of None=>n | Some y=>y))) os cnodes links anodes this n)"

We will not attempt to explain this code. The above example should only convince the reader
that code generation is virtually impossible to do by hand. Also, it gives an indication of the
complexity that has to be dealt with in the later chapters, if proofs are to be performed about
such methods.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed an implementation of the OASIS/HOL embedding in ML. One
of the goals of the implementation was to validate the correctness of the formal definitions, in
particular soundness. Indeed, the ML implementation revealed several mistakes in the formal
definition of the semantics functions. These ranged from minor typos, to more fundamental
errors of generating wrongly typed HOL code. However, mistakes such as these could be
identified by the Isabelle type checker , by testing the output for various examples schemas.

The implementation was roughly done within a period of 3 weeks, and consists of 2049
lines of ML code. The ML implementation is meant as a research prototype, not as an end-
user product. Several improvements can be made. As yet, the type-checker only performs a
rough check of an OASIS schema, and e.g. rules for method overriding are not implemented
yet.

The implementation of the OASIS/HOL compiler provides a helpful tool for the practical
verification work discussed in the rest of this thesis. The implementation enables us to quickly
experiment with several different OASIS database schemas, as well as revisions to the same
schema.



Chapter 7

Verification support for invariant
analysis
An analysis technique to mechanically verify that the methods defined in a database schema
do not violate the specified integrity constraints (invariants) is presented. The technique
builds on the formal representation of the object-oriented database schema in higher-order
logic, discussed in Chapter 5. It is shown how the Isabelle theorem prover, and its machinery
for automated theorem proving in higher-order logic, can be used for automated invariant
analysis. Practical experiments demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.

7.1 Approaches to the preservation of invariants

Efficiently maintaining the integrity of large collections of persistent data is one of the chal-
lenges of database technology. In the context of databases, various different methods have
been proposed to deal with the efficient maintenance of integrity constraints (e.g., see [FP93]
for an overview). The following sections give highlights of the basic characteristics distin-
guishing the three approaches: integrity checking, integrity verification, and integrity en-
forcement. Important concepts are introduced that are used later.

7.1.1 Integrity checking

One way to enforce database integrity is by testing atrun-time those constraints that are
possibly violated by a transaction before allowing the transaction to commit. This is usually
called integrity checking. A naive approach would be to check the constraintsafter each
update is applied, and perform a rollback operation if a constraint violation is detected. Often,
this method is not feasible in practice because the testing of a constraint and the potential
rollback operation are difficult to implement efficiently [Qia88, BGL96].

Several different methods have been proposed to limit the amount of run-time transaction
overhead due to integrity constraint checking (e.g., [Nic82, HI85, Law95]). The common
goal of these methods is to derive a “minimal” test that can be evaluatedbeforethe transac-
tion is executed, thus avoiding expensive rollback operations. The test should at least be a
sufficient preconditionfor the transaction; i.e., if the test succeeds on the input state, it should
follow that the state after the update is consistent. Most methods employ, however, Dijkstra’s
notion ofweakest precondition[Dij76], which provides a necessary and sufficient test for cor-
rect transaction execution. This avoids the unnecessary rejection of updates (as may be the
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case when a sufficient condition is used). Typically, an initial weakest precondition is derived
from the syntax of the transaction and constraint. This condition is then further simplified
under the assumption that the constraint holds in the state before the transaction. As pointed
out in [BGL96], this “is a fundamental idea underlying many algorithms for the automatic
maintenance of integrity constraints”. Indeed, the idea of simplifying the test, by assuming
that the database state is consistent before the update, is exploited by most of the existing
techniques for integrity checking (e.g., [Qia88, Law95, BGL96, Sel95]). Having made this
assumption, it is possible to significantly improve the efficiency of the test. For instance,
consider the insertion of a tuple John, and the constraint that all persons should earn at least
5000 pesos. If we assume that the constraint is satisfied before the update, it only needs to be
checked that John earns more that5000 pesos afterwards, rather than checking all persons.

Traditionally, the notion of consistency is tied to the notion of database transaction. That
is, transactions are the atomic units of operations that should preserve the constraints. In
the context of object-oriented databases, it is far less clear how integrity of the data should
be managed. One of the reasons is that the traditional notion of global integrity constraint
somehow contradicts with the dominantobject-centeredposition that is taken; as pointed out
by Jagadish and Qian ([JQ92]),

“Control in object-oriented databases is localized rather than centralized—there is no
centralized place where constraints can be stated, reasoned about, and maintained.
Instead, every object is responsible to maintain the constraints attached to it with
respect to changes to its attributes.”

Most commercial object-oriented databases merely ignore the issue of integrity by not offer-
ing any facilities for conceptual constraint specification. Also, the Object Database Manage-
ment Group (ODMG) does not include facilities for general declarative constraint specifica-
tion in its standard: the data model only addresses key and referential integrity constraints
(see [CB97]).

If constraintsare supported, an important question is when they should be checked. Ja-
gadish and Qian ([JQ92]) make a distinction between so-calledhard and soft constraints.
Hard constraints are checked after each method call, whereas the checking of soft constraints
is deferred until the transaction commits. Soft constraints are similar to an ANSI/ISO SQL92
standard ([SQL92]) feature called “deferrable integrity constraints”, as opposed to “immedi-
ate constraints” which are checked after each individual SQL statement.

7.1.2 Integrity verification

In order to avoid expensive rollback operations and run-time validation of constraints, one
could also attempt to verify at compile-time that a transaction willnever lead to an incon-
sistent database state, provided that the initial state was valid. In other words, one can also
attempt toprovethat the specified transactions aresafewith respect to the constraints. This
is called integrity verification. For instance, consider the modification of a tuple John, by
updating its salary, and a constraint that all persons should be born after1900. Clearly, the
constraint is never violated by the update.
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Several different formal and semi-formal methods have been proposed for integrity veri-
fication, e.g. using Hoare Logic [GM79], Boyer-Moore Logic [SS89], and abstract interpre-
tation [BS96, BS97]. Tool support in this area may rely on some form of automated theorem
proving (e.g., [SS89, BS97]).

It is important to note that, in case of integrity verification, it is the programmer’s respon-
sibility to include sufficient tests in the code (typically by inserting appropriate if-then-else
statements), rather than that the system attempts to infer these checks. This technique is
known asdefensive programming. Whenever safety of an update cannot be proved, modifi-
cations should be made in the code until correctness is achieved. At this point it is helpful
if the system could suggest to the designer how the transaction might be corrected, either
by adding tests or extra updates. In [SMS87], guidelines are given for extracting such feed-
back from the unproved subgoals left by the theorem prover. Integrity verificationsubsumes
integrity checking, whenever this kind of feedback is provided.

7.1.3 Integrity enforcement

An important question to be answered by a constraint maintenance facility is how to fix the
problem when a constraint violation is detected. Traditionally, the response of a database
management system to an integrity violation is to rollback the transaction. An alternative
approach is to modify the original transaction such that integrity is preserved. In this case,
additional repairing actions should bring the database back to a consistent state. This is
called integrity enforcement(for an overview, see [FP93]). The modification of the trans-
action may be performed at compile-time, or at run-time. Active databases provide an ef-
fective framework for implementingrun-time integrity enforcement by means of so-called
ECA (event-condition-action) rules: the repairing action (action-part) is executed only if a
constraint violation (event) is detected. An integrity verification method can assistcompile-
time integrity enforcement, by providing good feedback facilities to illuminate the missing
repairing actions.

7.1.4 Our approach

In this chapter, our focus is on static integrity verification. We will concentrate on veri-
fying methods with respect to globally specified integrity constraints. We assume that the
constraints arehard (see Section 7.1.1): they should be valid after each method call. This
thesis concentrates on the verification of hard integirty constraints and methods, rather than
on transactions and soft constraints. We considerinter-object constraints[JQ92], which ap-
ply across objects, and multi-step methods that can affect more than one object. We do not
consider transactions, which typically involve sequences of method calls. Effectively, this
provides the same complexity as the transaction and soft constraint combination.
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7.2 Invariant analysis using the Isabelle theorem prover

Verifying that a method preserves an invariant is a difficult task. As pointed out in [BGL96],
it is undecidable to check if a given transaction preserves a given integrity constraint so that
“one cannot hope to have an algorithm for checking this, even for simple transactions and
simple constraint specification languages”. A theorem prover such as Isabelle can be used,
however, topartly automate this task. Isabelle is an interactive theorem prover, but it has a
suite of powerful tactics for automatically solving goals in higher-order logic. A general pur-
pose verification strategy is available for HOL, which attempts automated reasoning, leaving
any unproved subgoals to the user. This strategy is the basis of the invariant analysis tech-
nique presented here.

Isabelle’s default proof strategy combines term-rewriting and natural deduction, using
its Simplifier andClassical Reasonertools (see Chapter 4). These tools support the usual
data types, e.g. int, bool, string, list, and set. Since those data types directly correspond to
similar OASIS data types, we get a substantial amount of support for automated reasoning
for free. Extensions are made to support the theory of objects (see Section 5.5), which is used
to encode methods and constraints. In short, the invariant analysis technique is the standard
Isabelle/HOL verifier with extra theorems installed for supporting the object representations
presented in Chapter 5.

We can distinguish the following steps in the verification process:

1. Formulation of the proof goal;

2. Normalization of the goal;

3. Depth-first proof search.

These steps are carried out successively, without human interaction. Any goals that cannot
be solved automatically may be examined further using Isabelle’s interactive proof mode, or
used for feedback extraction. Below, we discuss details of each of these steps.

7.2.1 Step 1: Formulation of the goal

Verifying that a method implementation preserves an invariant amounts to proving a formal
theorem in HOL. In the verification, we assume that the constraint holds in the input database
state and attempt to prove that the constraint still holds after the application of the method, for
arbitrary input database state and method parameter values. Such a requirement on the imple-
mentation of a method can de specified as aproof goalin Isabelle. The generation of this goal,
for a given method and constraint, is automated by two ML functions:method safety goal

andstart proof , which are implemented by thegoal generator(see Figure 6.1). The use
of these functions and the structure of the resulting goal is discussed below.

To verify that theremoveElement method, defined in classCNode preserves the con-
straintic defined in Section 5.7.5, we type the following at the Isabelle command prompt:

- start_proof(method_safety_goal("removeElement","CNode"," ic",[]));
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On typing the above command, Isabelle responds with the proof goal shown below.

Level 0
(eval (os this) isCNode)∧
(ic os cnodes links anodes)
→ let (∆, cnodes1, links1, anodes1, this1, n1, result) =

CNode removeElement os cnodes links anodes this n
in ic (smash os ∆)

(case cnodes1 of None⇒ cnodes | Some y⇒ y)
(case links1 of None⇒ links | Some y⇒ y)
(case anodes1 of None⇒ anodes | Some y⇒ y)

The goal is in the form of an implication (→), where the constraints are assumed to hold
in the input database state ‘os’ (as seen in the premise), and we attempt to prove that the
constraint still holds after the application of the method (as stated in the conclusion), for
arbitrary database stateos, persistent root values (cnodes, anodes, andlinks), receiver
(this), and parameter value (n).

The definitions of the method and constraint are generated by a schema translator, as
discussed in Chapter 6. The method is represented by theCNode removeElement-function.
The definition of this function (and more explanation) is found on page 51; here we only
discuss its signature. For a given input object store (os), persistent root values (cnodes,
anodes, andlinks), receiver object (this) and parameter value (n), the function returns a
7-tuple: this includes the modifications to the object store in the first field, the modifications
to the persistent root variables, and the modifications to method parameters (including the
implicit parameterthis). The last field is the return value of the method.

The modifications to the object store are encoded as a∆-value. The use of∆-values is a
characteristic feature of our theory of objects (see Section 5.5). The∆-value returned by the
functionCNode removeElement in the goal is a small object store that only has bindings for
the objects that are modified by the method. To “commit” these local changes to the input
object store, we use thesmash-operator (see Section 5.5): the expression ‘(smash os ∆)’ in
the above goal represents the object store after the application of the method.

The modifications to the persistent roots areby value-result: case-expressions are used
to pass on possible changes to the persistent roots. For each persistent root, the old value is
passed if no changes are applied (indicated by theNone-tag); the modified value is passed if
changes have been made (indicated by theSome-tag). Details of the encoding of changes to
variables are found in Section 5.8.

The goal includes several additional assumptions. A typing condition is added for the
this-reference. Other assumptions (not shown in the example above) deal with referential
integrity and the assignment of new oids. The reader is referred to Section 5.9 for details.

7.2.2 Step 2 : Normalization of the goal

The analysis starts by applying simplifications to the goal, using term-rewriting. Simplifi-
cations are applied to the term ‘C(smash os ∆)’ in the conclusion of the goal. The main
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purpose of these simplifications is to to embed the update (∆) into the constraint predi-
cateC such that a much simpler test is obtained that can be evaluated before the update
is applied. This test is called theupdated constraint[HI85]; such a test effectively pro-
vides a weakest precondition for the update. The updated constraint may be further sim-
plified under the assumption that the constraint holds prior to the update (as discussed in
Section 7.1.1, this is a fundamental idea underlying many algorithms for integrity checking,
e.g., see [HI85, Qia88, BGL96, LT93, Law95]).

The derivation of the updated constraint and its simplification under the assumption that
the constraint holds before the update are implemented using the Isabelle Simplifier (see
Section 4.2.4). The Simplifier performs term-rewriting with a set of theorems of the following
form:

[|H1 ; · · · ; Hn|]⇒ LHS = RHS

Such theorems are read as conditional rewrite rules: a term unifying with the expression
on the left-hand side of the equality sign(LHS) is rewritten to the term that appears on
the right-hand side(RHS), provided that the hypotheses(H1, . . . ,Hn) hold. The default
Isabelle Simplifier installs a large collection of standard reduction rules for HOL; new rules
can be added to customize the Simplifier to particular tasks. At present, 49 new rewrite rules
have been added to support the theory of objects. The most important ones are listed in
Section 5.5.4. In this section we demonstrate the practical use of these rules in combination
with standard rewrite rules, for the default data type theories.

The analysis starts by expanding the definitions of the method and the constraint. The
HOL representation of the constraint and the∆-value of the method are:

∆ ≡ if cond then (set os this eltMod) else skip
C(os) ≡ ∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ get (os c) eltsOf | eval (os e) isElt

The representation of the constraint is discussed in (see the definition ofic on page 62). A
detailed explanation of the definition of the method, including the∆-value and the definitions
of the abbreviations in italics font, is found on page 51. The opening of these definitions in
the goal, expands the conclusion of the goal ‘C(smash os ∆)’ to the following formula:

∀c ∈ cnodes |
∀e ∈ get ((smash os ( if cond then set os this delElt else skip)) c) eltsOf |

eval ((smash os (if cond then set os this delElt else skip)) e) isElt

The above formulae evaluates the constraint in the state that results after the application of
theremoveElement method. Various rewritings can be performed to simplify this formula.
The goal typically contains patterns of the form:

get ((smash os ∆)) x) f and eval ((smash os ∆)) x) p

which are rewritten using the rules listed in Figures 5.5 and 5.4 to yield the updated constraint.
The Simplifier first splits one of the conditionals. Splitting of conditionals is a built-in

feature of the Simplifier, which makes use of the rule:

P (if Q then x else y)↔ ((Q→ P (x)) ∧ (¬Q→ P (y)))

By splitting the conditional, the Simplifier rewrites the example to:
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cond →
(∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ get ((smash os (set os this delElt)) c) eltsOf |

eval ((smash os (if cond then set os this delElt else skip)) e) isElt) ∧
¬cond →

(∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ get ((smash os (skip)) c) eltsOf |
eval ((smash os (if cond then set os this delElt else skip)) e) isElt)

This formula is then further simplified using an advanced feature of the Simplifier called
“local assumptions”. That is, in simplifying the conclusion of an implication, the tool uses
additional rewrite rules it extracts from the assumption. This is done using thecongruence
rule for implication:

[| P1 ↔ Q1 ; Q1 ⇒ P2 ↔ Q2 |]⇒ (P1 → P2)↔ (Q1 → Q2)

Given this rule, the Simplifier assumesQ1 (i.e., the rewritten form ofP1) and extracts rewrite
rules from it when simplifyingP2. Theelse-branch of the if-then-else in the conclusion
of the implication on the left-hand side of the conjunction is eliminated using this rule: the
Simplifier rewrites the conclusion using the rewrite ‘cond ≡ True’ rule it extracts from the
assumption. The right-hand side of the conjunction in the formula is rewritten in a similar
fashion; in this case, thethen-branch is eliminated using the local assumption ‘cond =
False’. We obtain the simplified formula:

cond → (∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ get ((smash os (set os this delElt)) c) eltsOf |
eval ((smash os (set os this delElt)) e) isElt) ∧

¬cond → (∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ get ((smash os (skip)) c) eltsOf |
eval ((smash os skip) e) isElt)

The Simplifier performs further simplification of this formula. It first rewrites the expression
‘smash os skip’ to ‘ os’ (using the rule labeled[smash right id] in Figure 5.2). The result
of this simplification is that the quantifier expression in the conclusion has become identical
to C(os). SinceC(os) was assumed to hold in the goal, the Simplifier rewrites this term to
True (again, using the congruence rule for implication shown abobe). The resulting formula
is then further simplified using the standard rewrite rules for the boolean data typeP →
True = True andP ∧ True = P . We arrive at the following simplified formula:

cond →
(∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ get ((smash os (set os this delElt)) c) eltsOf |

eval ((smash os (set os this delElt)) e) isElt)

The conclusion of this formula is further simplified (in a few steps) as shown below. In
step (1), the Simplifier applies the rules labeled[get set] (see Figure 5.5) and[eval set] (see
Figure 5.4), which results in two if-then-else patterns. In step (2), the function composition
isElt◦delElt is rewritten toisElt ; this reduction follows by simple case-function composition
(see the definitions of these functions on page 51 and page 52). Further rewriting is performed
using the standard rule ‘if P then e else e = e’. Finally, in step (3) the conditional is split,
after which theelse case is removed under the assumption thatC(os) holds.
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(∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ get ((smash os (set os this delElt)) c) eltsOf |
eval ((smash os (set os this delElt)) e) isElt)

(1)
≡ (∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ ( if this = c ∧ this ∈ oids(os)

then get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt)
else get (os c) (eltsOf )) |

if this = c ∧ this ∈ oids(os) then eval (os c) (isElt ◦ delElt)
else eval (os c) (isElt))

(2)
≡ (∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ ( if this = c ∧ this ∈ oids(os)

then get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt)
else get (os c) (eltsOf )) | eval (os c) (isElt))

(3)
≡ (∀c ∈ cnodes | (this = c ∧ this ∈ oids(os))→

∀e ∈ (get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt)) | eval (os e) isElt)

No further rewriting can be performed, and we are left with the following simplified goal:

Level 1
1. (eval (os this) isCNode)∧

(∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt) ∧ cond →
(∀c ∈ cnodes | (this = c ∧ this ∈ oids(os))→
∀e ∈ (get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt)) | eval (os e) isElt)

The above example demonstrates how much we can benefit from standard machinery of
the theorem prover in the analysis of invariants. As seen in the example above, complex
rewritings are performed by the Simplifier to simplify the test ‘C(smash os ∆)’ under the
assumption that ‘C(os)’ holds.

7.2.3 Step 3 : Depth-first proof search

Term rewriting is often not sufficient to prove that a method preserves an invariant. The
simplified goal is analyzed further using Isabelle’s Classical Reasoner (see Chapter 4). The
Classical Reasonerimplements several “naive” proof search algorithms (such as a depth-
first and a best-first search) based on a given set of introduction and elimination rules. The
default configuration of the tool installs such rules for sets, lists, booleans, etc. Extensions are
provided for the theory of objects. This amounts to adding the introduction and elimination
rules shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7.

We use the depth-first search algorithm of the Classical Reasoner. This handles substan-
tial proofs: variables introduced by the use of quantifiers are automatically instantiated, and
backtracking is performed to handle alternative unifiers. Between deduction steps, the Sim-
plifier is invoked to attempt further rewriting. Using this proof search algorithm, the proof of
the example goal is found within seconds, although many detailed steps are performed behind
the scenes. Some of the important steps in the proof are discussed below.

The Classical Reasoner first applies all possiblesafeinference steps. Safe inference steps
are the ones that do not introduce any new unknown terms, or instantiate variables in the goal
(hence, no backtracking is needed). In case of the example, the tool resolves the simplified
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goal with the introduction rule for implication (the rule labeled(→ I), see page 42), followed
by a two-times application of the introduction rule for set-bounded universal quantification
(the rule labeled(∀∈I), see page 42). Furthermore, the variable ‘this’ is replaced by ‘c’,
using the assumption ‘this = c’ as a substitution rule; we obtain:

Level 2
1.!! c e.

[| eval (os c) isCNode; c ∈ oids(os); cond
∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt) |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

Not shown is the expansion ofcond , which does not play a role in the rest of the proof.
The set-bounded universal quantifiers in the assumption are not eliminated, because their
elimination is unsafe(see Section 4.2.3 for details). Before any unsafe steps are tried,
the Classical Reasoner first applies the safe elimination rules[evalE] (see Figure 5.7) and
[oidsE] (see Figure 5.6), which are added by the theory of objects. The elimination of
‘eval (os c) isCNode ’ results in a list of four subgoals, one for each dynamic type of ‘c’ :

Level 3
1.!! c e refDir showStmt URL.

[| os c = Some(AtomicContents refDir showStmt URL); False; os c 6= None;
∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt) |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

2.!! c e name pos ins outs content.
[| os c = Some(ANode name pos ins outs content); False; os c 6= None;
∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt) |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

3.!! c e name pos ins outs size elements.
[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); True; os c 6= None;
∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt) |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

4.!! c e name pos from to.
[| os c = Some(CNode name pos from to); False; os c 6= None;
∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt) |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

Although all the (four) different type cases are present, during proofs the irrelevant sub-
goals (identified byFalse-valued cases—see Section 5.7) are immediately dropped from the
proof state. For the example, only one subgoal is relevant (namely the case forCNode):

Level 4
1.!! c e name pos ins outs size elements.

[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;
∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt) |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

At this stage, no further safe inference steps can be done. Before, any unsafe steps are
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tried, the Classical Reasoner first invokes the Simplifier to attempt further rewriting. For the
example, the expression ‘get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt)’ in the assumptions of the goal is
rewritten as follows:

get (os c) (eltsOf ◦ delElt)
(1)
≡ get (Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elts)) (eltsOf ◦ delElt)
(2)
≡ (eltsOf ◦ delElt) (CNode name pos ins outs size elts)
(3)
≡ elts− {n}

In step (1), the Simplifier uses the assumption ‘os c = Some(CNode(· · ·)’ as a rewrite rule.
In step (2), the rule labeled[get Some]in Figure 5.5 is applied; the resulting expression ‘elts
- {n}’ follows afterβ-conversion in step (3). The following simplified goal is obtained:

Level 5
1.!! c e name pos ins outs size elts.

[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;
∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ elts− {n} |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

The process of applying safe inference steps and rewriting is repeated until a fixedpoint
is reached. In this case, one more safe inference step is applied, namely the elimination of
the set difference (see page 46); we obtain:

Level 6
1.!! c e name pos ins outs size elts.

[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;
∀c ∈ cnodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ elts; e 6∈ {n} |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

No more safe steps or rewritings apply to this goal. There is no other option than to apply
the unsafe rule(∀∈E) (see page 42). The elimination of the quantifier results in two subgoals:

Level 7
1.!! c e name pos ins outs size elts.

[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;
(?t c e name pos ins outs size elts) 6∈ cnodes;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ elts; e 6∈ {n} |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

2.!! c e name pos ins outs size elts.
[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;
∀e ∈ (get (os (?t c e name pos ins outs size elts)) eltsOf ) |

eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ elts; e 6∈ {n} |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

The variable?t is a function unknown, which may depend on the variables that are quan-
tified in the goal. Isabelle solves the first goal by contradiction. This leads to an instantiation
of ‘?t c · · · elts’ to ‘ c’:
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Level 8
1.!! c e name pos ins outs size elts.

[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;
∀e ∈ (get (os c) eltsOf ) | eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ elts; e 6∈ {n} |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

Using the assumption ‘os c = Some(CNode(· · ·)’ as a rewrite rule, the Simplifier now
rewrites the expression ‘get (os c) eltsOf ’ to ‘ elts’, in a similar way as was shown above.
The subsequent elimination of the second quantifier expression results in a list of two sub-
goals:

Level 9
1.!! c e name pos ins outs size elts.

[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;
(?t c e name pos ins outs size elts) 6∈ elts;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ elts; e 6∈ {n} |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

2.!! c e name pos ins outs size elts.
[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;

eval (os (?t c e name pos ins outs size elts)) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ elts; e 6∈ {n} |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

Again, the first goal solves by contradiction, which instantiates the variable (in this case,
‘?t c · · · elts’ is instantiated toe):

Level 10
1.!! c e name pos ins outs size elts.

[| os c = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); os c 6= None;
eval (os e) isElt ;
c ∈ cnodes; e ∈ elts; e 6∈ {n} |]⇒ eval (os e) isElt

The remaining goal solves by assumption: the conclusion of the goal unifies with one of
the assumptions. Isabelle responds with the following message to indicate that the proof has
been found:

Level 11
No subgoals!

7.3 Experimental results

The automated proof strategy is used to verify that the methods in the example schema do not
violate the specified integrity constraints. The example schema includes 6 class definitions,
13 method definitions, and 6 constraints. It has to be verified that each method in the schema
preserves the constraints. Thus78 theorems need to be verified. Table 7.1 shows timings
for the automated verification of these theorems using the automated analysis technique dis-
cussed in the previous sections. All proof times are in seconds, with Isabelle running on a
SUN 296 MHz Ultra-SPARC-II, under Solaris. The times given are only a rough guide of the
efficiency of the automated verification. As expected, the times indicate that the trivial proofs
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METHOD / CONSTRAINT c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
Element::changeNameTo 2.3s. 1.8s. 1.8s. 2.8s. 2.8s. 2.0s.
Node::addIncomingLink 1.6s. 1.0s. 1.0s. 2.3s. 1.4s. 3.5s.
Node::addOutgoingLink 1.5s. 1.0s. 1.0s. 2.3s. 1.5s. 1.5s.

Node::removeIncomingLink 1.3s. 0.7s. 0.7s. 2.5s. 1.2s. 2.6s.
Node::removeOutgoingLink 1.3s. 0.7s. 0.7s. 2.3s. 1.2s. 1.1s.

Node::isConnectedTo 0.6s. 0.4s. 0.4s. 1.1s. 0.7s. 0.7s.
ANode::createAtomicContentsIn 7.5s. 5.3s. 5.1s. 14.7s. 11.5s. 7.7s.

ANode::removeAtomicContent 1.6s. 1.1s. 1.1s. 2.6s. 1.6s. 1.6s.
CNode::createANodeIn 9.1s. 4.3s. 5.0s. 13.3s. 59.1s. 5.5s.

CNode::createLinkIn 15.3s. 10.5s. 9.4s. 78.0s. 118.3s. 12.8s.
CNode::removeElement 3.4s. 1.0s. 1.0s. 161.8s. 109.7s. 2.6s.
CNode::createCNodeIn 14.2s. 6.2s. 6.2s. 46.7s. 154.5s. 9.0s.

Link::isConnectedTo 0.7s. 0.4s. 0.4s. 1.1s. 0.8s. 0.7s.

Table 7.1: Verification times(in seconds) for invariant analysis in the case study

are immediately solved by the theorem prover. For example, the combination of constraintc2
and methodremoveElement operate on different attributes. The proof is trivial and found by
straightforward term rewriting using the Simplifier. Also trivial is the verification ofretrieval
methods, i.e. read-only methods such as theisConnectedTo methods. Their proofs are
found requiring almost zero seconds of proof time. The real power of the theorem prover re-
veals itself in the cases where the constraint and method operate on the same attributes and/or
persistent roots. For example, the combination of constraintc4 and methodremoveElement
takes161.8 seconds on our test machine. The proof of this particular case involves many
tedious steps, which deal with a combination of various object-oriented language features,
such as late binding and down-casting. Also, the proof requires the assumption of another
constraint in the schema:c1 is necessarily assumed, since in order to extract theelements
attribute from aCNode object, that object must be non-nil. Such additional assumptions are
given as parameters to themethod safety goal command.

Another observation that can be made is that object creation sometimes gives rise to con-
siderably longer search times (e.g., methodCNode::createCNodeIn with respect to con-
straintc5). The reason for this is a technical one : in the goal, we need additional assumptions
about the freshness of the new oid’s, which leads to extra inference steps. Also, creation can
involve the invocation of constructor methods.

7.4 Generation of feedback from unprovable subgoals

In the previous sections, we discussed the use of Isabelle to verify that the methods defined in
a database schema do not violate the specified integrity constraints. The examples discussed
so far are successful cases where the proof could be found automatically by Isabelle. One
reason that the theorem prover fails to prove a goal is that the automated analysis technique
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is inherently limited in scope (see Section 7.2). Isabelle returns any subgoals that cannot
be proved automatically. These goals should typically be examined further using Isabelle’s
interactive proof mode (although this requires a detailed knowledge of the theorem prover).
Another possibility is that the goal we attempt to verify is in factfalse; i.e., the method does
not preserve the invariant because an error was made in the code. In this case, we would like
the system to generate feedback, which makes the implications of the error clear enough to
illuminates the error. In [SMS87], several different types of feedback are identified, including
the derivation of weakest and sufficient preconditions. Below, we give directions how these
forms of feedback are obtained as a by-product of our verification strategy.

7.4.1 Weakest preconditions

In transaction verification, one assumes that the database is in a consistent state before the
transaction is executed, and attempt to prove that the constraint still holds afterwards. If the
proof fails, the method can be corrected by adding a test which validates the constraint at run-
time,after the transaction has been executed. This, however, may lead to expensive rollback
operations. In general, a much simpler test can be obtained that can be evaluatedbeforethe
transaction is executed. A test that is necessary and sufficient is called aweakest precondition
[Dij76]. Given a transactionT and a constraintα, β is called a weakest precondition forα
w.r.t. T , if for every database stateD:

D ` β if-and-only-if T (D) ` α

In other words, a weakest precondition is a conditionβ that holdsbeforethe transactionT is
executed if-and-only-if the constraint holdsafterwards.

The concept of weakest preconditions is central to many existing techniques for fast run-
time integrity checking (see Section 7.1.1). In this case,β is tested before the update is
applied. If the test fails the update is rejected.

Along similar lines, one could also think of using weakest preconditions in conceptual
design of update operations. In this case, the testβ is used to actually correct the update
such that it will always preserve the constraints. For this purpose we are interested in the
class of weakest preconditions in OQL, for we could then use the condition to transform the
transaction to:

if β then T else skip

which will maintain consistency while avoiding any rollback operations.
Consider the following definition of a method on the (abstract) class Node:

void addIncomingLinkWRONG(Link k) { incomingLinks += set(k) };

and the integrity constraint:

forall n in anodes : forall e in n.incomingLinks : e!=nil;

The automated proof procedure fails to verify that the constraint is an invariant of the method.
The normalization step rewrites the initial term in the conclusion to the simplified updated
constraint:
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Level 1
1. (eval (os this) isNode)∧

(∀n ∈ anodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os n) insOf ) | eval (os e) isLink)→
(∃n ∈ anodes | e = this ∧ this ∈ oids(os))→

(∀e ∈ (get (os this) (insOf ◦ addLink)) | eval (os n) isLink)

which is a weakest precondition for the method,but at the level of its HOL representation.
We could try to define an OASIS-OQL formula that generates similar (at least equivalent)
HOL code, but this leads to a rather complex condition that a programmer would normally
not wish to put in his code, if only for reasons of efficiency. One of the problems is that
weakest preconditions tend to be large disjunctions of formulae, in fact listing many alter-
native preconditions, some of which might be of interest to the programmer, whereas others
might be not.

7.4.2 Sufficient preconditions

A weakest precondition provides a necessary and sufficient test for the method, which is a
liberal requirement1. In [SMS87] it is argued that it may be cheaper in terms of run-time
testing by only looking at asufficient precondition; if true, this condition implies the weakest
precondition. Observe that sufficient conditions include trivial tests, such asfalse. The task
of the feedback generator is to generate meaningful alternative tests, rather than trivial ones.
Based on the alternatives that are presented, the designer should then decide how to correct
his code, e.g. by adding extra tests to the method, or by adding missing updates.

In [SMS87], candidate sufficient preconditions are generated from the weakest precondi-
tion, using a process that is called back-chaining. In our system, sufficient preconditions are
obtained from the goals that are left by the safety verifier (i.e. after all three steps have been
tried).

The example below illustrates the generation of sufficient preconditions. The same ex-
ample is used as in the previous section. The automated analysis technique returns one un-
provable subgoal:

Level 2
1.!! name pos inLinks outs content

[| ∀n ∈ anodes | ∀e ∈ (get (os n) inLinksOf ) | eval (os e) isLink ;
os this = Some(ANode name pos inLinks outs content);
this ∈ anodes |]⇒ eval (os k) isLink

The conclusion of this goal provides a sufficient precondition for the method to preserve
the constraint: the conclusion corresponds to the OASIS-OQL formula ‘k instanceof Link’,
which is the same as the condition ‘k != nil’. Alternative tests are obtained from the goal
by negating assumptions, e.g. the OASIS-OQL formula ‘not(this in anodes)’, which is ob-
tained from the negation of the third assumption ‘this ∈ anodes’ in the goal. The negation
of the other assumptions in the goal does not lead to a very meaningful tests: the first assump-
tion represents the constraint itself (which is assumed to hold in an arbitrary state) and the

1The weakest precondition is often called theweakest liberal precondition2.
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second condition is atyping assertion, which restricts the dynamic type of thethis-object to
be ANode. Such typing assertions occur frequently during proofs, as they result from split-
ting invocations of theeval-predicate as discussed in Section 7.2.3. Hence, from the above
goal we obtain two possible OQL preconditions for the methodaddIncomingLinkWRONG:

1. not(this in anodes)

2. k instanceof Link

From these conditions, numerous options are available to proceed method correction. For
example, the method could be corrected by including one of the tests being generated above
(or both), as a precondition in the code (Indeed, there are numerous other possibilities:any
condition that implies these tests is sufficient). Another possibility, suggested in [SMS87],
is that sometimes the method should be corrected by adding extra updates, rather than tests.
Thus, from the conditions that are generated, we can only express our hope that the schema
designer will realize what kind of corrections should be made to the code. After all, it is up
to the designer to decide which of the available solutions is most apt.

7.4.3 Improving feedback generation

The method presented for the derivation of sufficient preconditions should eventually be sup-
ported by tools. In our view, an ideal feedback generator should provide facilities to extract
candidate preconditions from the unproved subgoals and present these to the designer. This
has only been partly realized thus far.

One of the difficulties in feedback generation is that reasoning takes place at the semantic
level (HOL), rather than at the conceptual level (OO). Although in principal it is possible to
train consultants such that they can interpret the sometimes rather cryptic HOL code, ideally
feedback is presented in a more “digested” form.

Feedback generation can be improved significantly by “polishing” the low semantic in-
formation in the goal. For example, OQL notation can be used for operations on sets and
quantifications, rather than HOL notation. Similarly, invocations of ‘get’, which involve
large case splits, can be transformed back to simple attribute selections (i.e., the inverse of
the mapping shown in Section 5.7). The same applies to the ‘eval’ predicate, which corre-
sponds to theinstanceof predicate in OQL. Using so-calledparse translations, such syntax
transformation can be implemented easily in Isabelle. Parse translations are functions on the
abstract syntax tree, which determine how the formulae appear at the output. For example,
the theory of objects includes a parse translation for invocations ofeval , which “computes”
the least upper bound of the cases that are markedtrue, based on the inheritance relation in
the current OASIS schema. Also invocations ofget are printed using normal dot-notation,
thus hiding the actual case-splits underneath.
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7.5 Discussion of related work

7.5.1 Integrity checking

Several authors have previously addressed the problem of efficient integrity checking in the
context of either relational databases (e.g. [Nic82, HI85, Qia88]), deductive databases (e.g.
[BDM93, Sel95]), or object-oriented databases [Law95]. As pointed out in [BGL96], a com-
mon idea underlying these methods is that efficiency improvement is obtained from the as-
sumption that the constraint holds prior to the update. Furthermore, the goal is to derive a
test that can be evaluated before the update is applied, thus avoiding expensive rollback op-
erations. Such a test that is necessary and sufficient is called aweakest precondition[Dij76].
In the case of deductive databases, the problem is complicated by the fact that an update may
also induce the introduction or removal of derived data.

In the context of relational databases, Hsu and Imielinski ([HI85]) present a method for
efficient integrity checking. Constraints should be in prenex normal form, but updates may
affect several relations. A so-called “updated constraint” is derived for each constraint-update
pair, which effectively provides a weakest precondition for the update. The paper presents
a simplification algorithm to transform an updated constraint to an AND-OR combination
of simpler constraints. The algorithm takes advantage of the assumption that the constraint
holds prior to the update.

Also in the context of of relational databases, Qian [Qia88] presents an effective method
for integrity constraint checking. Similar to [HI85], an algorithm is presented for deriving a
weakest precondition, which is then simplified under the assumption that the constraint holds
prior to the update. Constraints are more general than in [HI85]: there is no restriction on
the number of variables ranging over a relation and constraints do not need to be in prenex
normal form. It is claimed that more simplifications are obtained than using the algorithm of
[HI85], but this claim is not motivated.

Lawley [Law95] defines weakest preconditions for an object-oriented database program-
ming language, without iteration. An algorithm is presented for deriving the weakest precon-
dition for a given update-constraint pair. As also pointed out in [Qia88, HI85, LT93, BGL96],
it is argued that this condition may be further simplified under the assumption that the in-
tegrity constraint holds before the update is applied. No simplification algorithm is presented.
Instead, the author suggests that simplification can be done using existing techniques for se-
mantic query optimization: the condition is then observed as a boolean-valued query which
needs to be transformed to a more efficient form. It is not shown, however, how we could
benefit from such techniques.

Our integrity verification algorithm subsumes the above existing ideas for the simplifi-
cation of integrity checking. As part of the verification algorithm, an updated constraint is
derived which is then further simplified under the assumption that the constraint holds prior
to the update. A major difference with the previous work is that our simplification algorithm
is implemented (namely using Isabelle’s Simplifier tool) and that it exploits several of the
tool’s advanced features for term-rewriting, e.g. congruence rules and local assumptions We
have demonstrated the additional simplifications that can be obtained using these techniques.

Our method supplements the local processing technique of Jagadish and Qian ([JQ92]),
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who present an algorithm for efficient run-time integrity checking of constraints in object-
oriented databases. They show how declarative global specifications of constraints can be
transformed to a form that permits efficient local processing. Our method can be used to
identify the case for which integrity is always preserved and thus no tests need to be per-
formed at all.

7.5.2 Integrity verification.

Our work follows the line of research set out by Sheard & Stemple ([SS89]) on the auto-
mated verification of database transaction safety. In [SS89] a system is presented to prove
at compile-time that a transaction can never violate the integrity constraints of the database.
The transaction safety verifier component is implemented usingterm-rewriting. The term-
rewriter uses a large knowledge base, which stores general knowledge about the transaction
and constraint language. This includes basic theorems, such as a rule asserting the commuta-
tivity of the set-union operation. Much of the power of the Sheard & Stemple system derives
from adding more problem-specific rules, which enable the simplification of terms that fre-
quently appear during transaction safety analysis. Our approach using Isabelle/HOL differs
in that it uses the object-oriented rather than the relational framework. Also, our safety ver-
ifier usesnatural deductionin addition toterm-rewriting. Initially, we have tried to follow
the approach of [SS89], using Isabelle and its term-rewriter (“Simplifier”) as a platform of
implementation. In our experiments, however, it was not clear how goals could be solved
entirely by term-rewriting. Goals can take many different forms and it is not clear to us how
these can be provedsystematicallyby term-rewriting. We soon ended up adding many new
non-standard rewrite-rules to the Simplifier. Quite often, it was doubtful if these rules were
relevant in the context of other database specifications as well [SB97]. By including natural
deduction in the safety verifier, we have eliminated the need for adding such rules. In fact,
our safety verifier is Isabelle’s general strategy for automated theorem proving in HOL, with
basic extensions for our new theory of objects.

The approach of [BD95, BS96, BS97, BS98] is based on an object-oriented database pro-
gramming language. A framework is presented for the compile-time verification of a method
preserving a number of static integrity constraints. The language that is studied by the au-
thors is based on the database programming language O2C [BDK92], which is comparable
to the OASIS language. Their analysis starts with a simple compilation technique to identify
those combinations of transaction and constraint that are certainly not in conflict because the
transaction and constraint access different attributes or persistent roots. In our system, this
analysis is implemented using term-rewriting (see the normalization step (ii) of the automated
verification strategy). For those combinations of transaction and constraint that could not be
proved safe in the first step, Benzakenet aluse a second more detailed analysis. This analysis
is a variant of Dijkstra’s classical notion of predicate transformer, as mentioned above. Two
alternative notions of predicate transformer are introduced, i.e. a so-calledforward andback-
ward predicate transformer. Using the backward predicate transformer, transaction safety is
verified as follows. In transaction safety, we have to prove an implication: we assume that
the constraint holds in an arbitrary state, and we need to prove that the constraint is still valid
after the transaction is executed. In abstract let us denote this implication asP ⇒ Q. Using
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thebackwardpredicate transformer, another formulaR is extracted from the transaction and
constraint code. This formula only provides asufficientnot necessary test forQ; i.e.R⇒ Q.
The transaction is now proved safe with respect to the constraint, by verifying the implication
P ⇒ R, instead ofP ⇒ Q (indeed, the latter condition is a direct consequence of the for-
mer). The verification is carried out using a first-order logic based automated theorem prover,
although no details are given how the theorem prover is actually used. A similar strategy is
used for the forward predicate transformer, which also generates a sufficient test for a method.

Their alternative predicate transformers are aptly called anabstract interpretation: since
some information is omitted by only looking at sufficient tests, no real semantics is provided
for the transaction. This is in sharp contrast to Dijkstra’s predicate transformer, which might
be viewed as an alternative way of defining the semantics, as pointed out in [Win93]. The
claim is that their forward and backward predicate transformers provide “some useful and
correct information about the run-time behavior of the program”, but it might very well be
that in the end safety cannot be proved by the theorem prover simply because the condition
was incomplete. This problem does not arise in our analysis technique, although an automatic
proof may fail because the technique is inherently incomplete (see Section 7.2). In this case,
human interaction is needed to complete the proof. However, the invariants in the case study
could be verified entirely by automated reasoning.

A more serious problem with the approach issoundness: many intricate object-oriented
features are abstracted away by their predicate transformers and it is not clear as to whether
the definitions are correct or not. As an example, consider the following constraint and per-
sistent root declaration (taken from [BD95]):

name Persons: set (Person);
forall p in Persons: p.spouse.spouse=p or p.spouse=nil;

As seen in the code, the approach of Benzakenet al accommodatesnil values. And indeed,
the O2 system allowsnil-references to be inserted into the setPersons [BDK92]. It is unclear
to us hownil-references are dealt with in their work (e.g., consider the case wherep=nil in
the above constraint). However, in [BD95] several methods are proved safe with respect to
the above constraint.



Chapter 8

Verification support for
semantic-based transaction models
Verification support for semantics-based transaction models, based on the invariant analysis
technique discussed in Chapter 7, is studied by examining a cases study for a particular model,
namely the CoAct model. Results include experiments for the verification of user-defined
compensating methods (i.e., the model requires the user to define for each methodm, another
methodm−1 that can be invoked to “undo” the effects of an invocation ofm); verification
using the Isabelle is shown to be feasible.

8.1 Semantics-based transaction models

Transaction models provide a mechanism to manage the concurrent access of shared data,
thus relieving the user from concurrency control problems. The basic transaction model
is the so-calledread/write model[EGLT76, VWP+97]. In the read/write model, the four
fundamental properties of database transactions, i.e.,atomicity, consistency, isolation, and
durability (ACID) are enforced based on a registration of the low-level read and write op-
erations performed on data items. However, the basic model is inadequate for advanced
applications of database technology, such as cooperative work and workflow applications
[Elm92, Özsu94, VWP+97]. For this reason, so-calledsemantics-based transaction models
have been developed in recent years. The idea here is that additional information is exploited
about the semantics of high-level data operations , rather than examining only the low-level
decompositions of these operations into sequences of reads and writes. We consider the case
of an object-oriented database, where the high-level data operations are methods operating
on persistent objects.

One particular semantics-based transaction management idea is the use ofcompensating
transactions, where for each operation, an “inverse” (or “undo”) operation has to be pro-
vided (e.g., see [CD97, MR97]). The intension is that a compensation operation semantically
undoes the effects of the original operation—it does not merely restore a previous state. Al-
though the correctness of compensation operations is often assumed, little attention has been
devoted to the actual definition and verification of these operations.

In the early nineties, Korthet al presented a formal approach to recovery by compen-
sating transactions [KLS90]. Their ideas have been incorporated in numerous transaction
models since then. In [KLS90], three guidelines are given for the specification of compen-
sating transactions. The first of these guidelines, so-called ‘Constraint 1’, is of interest to
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us here. Informally, this constraint asserts that if a transactionT is immediately followed
by its the compensating transactionCT , then the composed transaction ‘T followed byCT ’
should be the identity transaction. Our goal is to develop tool support for the verification of
‘Constraint 1’ for givenT andCT pairs.

Another concept used in semantics-based transaction models is the notion of commuta-
tivity (also called compatibility). Informally, commutativity of two operations means that the
operations do not conflict with each other. The idea is that by identifying cases where the
operations do not conflict, the system can offer more concurrency. The schema designer is
required to specify so-called commutativity relations, where for each method pair conditi-
tions on the actual parameter values are given. A goal of our work is to develop tool support
to verify that the specified conditions are sufficient to guarantee that the operations do not
conflict.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, we consider compensation and com-
mutativity in the context of a particular semantics-based transaction model, namely the CoAct
model [RKT+95, KTWK97]. Section 8.3 then shows how to define compensating methods.
Compensating methods are given for the SEPIA schema in Appendix A. Section 8.4 discusses
the use of the Isabelle system for verifying the correctness of these methods. In Section 8.5,
an example of verifying the commutativity of a method pair is shown. The example illustrates
that the verification approach has also potential for this kind of analysis. Section 8.6 discusses
the intricate issues that arise in the verification of compensation due to object creation. In Sec-
tion 8.7, we give an overview of the experimental results. The experiments demonstrate the
feasibility of the approach. Finally, Section 8.8 gives conclusions and discusses future work.

8.2 Compensation and commutativity in the CoAct model

The CoAct model [WK96, RKT+95, KTWK97] is a semantics-based transaction model used
to support cooperative applications. The model makes use of three semantics-based transac-
tion management ideas:compensation[KLS90], backward commutativity[Wei88, Wei93],
andforward commutativity[Wei88, Wei93, LMWF94].

In the CoAct model, users have the possibility to selectively undo the effects of previ-
ously performed operations in order to integrate their work with that of other users. Asave
point mechanismdoes not provide adequate support for undoing work in a cooperative work
environment: restoring a saved state to undo an operation may have the side effect of undoing
other operations (by other users). A compensating (or undo) operation provides a means to
exclusivelyundo the effects of a previously performed operation. Conceptually, it is executed
immediately after the operation it compensates. If interim operations have been executed
after the to-be-compensated operation, these operations must commute right-backwards with
(i.e., be independent of) it. Right-backward commutativity means that the interim operations
can be moved “backwards” in the history, ahead of the to-be-compensated operation, with
the result that the undo operation is executed immediately after it. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 8.1: the to be compensated operationb2 can be incrementally moved ahead in the history,
to precede its compensating operationb−1

2 , provided thatb3 andb4 are right-backward com-
mutative withb2. Both b2 andb−1

2 can now be discarded from the history, provided thatb2
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b1 b3 b4 b2 b2

b1 b3 b2 b4 b2

(okay if b4 backward commutes with b2. . .)

(okay if b3 backward commutes with b2. . .)

b1 b2 b3 b4 b2

-1

-1

-1

Figure 8.1: History-based Compensation

followed byb−1
2 is indeed the identity operation. Backward commutativity ensures that the

results of the intervening operations do not depend on the results of the to be compensated
operation. The CoAct model also uses a slightly different notion of commutativity, namely
forward commutativity[Wei88], which we will not discuss any further.

For the definition of the compensating operations and the commutativity relations, the
CoAct model resorts to the assumption that this is done explicitly by the designer of the
system. A compensating operationo−1 should be defined for each operationo; well-defined
rules determine how the actual input parameters ofo−1 are derived from the input parameters
and the return value ofo [EFK+96]. An example is discussed in Section 8.3. Also, the conflict
(i.e., commutativity) relation between operations is defined by specifying simple conditions
on the input parameters and return values of the operations. An example is discussed in
Section 8.5.

We emphasize that the use of compensating operations and commutativity relations is
not specific to the CoAct model. In fact, the ideas are far more general and more broadly
applicable than sketched above. For an overview, the reader is referred to [VWP+97].

8.3 Definition of compensating methods

The OASIS database programming language does not provide an explicit mechanism for the
definition of compensating methods (e.g., as part of the method body). Instead, we assume
that for each methodM in the schema, a compensating methodUNDO_Mis defined. The
signature ofUNDO_Mis derivedfrom the signature ofM: the parameters are the same as for
methodM, plus an additional parameter of which the type corresponds to the output type of
M. If the effects ofMare to be compensated,UNDO_Mis invoked with the same parameter
values (and receiver), plus the return value ofM. Figure 8.2 gives definitions of compensating
methods for the methods defined in Appendix A. The definition of one of these methods is
discussed below. Consider the definition of theremoveElement method in the classCNode:
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void Element::UNDO˙changeNameTo(string s, string rtn) {
name = rtn

};

void Node::UNDO˙addIncomingLink(Link k, boolean rtn) {
if (rtn) then incomingLinks -= set(k)
else skip
};

void Node::UNDO˙addOutgoingLink(Link k, boolean rtn) {
if (rtn) then outgoingLinks -= set(k)
else skip
};

void ANode::UNDO˙removeAtomicContent(AtomicContents ac, ANode rtn) {
if (rtn == this) then content += set(ac)
else skip
};

void CNode::UNDO˙createANodeIn(string s, int p, ANode rtn) {
elements -= set(rtn);
anodes -= set(rtn)
};

void CNode::UNDO˙createLinkIn(Node a, Node b, string s, int p, Link rtn) {
if (rtn!=nil) then {

elements -= set(rtn);
links -= set(rtn) }

else skip
};

void CNode::UNDO˙removeElement(Element n, boolean rtn) {
if (rtn) then elements += set(n)
else skip;

void CNode::UNDO˙createCNodeIn(int p, int z, string s, CNode rtn) {
elements -= set(rtn);
cnodes -= set(rtn)
};

Figure 8.2: Example (UNDO) Operations for the SEPIA Schema
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boolean CNode::removeElement(Element n) {
if (n != nil) and (n in elements) and

(forall x in elements : not(x.isConnectedTo(n))) then {
elements -= set(n); return true

} else return false
};

The methodremoveElement removes one of the elements (i.e.Node or Link) from the
elements of a givenCNode object, provided that that element occurs and there are no other
connections (within the sameCNode object) to that element. The method returnstrue if
the condition is met (indicating that theElement object has been successfully removed);
otherwisefalse is returned. A method that compensates the effects of the above method
could be defined as follows:

void CNode::UNDO removeElement(Element n, boolean rtn) {
if (rtn) then {

elements += set(n)
} else skip
};

Notice the use of the extra parameterrtn for the return value; often this parameter is useful
to define the compensating method.

The definition of the compensating method gives rise to a proof obligation. For the above
example, it has to be verified that for any database stateDB, receiver objecto, and input
parameter valuesn, it is the case thato.removeElement(n) executed in the stateDB, imme-
diately followed byo.UNDO removeElement(n, r) results in a stateDB′ that is equivalent
to DB (wherer is the value returned by theremoveElement method). Using the Isabelle
theorem prover, we have verified this theorem automatically in8.7 seconds on a workstation.
Details of how the proof is performed are discussed in the next section.

8.4 Compensation analysis using Isabelle

The definition of a compensation method gives rise to aproof obligation, which can be ver-
ified using Isabelle. Consider a methodM with n input parameters. Informally, we have to
prove that for an arbitrary database stateDB, receiver objecto, and input parameter values
v1 · · · vn, it is the case thato.M(v1, . . . , vn) executed in stateDB, immediately followed by
o.UNDO M(v1, . . . , vn, r) results in the same old stateDB, wherer is the value returned byM.
Notice that the proof obligation involves a universal quantification over all possible database
states, receiver object, and parameter values. Based on the representation of methods in HOL,
such a requirement can be entered as a proof goal in Isabelle.

The proof of the compensation theorems is a difficult task, which we attempt to automate
as much as possible using the Isabelle theorem prover. Our analysis technique is based on
Isabelle’s default machinery for automated theorem proving in HOL. The default machinery
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of the theorem prover uses a combination of term-rewriting (Isabelle’s Simplifier) and natu-
ral deduction (Isabelle’s Classical Reasoner). In this section, we describe how to use these
techniques and tools for compensation analysis. This involves the following steps:

1. formulation of the initial proof goal

2. normalisation of the goal

3. depth-first proof search

These steps are carried out successively, without human interaction. If the automated proof
procedure does not find a proof, it returns the goals it can not solve. These goals can then be
analysed further, using Isabelle’s interactive proof mode [Isa].

8.4.1 Step 1: Formulation of the proof goal

In our formal framework, verifying the correctness of the implementation of a compensation
method amounts to proving a formal theorem in HOL, which we refer to as acompensation
theorem. This theorem asserts the correctness of a compensation methodm−1 with respect
to the implementation of the corresponding “forward” methodm. Such theorems are defined
in terms of the functional HOL representations of the methodsm−1 andm. The theorem is
entered as a proof goal to the Isabelle system.

We construct a proof goal for the database schema by specifying boolean-valued expres-
sions about method applications with respect to the input object store, the persistent roots, and
the parameter values. To express what we mean by a compensation requirement for method
UNDO M with respect to methodM, consider the following applications (and results) of the two
methods:

let (∆, v′1, . . . , v
′
n, r) = M os v1 · · · vn

let (∆′, v′′1 , . . . , v
′′
n, r
′) = UNDO M (smash os ∆) v1 · · · vn r

The UNDO method is applied to the same arguments as the original method, with the excep-
tion of the object store argument; it is also applied to the return value ofM. The delta value
∆ contains the (tentative) changes to the database state made by methodM. These changes
are combined with the original object store in order to evaluate methodUNDO M. The operator
smash is used to hide (override) any bindings for the same objects in its first argument (i.e.,
it applies the changes to the database state). The above notation omits changes to the persis-
tent roots. For our example schema, valuesv1, v2, andv3 are actually case expressions that
check for changes to the persistent roots; they pass on either the initial value or the modified
value.

As can be seen above, methodUNDO M is applied to anM-modified object store; it returns
a delta value∆′ that contains its (tentative) changes to the database state. For compensation,
we want to prove that the original object storeos is equivalent in some sense to the object
store obtained after the changes proposed by both methods are applied (i.e., we want to show
os ≡ smash (smash os ∆) ∆′).
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A compensation proof goal is universally quantified over thedefinedobjects in the initial
object store. For these objects, Isabelle reasons about the equivalence of each object’s value
in the original and updated object stores. The equivalence is not equality. The initial proof
goals that must be entered to the Isabelle system are quite large. We have defined an ML
function to automate their generation for a particular schema. To do this, the user types in a
command such as the following:

- start proof(undo method goal("CNode","removeNodeOrLink"));

The generated goal corresponds to the let-expression form shown above, but includes ad-
ditional parameters for the persistent roots. It also includes an assumption about the “de-
finedness” of nested object identifiers in the initial object store, and assumptions about the
“freshness” of any new oids needed for object creation. The generated goal is shown below.

Level 0
(eval (os this) isCNode) ∧ (x ∈ oids os)→
let (∆, cnodes1, links1, anodes1, this1, n1, rtn1) =

CNode removeElement os cnodes links anodes this n;
(∆−1, cnodes2, links2, anodes2, this2, n2, rtn2) =

CNode UNDO removeElement
(smash os ∆)
(case cnodes1 of None⇒ cnodes | Some y⇒ y)
(case links1 of None⇒ links | Some y⇒ y)
(case anodes1 of None⇒ anodes | Some y⇒ y)
this n rtn1

in (get ((smash os (smash ∆ ∆−1)) x) idf = get (os x) idf )∧
(case cnodes2 of None⇒ (case cnodes1 of None⇒ True | Some y⇒ False)

| Some y⇒ y = cnodes)∧
(case links2of None⇒ (case links1 of None⇒ True | Some y⇒ False)

| Some y⇒ y = links)∧
(case anodes2 of None⇒ (case anodes1 of None⇒ True | Some y⇒ False)

| Some y⇒ y = anodes)

The goal examines an equivalence of states, comparing the object stores and persistent
roots before and after the application of an update and its compensation. The equivalence of
the object stores is asserted by the subformula:

get ((smash os (smash ∆ ∆−1)) x) idf = get (os x) idf

where∆ represents the update and∆−1 its compensation. In other words, any lookup of the
value of an object with oid ‘x’ in the modified store ‘smash os (smash ∆ ∆−1)’ should
result in the same value as the value obtained by a lookup of that object in the initial store
‘os’. The equivalence of the persistent roots, before and after the updates, is asserted by case
statements.
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8.4.2 Step 2: Normalization of the goal

Our analysis technique starts by applying simplifications to the initial proof goal, using term-
rewriting. The main purpose of the rewritings is to apply simplifications to the subterm:

get ((smash os (smash ∆ ∆−1)) x) idf = get (os x) idf

in the goal, such that we obtain a normal form. The normal form embeds the updates (∆’s) in
the lookup operation (get) such that we obtain a equivalent test, expressed in terms of initial
state (os). We will call such a test anupdated test.

The derivation of the updated test is implemented using the Isabelle Simplifier. The Sim-
plifier performs term-rewriting with a set of theorems of the following form:

[|H1 ; · · · ; Hn|]⇒ LHS = RHS

Such theorems are read as conditional rewrite rules: a term unifying with the expression
on the left-hand side of the equality sign(LHS) is rewritten to the term that appears on
the right-hand side(RHS), provided that the hypotheses(H1, . . . ,Hn) hold. The default
Isabelle Simplifier installs a large collection of standard reduction rules for HOL; new rules
can be added to customize the Simplifier to particular tasks. At present, 49 new rewrite
rules have been added to support the theory of objects. There are rules for simplifying delta
patterns (shown in the Figures 5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5). The rules shown in Figure 5.5 are used to
derive the updated test; using these rules, a pattern such asget ((smash os ∆)) x) f can be
reduced to an equivalent expression in terms of the initial stateos (i.e., without∆’s). For our
example goal, the following goal is obtained via rewriting:

Level 1
eval (os this) isCNode ∧ x ∈ oids(os)→
k ∈ get (os this) eltsOf ∧ x = this→

get (os this) (addElt ◦ delElt) = get (os this) idf

The Simplifier performs many complex rewriting steps behind the scenes. This involves
the rules in Figures 5.2 and 5.5, as well as the standard rewrite rules for HOL. Below we
illustrate the derivation of the updated test using these rules.

Consider the goal that is generated for theremoveElement method. The actual∆ and
∆−1 values plus the return value of the method are obtained by first expanding the method
definitions that are generated by our schema translator. The definition of theremoveElement
is found on page 51; in the simplified representation below, we do not show the persistent
roots and the return value of the undo method:

∆ ≡ if cond then set os this delElt else skip
∆−1 ≡ if rtn then (set (smash os ∆) this addElt) else skip

wherertn ≡ (if cond then true else false). Notice that the∆−1 takes the modified
object store(smash os ∆). Isabelle derives the updated test by applying simplifications to
the formula:

get ((smash os (smash ∆ ∆−1)) x) idf = get (os x) idf
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that appears in the conclusion of the goal, using the rewrite rules for objects. The simplifi-
cation is performed using several advanced features of the Isabelle Simplifier. Simplification
starts by expanding the let-definitions. This results in a substitution of the above definitions
of ∆ and∆−1:

get ((smash os (smash (if cond then (set os this delElt) else skip)
( if (if cond then true else false)
then (set (smash os (set os this delElt)) this addElt)
else skip))) x) idf = get (os x) idf

Various simplifications can be applied to this goal. The Simplifier first rewrites the condi-
tional that is substituted for the return value in∆−1 and combines the nestedset operations
using the rule labeled[set set] in Figure 5.2:

get ((smash os (smash (if cond then (set os this delElt) else skip)
( if cond then (set os this (addElt ◦ delElt))
else skip))) x) idf = get (os x) idf

Subsequently, Isabelle splits the conditional. This is one of the advanced features of the
Simplifier. So-calledsplitting rulesare used to reduce function applications [Pau94]. The
splitting of conditionals is performed using the rule:

P (if Q then x else y) ≡ ((Q→ P (x)) ∧ (¬Q→ P (y)))

The application of such rules is expensive and Isabelle only applies them after simplification.
In the goal shown above, there are two conditionals. By splitting the first conditional, the
Simplifier will rewrite the above goal to:

cond → (get ((smash os (smash (set os this delElt)
(if cond then (set os this (addElt ◦ delElt))
else skip))) x) idf = get (os x) idf )∧

¬cond → (get ((smash os (smash (skip)
(if cond then (set os this (addElt ◦ delElt))
else skip))) x) idf = get (os x) idf )

After splitting, the Simplifier will try simplification once more. Rewriting continues using an
advanced feature of the Simplifier called “local assumptions”. For instance, in simplifying
the conclusion of an implication, the tool uses additional rewrite rules it extracts from the
assumption. This is done using the congruence rule for implication:

[| P1 ≡ Q1 ; Q1 ⇒ P2 ≡ Q2 |]⇒ (P1 → P2) ≡ (Q1 → Q2)

Given this rule, the Simplifier assumesQ1 (that is, the rewritten form ofP1) and extracts
rewrite rules from it when simplifyingP2. In the example, the Simplifier extracts the rewrite
rule cond ≡ true for simplifying the conclusion of the implication on the left-hand side of
the conjunction (∧) in the above formula: in this case, the Simplifier rewrites the if-part of
the other conditional totrue, such that the then-part is eliminated. The not-case is handled in
a similar fashion. We obtain the following simplified formula:
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cond →
get ((smash os (smash (set os this delElt)

(set os this (addElt ◦ delElt)))) x) idf = get (os x) idf ∧
¬cond → get ((smash os (smash skip skip)) x) idf = get (os x) idf

The∆-patterns are now further simplified, using the rule labeled[smashset set] and the rule
labeled[smash right id] in Figure 5.2. The rulesmashright id is applied twice. Now, the
not-case is eliminated by the Simplifier using standard rewriting properties of∧, =, and→;
we obtain:

cond → get ((smash os (set os this (addElt ◦ delElt))) x) idf = get (os x) idf

Now, Isabelle eliminates theset operation (we also useoids set for simplifying the result-
ing condition for the oid). This is done using the rule labeled[get set] in Figure 5.2:

cond → (if (x ∈ oids os) ∧ x = this then get (os x) idf ◦ (addElt ◦ delElt)
else get (os x) idf ) = get (os x) idf

The Simplifier removes the condition ‘x ∈ oids os’ since this condition was assumed to
hold in the initial proof goal (i.e., atLevel 0) and it removes the identity function in the
function compositions. Furthermore, splitting of the conditional will remove the else-part.
We arrive at the following simplified formula:

cond ∧ x = this→
(get (os this) (addElt ◦ delElt)) = (get (os this) idf )

As is seen in the derivation above, standard rewriting techniques are used to simplify the
initial compensation requirement. The rewriting steps are implemented using the Isabelle
Simplifier, with extra rules installed for simplifying∆-patterns.

8.4.3 Step 3: Depth-first proof search

In the previous section, we demonstrated the use of standard rewriting techniques for sim-
plifying the initial proof goal. In most cases, however, the use of these techniques is not
sufficient to completely solve the goal.

The automated verification strategy uses a combination of term-rewriting with deductive
techniques. Isabelle’s Classical Reasoner tool automates the reasoning with natural deduction
calculi. The tool implements several “naive” search algorithms, such as a depth-first and a
best-first search. The default configuration of the tool supports the standard data types: it
handles quantifiers and rules are installed to reason about sets and lists. Extensions we have
made add natural deduction style introduction and elimination properties for the theory of
objects.

We use the tool’s depth-first search algorithm. This handles substantial proofs: vari-
ables introduced by the use of quantifiers are automatically instantiated, and backtracking is
performed to handle alternative unifiers. Between deduction steps, Isabelle invokes the Sim-
plifier to attempt further rewriting. Hence, the analysis technique uses a tight integration of
rewriting and deductive techniques. Using a depth-first search interleaved with term-rewriting
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steps, the rest of the proof goes automatically. The proof is found in8.7 seconds, running
Isabelle on an average workstation.

To illustrate the power of the theorem prover, and the use of standard deductive tech-
niques, it is instructive to examine some details of the proof steps performed behind the
scenes. Our starting point is the goal that is left after the application of the initial simplifi-
cation step (Level 1). First, the Classical Reasoner recursively performs any possiblesafe
inferenceson this goal. Safe inferences are the ones that can be applied deterministically;
they do not introduce unknown terms, or instantiate variables in the goal. Hence, there is no
need to undo any of these steps at later stages in the proof. In case of the above goal, safe
inferences apply to the logical connectives (that is, the standard rules→-Introduction, and
∧-Elimination—see Section 4.2.3) and the elimination ofeval (see Figure 7.2.3).The result
is a list of three subgoals:

Level 2
1.!! refDir showStmt URL.

[| os this = Some(AtomicContents refDir showStmt URL); False;
x ∈ oids(os); k ∈ get (os this) eltsOf ;
x = this |]⇒ get (os this) (addElt ◦ delElt) = get (os this) idf

2.!! name pos ins outs content.
[| os this = Some(ANode name pos ins outs content); False;

x ∈ oids(os); k ∈ get (os this) eltsOf ;
x = this |]⇒ get (os this) (addElt ◦ delElt) = get (os this) idf

3.!! name pos ins outs size elements.
[| os this = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements); True;

x ∈ oids(os); k ∈ get (os this) eltsOf ;
x = this |]⇒ get (os this) (addElt ◦ delElt) = get (os this) idf

4.!! name pos from to.
[| os this = Some(CNode name pos from to); False;

x ∈ oids(os); k ∈ get (os this) eltsOf ;
x = this |]⇒ get (os this) (addElt ◦ delElt) = get (os this) idf

There exists a subgoal for each type of the receiver object (this). By static typing,
we know that only the second subgoal is relevant, namely the one forCNode. The other
subgoals forANode andLink denote wrongly typed cases (the receiver is known to be of
static typeCNode); the proof of these subgoals is trivial becausefalseis included in their list
of assumptions. Hence, only one subgoal is left:

Level 3
1.!! name pos ins outs size elements.

[| os this = Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements);
x ∈ oids(os); k ∈ get (os this) eltsOf ;
x = this |]⇒ get (os this) (addElt ◦ delElt) = get (os this) idf

At this stage, no further safe inferences apply. The Classical Reasoner now first calls the
Simplifier, before any unsafe inferences are tried. The Simplifier rewrites the conclusion of
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the goal in three steps, as follows:

get (os this) (addElt ◦ delElt) = get (os this) idf
(1)
≡ get Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements) (addElt ◦ delElt) =

get Some(CNode name pos ins outs size elements) idf
(2)
≡ CNode name pos ins outs size ((elements− {k}) ∪ {k}) =

CNode name pos ins outs size elements
(3)
≡ ((elements− {k}) ∪ {k}) = elements

We briefly explain these steps. In step (1), Isabelle uses the head of the list of assumptions
of the goal (i.e., the formulaos this = Some(CNode · · ·) as a rewrite rule. In step (2),
the Simplifier applies the rule labeled[get Some] in Figure 5.5. The resulting term is then
further simplified in step (3) using a standard rewrite rule derived by Isabelle for any data
type definition: two applications of theCNode constructor are the same if-and-only-if their
arguments are equivalent. The following simplified goal is obtained:

Level 4
1.!! name pos ins outs size elements.

[| os this = CNode name pos ins outs size elements; x ∈ oids(os);
k ∈ elements;
x = this |]⇒ ((elements− {k}) ∪ {k}) = elements

Isabelle repeats the process of applying safe inferences and simplification until it reaches
a fixed point, where no more safe inferences and/or simplifications apply. Our goal is solved
in the second pass, using standard introduction and elimination properties of sets (details
are not shown); automated reasoning about sets is one of the standard assets of the theorem
prover. Isabelle returns with the following message to indicate that the proof has succeeded:

Level 5
No subgoals!

The analysis tool implements anautomated proof strategy. This is essentially the same
strategy we have previously used for verifying consistency requirements (i.e., that a method
preserves a number of static integrity constraints), and on which we have reported elsewhere
[SE99]. The proof strategy is based on the standard machinery provided by the Isabelle theo-
rem prover, which uses a combination of term rewriting and natural deduction [Pau94]. The
standard machinery of the theorem prover supports the common data types in programming
languages (e.g., int, bool, list, set, tuple). As discussed in Chapter 5, these data types are
used to represent similar data types of the OASIS database language. Thus, we get most of
the automated reasoning for free. For example, the set membership operation in the database
language is mapped to the predefined set membership operation in HOL; Isabelle already
installs a number of theorems to reason about set membership.
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8.5 Backward commutativity analysis using Isabelle

In the previous section, we discussed the automated verification of compensation using the
Isabelle theorem prover. In our analysis, we assumed that the compensating methodm−1 is
executed immediately after the “forward” operationm. This, however, may not always be the
case. Compensation becomes more difficult if further methods have been applied, between
the invocation ofm andm−1. The invocation ofm is calledcompensatable[KTWK97] if
the intervening operations commute backwards with (i.e., do not depend on) the results ofm,
such that they can be moved ahead of the to be compensated operationm without affecting
the results ofm or any subsequent operation (see Figure 8.1).

Typically, the backward commutativity relation is defined by the designer of a system:
for each method pair, a simple condition on the input parameters and/or the return values
should be specified to determine when invocations of these methods depend on each other or
not. In this section, we give an example of a backward commutativity specification for the
case study, and discuss its verification using the Isabelle theorem prover. The theorems that
need to be verified turn out to be more intricate than those for compensation, but the same
verification strategy can be used.

Consider the definition of the following method to add aLink object theincomingLinks
collection of aNode object:

boolean Node::addIncomingLink(Link k) {
if k == nil or k in incomingLinks then
{ return false

else { incomingLinks += set(k) ; return true }
};
A sufficient precondition for an invocation of this method to commute backwards with an-
other invocation of the same method is that the Link parameters denote different objects. The
correctness of this condition is proved by Isabelle requiring99 seconds of proof time on our
test machine.

The procedure for verifying such conditions follows the procedure for verifying com-
pensation methods. First, the backward commutativity requirement is specified as a formal
theorem in HOL. In Figure 8.3, it is shown how this is done for our example method pair.
We consider an arbitrary input stateos, Node objectsna andnb, andLink objectsla and
lb. The let-part of the goal examines the output ofna · addIncomingLink(la) followed by
nb ·addIncomingLink(lb) and vice versa. Both cases should result in the same return values
and final state (including the persistent roots), provided that the receivers are of the correct
type and that the (user-) specified preconditionla 6= lb holds. Notice that, in general, the
receiver of the second method may possibly be an object created by the first method; thus,
the type condition for ‘nb’ takes the modified store, rather than the input store (although in
this case no new objects are created).

The automated verification of this theorem is performed using the procedure outlined in
the previous section, for verifying compensation. The proof starts by applying rewritings to
the subformula

(get ((smash os (smash ∆2 ∆1)) x) idf = get ((smash os (smash ∆4 ∆3)) x) idf )
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let (∆1, cnodes1, links1, anodes1, na1, la1, rtn1) =
Node addIncomingLink os cnodes links anodes na la;

(∆2, cnodes2, links2, anodes2, nb2, lb2, rtn2) =
Node addIncomingLink (smash os ∆1)

(case cnodes1 of None⇒ cnodes | Some y⇒ y)
(case links1 of None⇒ links | Some y⇒ y)
(case anodes1 of None⇒ anodes | Some y⇒ y)
(nb) (lb)

(∆3, cnodes3, links3, anodes3, nb3, lb3, rtn3) =
Node addIncomingLink os cnodes links anodes nb lb;

(∆4, cnodes4, links4, anodes4, na4, la4, rtn4) =
Node addIncomingLink (smash os ∆3)

(case cnodes3 of None⇒ cnodes | Some y⇒ y)
(case links3 of None⇒ links | Some y⇒ y)
(case anodes3 of None⇒ anodes | Some y⇒ y)
(na) (la)

in (eval (os na) isNode) ∧
(eval ((smash os (smash ∆1 ∆2)) nb) isNode) ∧
(x ∈ oids(smash ∆1 ∆2)) ∧
(la 6= lb)→
(rtn1 = rtn4 ∧ rtn2 = rtn3 ∧
(get ((smash os (smash ∆2 ∆1)) x) idf ) =
(get ((smash os (smash ∆4 ∆3)) x) idf ) ∧
(case cnodes2 of None⇒ (case cnodes1 of None⇒ cnodes | Some y⇒ y)

| Some y⇒ y) =
(case cnodes4 of None⇒ (case cnodes3 of None⇒ cnodes | Some y⇒ y)

| Some y⇒ y)∧
(case links2 of None⇒ (case links1 of None⇒ links | Some y⇒ y)

| Some y⇒ y) =
(case links4 of None⇒ (case links3 of None⇒ links | Some y⇒ y)

| Some y⇒ y)∧
(case anodes2 of None⇒ (case anodes1 of None⇒ anodes | Some y⇒ y)

| Some y⇒ y) =
(case anodes4 of None⇒ (case anodes3 of None⇒ anodes | Some y⇒ y)

| Some y⇒ y))

Figure 8.3: Example backward commutativity goal without object creation
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in the conclusion. Again, the purpose of these rewritings is to embed the updates (∆-values)
in the lookup operation (get) such that we obtain an equivalent test in terms of the state
‘os’ before the updates. The rewriting steps are similar to those illustrated in Section 8.4.2,
but in this case the proof is more difficult since we compare two updated states, rather than
comparing an updated state with the initial state (as is done in compensation analysis). The
rewritten goal is solved using the Classical Reasoner, only requiring safe inference steps.

8.6 The issue of object creation

The example discussed in the previous section does not cover object creation, which raises
several additional intricate issues in compensation analysis. We illustrate these issues using
the following example method:

Link CNode::createLinkIn(Node na, Node nb, string s, int p) {
if (na in elements and nb in elements) then {

Link n = new Link(s,p,na,nb);
elements += set(n);
links += set(n);
return n

} else return nil
};

The above method creates a newLink object and adds that object to theelements collection
of the receiver. Furthermore, persistence is provided to the object by inserting the object into
the links persistent root.

How do we define a compensating method for the above method? Since the OASIS
language uses persistence by reachability, the language does not provide an explicit delete
operation to undo the creation of an object. Instead, to “delete” an object, we have to break
all references to it; the result of breaking the references is that the object becomes invisible
to the application programs. For example, we may define the compensating method for the
createLinkIn method as follows:

void CNode::UNDO˙createLinkIn(Node na, Node nb, string s, int p, Link rtn) {
if (rtn != nil) then {

elements -= set(rtn);
links -= set(rtn)

} else skip
};

Indeed, this method breaks the references established by the “forward” method, but this may
not be sufficient. ThecreateLinkIn method has also returned a handle to the new object,
and subsequent operations (performed by the transaction surrounding the invocation of the
method) may be dependent on this result. Such dependencies are detected by the transaction
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management support. This is done by examining the backward commutativity relation: an
invocation of thecreateLinkIn method cannot be undone if any of the subsequent operations
fails to commute backwards with it.

The compensation theorem for verifying the correctness of the implementation of an undo
method (as shown in Section 8.4.1) remains the same in case new objects are created. We
examine the equivalence of the states only for the objects that were already previously defined
in the input state, thus not including the newly created ones. It is sufficient to check that the
undo method carefully breaks down all the references that have been made (the creation of
an object usingnew does not have any visible effects itself).

8.7 Experimental results

All compensation methods for the case study, as shown in Figure 8.2 could be proved au-
tomatically by Isabelle. Table 8.1 gives experimental results for verifying the compensating

CLASS METHOD COMPENSATION PROOFTIME

Element changeNameTo UNDOchangeNameTo 5.25s.
ANode removeAtomicContent UNDOremoveAtomicContent 15.29s.
Node addIncomingLink UNDOaddIncomingLink 7.42s.
Node addOutgoingLink UNDOaddOutgoingLink 7.55s.
CNode createANodeIn UNDOcreateANodeIn 81.72s.
CNode createCNodeIn UNDOcreateCNodeIn 85.34s.
CNode createLinkIn UNDOcreateLinkIn 107.25s.
CNode removeElement UNDOremoveElement 14.17s.

Table 8.1: Experimental Results for Method Compensation

methods of the example schema. The proof times are in seconds, with Isabelle running on a
SUN 296 MHz Ultra-SPARC-II, under Solaris. The times indicate that the proof strategy is
reasonably efficient (although Isabelle performs up to a few hundred proof steps per second).

8.8 Conclusions and future work

In this chapter we have discussed the use of a theorem prover, namely Isabelle, for the auto-
mated verification of user-specified compensating methods. The analysis technique is based
on a semantic representation of methods in higher-order logic as discussed in Chapter 5 of
this thesis, and builds on Isabelle’s standard machinery for automated theorem proving in
HOL. The same technique has also been used for verifying that a method preserves database
integrity, as discussed in Chapter 7. The technique automates the verification of proof goals
as much as possible. The practical experiments discussed in this chapter indicate that many
interesting cases of compensation can be verified automatically. The theorem prover returns
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any subgoals it cannot prove automatically. These may be examined further in Isabelle’s
interactive proof mode.

Commutativity analysis can in principle be carried out within the same formal framework,
but the proofs turn out to be far more difficult. In fact, the commutativity problem can be
viewed as a generalization of the compensation problem: in compensation analysis we verify
that the sequential composition of two methods (i.e., the invocation of the “forward” method
followed by the invocation of its undo) is equivalent to the state before the updates, whereas
commutativity analysis involves the comparison of two sequences of method calls (i.e., the
execution in the one order versus the other). We have briefly discussed one example of
(backward) commutativity analysis, but further experiments are needed.

We do not know of any other (semi-) automated techniques for the analysis of compensat-
ing methods. Ammannet al [AJR97] apply formal methods to the semantic-based decompo-
sition of transactions. In their work, the Z specification language ([Spi92]) is used to formally
define transactions. They focus on decomposing a transaction into steps that preserve certain
properties, including database integrity constraints and a compensation property. The anal-
yses and proofs in [AJR97] are done by hand, for the specific example schema used in the
paper. The observation is made that for real life applications “it will be necessary to automate
to the extent possible the process of discharging the proof obligations.” This is exactly what
has been achieved to some extent in this chapter.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions
In this thesis we have developed a verification theory and a tool for the automated analysis of
assertions about object-oriented database schemas. The approach is inspired by the work of
[SS89] in which a theorem prover is used to automate the verification of invariants for transac-
tions on a relational database. The work presented in this thesis deals with an object-oriented
database and it discusses applications other than the analysis of database transaction safety.
An important difference with the work of [SS89] is that we have used a general purpose
higher-order logic (HOL) theorem prover, namely the Isabelle theorem prover [Pau94, Isa],
rather than implementing our own specialized prover. Much previous research, including the
work of [SS89], concernsfully automatic techniques (i.e., without the possibility of further
interaction). These techniques are inheritly limited in scope ([BGL96]). The presented ap-
proach, combines automatic and interactive proof, where Isabelle’s automatic proof facilities
are exploited tominimizethe user’s effort to discharge proof obligations. The results demon-
strate that today’s prover technology can indeed help in practical verification issues that arise
in the design of databases.

This chapter concludes the thesis with a summary and a discussion of the achievements
of this work. Finally, directions for further research are described.

9.1 Summary of results

9.1.1 A formal translation of object-oriented database schemas to HOL

The first goal of this research as stated in Chapter 1 was to develop a theory of object-oriented
databases, which enables practical verification of various assertions about database schemas.
This goal has been achieved in the first part of this thesis, where we define asemanticsof
object-oriented database schemas in HOL (see Chapter 5 and Appendix D). The semantics is
the basis for the implementation of the schema translator described in Chapter 6. The schema
translator implements a front-end tool for the Isabelle theorem prover. From a given database
schema, the tool automatically generates a HOL theory with formal definitions of the class
structures, methods, and the integrity constraints specified in the schema.

Concerning the representation of database schemas in HOL, an important issue has been
the translation of the various object-oriented language features, including characteristic fea-
tures such as inheritance, late binding, method overriding, and heterogeneous collections of
objects. For the representation of these features, we have defined a simple theory of objects
in HOL. This theory defines primitive operations on a store, independent of specific database
structures. A number of theorems about these generic operations has been derived. These
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theorems play an important role in the practical verification work discussed in the second
part of the thesis.

The data types of the database language other than objects could be mapped directly to
similar constructs in HOL. For example, nested data structures (e.g., a list of sets of inte-
ger values) are already available in HOL. These data structures are characteristic of object-
oriented databases, in contrast to the “flat” table structures found in relational databases.

The database language defined in Chapter 3 includes a relevant subset of concepts taken
from object-oriented database programming. However, some types and operations have been
excluded because they are not (yet) available in Isabelle. This includes the collection types
bags and arrays (in addition to sets and lists, which are currently supported), and aggregates
(e.g., sum, count, average — although Isabelle defines some of these operations for lists). The
development of HOL theories that support these operations and types is actively addressed by
the theorem-prover community. A preliminary theory of bags—multisets—is under develop-
ment [Isa], but it is not yet sufficiently complete in the current Isabelle98-1 release. As new
data type theories become available, they can be easily integrated, thanks to the extensible
architecture of the Isabelle prover.

9.1.2 Semi-automated verification support using Isabelle

The second goal of this research was to apply the theoretical results developed in the first
part of the thesis, to develop tool support for the verification of assertions about a database
schema. Two applications have been studied.

In Chapter 7 we discussed a semi-automated technique to verify that methods defined in a
database schema do not violate the specified global integrity constraints (database invariants).
The analysis technique is based on the standard machinery of the Isabelle theorem prover and
uses well-known verification techniques such as term-rewriting and deduction. The results
have been published in [SB97, SE99].

In Chapter 8 we discussed other applications of the invariant analysis technique of Chap-
ter 7 in the context of semantics-based transaction models, where other assertions about the
semantics of database operations play a role. Particularly, we investigated the semi-automated
verification ofcompensation methods. That is, for each methodm, the designer of a system
has to define another methodm−1 to undo the effects ofm. The analysis technique can
be used to show thatm followed bym−1 is the identity function. The results have been
presented at the ECOOP’99 workshop on object-oriented databases [ES99].

The practical experiments discussed in this thesis indicate that, although inherently lim-
ited, automated verification is feasible and can be performed in a reasonable amount of time,
for many non-trivial cases. The example database schema we have studied covers a diversity
of object-oriented language features, with methods and constraints of various complexity.

It remains difficult, however, to characterize the kinds of method code for which the anal-
ysis can always be performed automatically (e.g., “methods with conditionals work” or “only
updating the receiver object works”). A seemingly difficult proof may be found automati-
cally, whereas a “trivial” one may fail.

The automated proof search performed by Isabelle is incomplete. Isabelle returns any
subgoals that cannot be proved automatically. Typically, these goals should be examined
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further using Isabelle’s interactive proof mode. However, detailed knowledge of both the
theorem prover and the semantic embedding of the database language in HOL is needed
at this stage. Some goals may be solved after a few more extra interactive steps, whereas
others may turn out to be unprovable after all. Unprovable subgoals point to errors in the
database schema, but identifying such errors from the remaining subgoals, and the subsequent
correction of the code, remains a creative process that in the end requires human intelligence
and skill. The analysis technique does not generate concrete counterexamples, although this
may be a future possibility as theorem proving may eventually be combined with model
checking (see [EMC96]). The generation of counterexamples is beyond the capabilities of
the current generation of theorem provers.

9.2 Further work

In the following we list some directions for further research.

9.2.1 Generation of feedback

A desirable extension of this work is to improve on the generation of feedback. At present,
the tool returns any subgoals that cannot be proved automatically. This kind of information is,
however, of little help to users who do not have enough experience with the Isabelle system.

In [SMS87], several guidelines are given for the generation of feedback in the context of
invariant analysis. Suggested feedback includes the generation of weakest and/or sufficient
preconditions (also discussed briefly in Chapter 7). It amounts to assuming the unproved
subgoals.

Due to the fact that reasoning takes place at the level of the semantics (i.e., at the level of
the HOL representation, not at the conceptual level), an “inverse transformation” is needed
from the semantics back to the conceptual notation. In essence, this is a problem in program
transformation. Using Isabelle’s pretty printing functionality, an attempt was made in this
work to convert the HOL representation back to OASIS-like syntax (see Section 7.4.3), but
at present only a limited number of operations is covered.

9.2.2 Generation of counterexamples

Theorem provers are often criticized of not being capable of generating counterexamples, in
contrast to model checkers. Rather, they aim at proving program correctness. As pointed
out in [EMC96], “methods and tools should be optimized for finding errors, not certifying
correctness. They should support generating counterexamples as a means of debugging.”

An interesting direction for future work is to develop test-case generation techniques
based on the subgoals that cannot be proved automatically by Isabelle. It involves choosing
appropriate values for the quantified variables, based on the patterns in the goals. Isabelle’s
automated proof procedure has already narrowed down the search space: the remaining goals
are the intricate cases where counterexamples may likely be found.
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9.2.3 Commutativity analysis

Compensation, as discussed in Chapter 7 is typically combined with a notion of commutativ-
ity. The use of the present framework to support the verification of user-specified commuta-
tivity tables, includingbackward commutativity[Wei88, Wei93] andforward commutativity
[Wei88, Wei93, LMWF94] must be further investigated. The initial experiments for back-
ward commutativity as discussed briefly in Chapter 8 indicate that these proofs are more
difficult than the proofs for invariant and compensation analysis. Worthwhile to investigate
is the work on commutativity analysis by Rinardet al ([RD96a, RD96b, RD96c]).



Appendix A

Case Study: OASIS schema
definition
In which we list the complete definition of the case study that is used as a running example
throughout this thesis. The case study models part of the core functionality of the SEPIA
cooperative authoring system [KAN94]. The OASIS schema definition contains definitions
for editing a generic graph structure. Atomic nodes (classANode) contain the hyperme-
dia data of the document; composite nodes (classCNode) contain atomic nodes, links, and
other composite nodes as elements. The schema serves tostructurea hypermedia document.
For this reason, the class hierarchy ends at theAtomicContents class, which is used for
application-specific kinds and formats of media, such as text documents, audio, and graphics.
Objects of theAtomicContents class maintain e.g., a file-system handle to the hypermedia
object, along with system commands (represented as strings) for displaying and editing the
object. Three persistent roots are specified, which serve as extents for classesCNodes, Link,
andANode. Furthermore, six integrity constraints are specified that should be preserved by
the methods in the schema.

class AtomicContents {
attribute string referenceDirectory;
attribute string showStatement;
attribute string URL;
AtomicContents(string path, string stmt, string url) {

referenceDirectory = path; showStatement = stmt; URL = url
};
};

abstract class Element {
attribute string name;
attribute int position;
abstract boolean isConnectedTo(Element n);
string changeNameTo(string s) {

string oldName = name; name = s;
return oldName
};
};
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abstract class Node extends Element {
attribute set〈Link〉 incomingLinks;
attribute set〈Link〉 outgoingLinks;
boolean addIncomingLink(Link k) {

if k == nil or k in incomingLinks then { return false }
else { incomingLinks += set(k) ; return true }
};
boolean addOutgoingLink(Link k) {

if k == nil or k in outgoingLinks then { return false }
else { outgoingLinks += set(k) ; return true }
};
void removeIncomingLink(Link k) { incomingLinks -= set(k) };
void removeOutgoingLink(Link k) { outgoingLinks -= set(k) };
boolean isConnectedTo(Link n) {

return (n in incomingLinks) or (n in outgoingLinks)
};
};

class ANode extends Node {
attribute set〈AtomicContent〉 content;
ANode(string s, int p) { name = s; position = p };
AtomicContents createAtomicContentsIn(string path, string stmt, string url) {

ac = new AtomicContents(path, stmt, url);
content += set(ac);
return (ac)
};
ANode removeAtomicContent(AtomicContent ac) {

if (ac in content) then {
content -= set(ac);
return this

} else return nil
};
};

class CNode extends Node {
attribute int size;
attribute set〈Element〉 elements;
CNode(string s, int p, int z) { name = s; position = p; size = z };
ANode createANodeIn(string s, int p) {

ANode n = new ANode(s, p);
elements += set(n);
anodes += set(n);
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return n
}
boolean removeElement(Element n) {

if (n != nil) and (n in elements) and
(forall x in elements : not(x.isConnectedTo(n))) then {

elements -= set(n); return true
} else return false
};
Link createLinkIn(Node na, Node nb, string s, int p) {

if (na in elements and nb in elements) then {
Link n = new Link(s);
n.from = n1; n.to = n2;
elements += set(n);
links += set(n);
return n

} else return nil
};
CNode createCNodeIn(int p, int z, string s) {

CNode n = new CNode(s, p, z);
elements += set(n);
cnodes += set(n);
return n
};
};

class Link extends Element {
attribute Node from;
attribute Node to;
Link(string s) { name = s; position = p; from = na; to = nb };
boolean isConnectedTo(Node n) { return (from == n) or (to == n) };
};

name set〈CNode〉 cnodes;
name set〈Link〉 links;
name set〈ANode〉 anodes;

constraints {
c1 : forall n in cnodes : n!=nil and (forall e in n.elements : e!=nil);
c2 : forall n in links : n!=nil;
c3 : forall n in anodes : n!=nil;
c4 : forall n in cnodes : forall e in n.elements :

((e instanceof Link) implies
(((Link)(e).from in n.elements) and
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((Link)(e).to in n.elements)));
c5 : forall n1 in cnodes : forall n2 in cnodes :

n1 == n2 or (forall n in n1.elements: not(n in n2.elements));
c6 : forall n in anodes : forall e in n.incomingLinks : e!=nil;
};
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OASIS Syntax definition
In which we define the syntax of the schema definition language OASIS-ODL, the object
query language OASIS-OQL, and the object manipulation language OASIS-OML. Abstract
syntax definitions are given using the following BNF notation:

• Id is the syntax of an identifier

• x literal is a literal of typex, e.g.125 is an int-literal.

• Non-terminals appear in italics font, e.g.BoolExp

• [ Symbol] square brackets enclose an optional occurrence of a construct.

• Terminals of the grammar appear in sans serif font, e.g.constraint

• dSymbole top-brackets enclose a sequence of zero or more occurrences of a construct.

B.1 OASIS-ODL Schema

schema ::= module Id {ddefinitione}
definition ::= class Id [extends Id] {[opd; ope]} (class definition)

| name T Id (persistent root declaration)
| constraints {[exprd; expre]} (constraint definitions)
| transactions {[umethd; umethe]} (transaction definitions)

op ::= attribute T Id (attribute declaration)
| Id([pardecl, dpardecle]) (constructor definition)
| cmeth| ameth

cmeth ::= OT Id([pardecl, dpardecle]){com} (method definition)
ameth ::= OT Id([pardecl, dpardecle]) (abstract method declaration)

pardecl ::= T Id (parameter declaration)

T ::= int
| bool
| char
| string
| struct(Id:T1 d, Id:T2e)
| set〈T 〉
| list〈T 〉
| Id (types)
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BT ::= int
| bool
| char
| string (basic types)

OT ::= T | void (output types)

B.2 OASIS-OML Commands

com ::= L assignop exporcom (variable and attribute update)
| new Id([exprd,expre]) (object creation)
| expr.Id([exprd,expre]) (update method call)
| com; com (sequential composition)
| T Id = exporcom; com (local variable declaration)
| foreach Id in expr[where expr] do com (collection iteration)
| if exprthen comelse com (conditional)
| return expr (return value)
| skip (no operation)

L ::= expr.Id | Id
assignop ::= = | += | -=

exporcom ::= expr | com

B.3 OASIS-OQL Query Expressions

expr ::= LitExp (Basic Literals (see Section 3.2.2))
| CLitExp (Constructed Values (see Section 3.2.3))
| ArithExp (Arithmetic Expressions (see Section 3.2.6)
| BoolExp (Boolean Expressions (see Section 3.2.7))
| AccessExp (Accessor Expressions (see Section 3.2.8))
| CollExp (Collection Expressions (see Section 3.2.9))
| ListExp (List&String Expressions (see Section 3.2.10))
| SetExp (Set Expressions (see Section 3.2.11))

LitExp ::= nil | true | false
| int literal | char literal | string literal | Id

CLitExp ::= struct(Id:expr d, Id:expre)
| set([exprd,expre]) | list([exprd,expre])

ArithExp ::= expr+ expr | expr- expr
| expr* expr | expr/ expr
| -(expr)
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BoolExp ::= expr== expr | expr!= expr |
| expr< expr | expr> expr
| expr<= expr | expr>= expr
| exprand expr | expror expr | expr implies expr |
| not(expr)
| forall Id in expr: expr
| exists Id in expr: expr

AccessExp ::= expr. Id (attribute selection)
| expr. Id([exprd,expre]) (method application)
| (Id)expr (casting)
| expr instanceof Id membership testing

CollExp ::= select exprfrom Id in exprd, Id in expre where (expr)
| element(expr)
| flatten(expr)

ListExp ::= head(expr) | tail(expr)
| listtoset(expr)

SetExp ::= exprexcept expr
| exprunion expr
| expr intersect expr
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Appendix C

OASIS Typing rules
In which typing rules are defined for the OASIS language. The typing rules assign a unique
so-calledminimum type(see [AC96]) to an expression or command. There is no subsumption
rule [AC96]. Instead, typing rules include explicit clauses such that at any place where an
expression of a supertype is expected, an expression of a subtype can be used instead. For
example, the typing rule for method application requires that the receiver is a subtype of the
class (type) in which the method is defined.

C.1 Preliminary definitions and notation

In the typing rules for expressions and commands, we use some auxiliary definitions and
notation, which is explained below.

C.1.1 Schema context

The typing of expressions and commands is defined w.r.t. a given schema context. We assume
the following operations on the schema:

• isa is the extends relation defined by the current schema (including the typeObject, at
the top of the hierarchy);isa? is the closure ofisa.

• Cl = ACl ∪ CCl, whereACl andCCl represents the set of concrete and abstract
classes in the current schema respectively.

• lookup(C, op) is the operation (i.e. method or attribute) with nameop that is most
specific w.r.t. classC; i.e., lookup(C, op) is the operation with nameop defined inC
if C definesop; otherwise,lookup(C, op) is lookup(C ′, op), whereC ′ is the parent
class ofC.

C.1.2 Types of expressions and commands

For the typing of expressions and commands, we use a different grammar of types, than the
one used for schema definitions (see Section B.1). A different grammar is needed because
extra types are needed for typing the empty collections (type∗ is used) and thenil literal (type
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Nil is used). These types cannot be used in schema definitions (see Appendix B).

typ ::= BT
| struct(Id:typ d, Id:type)
| set〈typ〉
| list〈typ〉
| Id
| Nil
| ∗

C.1.3 Environments

The typing rules are parameterized with an environment variableA of type env. Environ-
ments keep track of free variables that occur in an expression or a command. For environ-
ments, we use standard list notation: i.e.,[] denotes the empty environment, and(x, t) :: A is
used for adding a new variablex of typet to an existing environmentA.

C.1.4 Subtyping

The subtyping relation ‘≤’ is inductively defined ontyp× typ as follows:

[sub1]
τ ∈ BT

τ ≤ τ

[sub2] ∗ ≤ τ

[sub3]
(C,C ′) ∈ isa∗

C ≤ C ′

[sub4]
C ∈ Cl

Nil ≤ C

[sub5]
τ1 ≤ τ ′1 · · · τn ≤ τ ′n

struct(a1:τ1, · · · , an:τn) ≤ struct(a1:τ ′1, · · · , an:τ ′n)

[sub6]
τ ≤ τ ′

set〈τ〉 ≤ set〈τ ′〉

[sub7]
τ ≤ τ ′

list〈τ〉 ≤ list〈τ ′〉

These rules are used for typing the assignment operation.
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C.1.5 Least-upper bound

The least-upper bound (LUB) of two types is defined as a partial functiont ∈ typ× typ ↪→
typ, as follows:

[lub1] τ t τ = τ for τ ∈ BT

[lub2] ∗ t τ = τ

[lub3] τ t ∗ = τ

[lub4] C1tC2 = C3, if C1, C2 ∈ Cl andC3 = min{C ∈ Cl | C1 ≤ C ∧ C2 ≤ C}

[lub5] Nil t C = C

[lub6] C t Nil = C

[lub7] set〈τ〉 t set〈τ ′〉 = set〈τ t τ ′〉

[lub8] list〈τ〉 t list〈τ ′〉 = list〈τ t τ ′〉

[lub9]
struct(a1:τ1, · · · , an:τn) t struct(a1:τ ′1, · · · , an:τ ′n) =
struct(a1:τ1tτ ′1, · · · , an:τntτ ′n)

These rules are used for typing many binary operations of the OASIS-OQL expression lan-
guage.

C.2 OASIS-OQL

Minimum typing of OASIS-OQL expressions is defined by the infix ‘:’, which is a function
of typeexpr → env ↪→ typ defined inductively as follows.

[oql1] A ` int literal : int

[oql2] A ` char literal : char

[oql3] A ` string literal : string

[oql4] A ` true : bool

[oql5] A ` false : bool

[oql6] A ` nil : Nil

[oql7] x : t ` x : t

[oql8] (x, t) :: A ` x : t

[oql9]
A ` x : t

x 6= y
(y, t′) :: A ` x : t

[oql10]
A ` e : t

A ` struct(a : e) : struct(a : t)
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[oql11]
A ` e : t A ` struct(xs) : struct(ts)

A ` struct(a : e, xs) : struct(a : t, ts)

[oql12] A ` set() : set〈∗〉

[oql13]
A ` e : t

A ` set(e) : set〈t〉

[oql14]
A ` e : t1 A ` set(es) : set〈t2〉 t3 = t1 t t2

A ` set(e, es) : set〈t3〉

[oql15] A ` list() : list〈∗〉

[oql16]
A ` e : t

A ` list(e) : list〈t〉

[oql17]
A ` e : t1 A ` list(es) : list〈t2〉 t3 = t1 t t2

A ` list(e, es) : list〈t3〉

[oql18]
A ` e1 : int A ` e2 : int

op ∈ {+,−, ∗, /}
A ` e1 op e2 : int

[oql19]
A ` e : int

A ` -(e) : int

[oql20]
A ` e1 : t1 A ` e2 : t2 t1 t t2 exists

op ∈ {==, !=}
A ` e1 op e2 : bool

[oql21]
A ` e1 : t1 A ` e2 : col〈t2〉 t1 t t2 exists

A ` e1 in e2 : bool
wherecol〈t〉 denotes a collection type; i.e.,set or list type

[oql22]
A ` e1 : t1 A ` e2 : t2 t = t1 t t2 exists intorset(t)

op∈{<,>,<=,>=}
A ` e1 op e2 : bool

whereintorset(t) is true if t is a set or an integer type, andfalse otherwise.

[oql23]
A ` e1 : bool A ` e2 : bool

op ∈ {and,or, implies}
A ` e1 op e2 : bool

[oql24]
A ` e : bool

A ` not(e) : bool

[oql25]
A ` e : col〈t〉 (x, t) :: A ` p : bool

A ` forall x in e:p : bool
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[oql26]
A ` e : col〈t〉 (x, t) :: A ` p : bool

A ` exists x in e:p : bool

[oql27]
A ` e : C

lookup(C, a) is an attribute of typet
A ` e.a : t

[oql28]
A ` e : C A ` ei : ti(i ∈ n) ti ≤ t′i(i ∈ n)

A ` e ·m(e1, · · · , en) : t
wherelookup(C,m) is a retrieval method with signaturet m(t′1 p1, · · · , t′n pn).

[oql29]
A ` e : C ′ C ≤ C ′

A ` (C)e : C

[oql30]
A ` e2 : col〈t〉 (x, t) :: A ` e1 : t′ (x, t) :: A ` e3 : bool

A ` select e1 from x in e2 where(e3) : set〈t′〉

[oql31]
A ` e2 : col〈t〉 (x, t) :: A ` select e1 from xs where(e3) : set〈t′〉

A ` select e1 from x in e2, xs where(e3) : set〈t′〉

[oql32]
A ` e : col〈t〉

A ` element(e) : t

[oql33]
A ` e : col1〈col2〈t〉〉

t′ =
{

list〈t〉 if both collections are lists
set〈t〉 otherwiseA ` flatten(e) : t′

[oql34]
A ` e : list〈t〉

A ` head(e) : t

[oql35]
A ` e : list〈t〉

A ` tail(e) : list〈t〉

[oql36]
A ` e : list〈t〉

A ` listtoset(e) : set〈t〉

[oql37]
A ` e1 : set〈t1〉 A ` e2 : set〈t2〉 t = t1 t t2

A ` e1 union e2 : set〈t〉

[oql38]
A ` e1 : set〈t1〉 A ` e2 : set〈t2〉 t = t1 t t2

A ` e1 intersect e2 : set〈t〉

[oql39]
A ` e1 : set〈t1〉 A ` e2 : set〈t2〉 t = t1 t t2

A ` e1 except e2 : set〈t〉
In the above definition, we use recursive typing rules for operations that take a sequence

of subexpressions. For example, the grammar rule for enumerated sets (set) defines three
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possible cases: the case that there are no elements, the case that there is just one element, and
the case that there is more than one element. For each of these cases, a typing rule is given.
The typing rules thus follow the structure of the BNF notation.

C.3 OASIS-OML

Minimum typing of OASIS-OML commands is defined by the infix ‘:’ of type com →
env ↪→ typ ∪ {void}, inductively as follows

[oml1]
A ` l : t A ` c : t′ t′ ≤ t

A ` l = c : void

[oml2]
A ` c1 : t1 A ` c2 : t2

A ` c1; c2 : t2

[oml3]
A ` c1 : t1 (x1, t1) :: A ` c2 : t2

A ` t1 x1 = c1; c2 : t2

[oml4]
A ` e : col〈t1〉 (x, t1) :: A ` c : t2

t3=

{
set〈t2〉 if t2 6= void
void otherwiseA ` foreach x in e do c : t3

[oml5]
A ` e : col〈t1〉 A, x : t1 ` p : bool (x, t1) :: A ` c : t2

A ` foreach x in e where p do c : t3
wheret3 is set〈t2〉 if t2 6= void, andt3 is void otherwise.

[oml6]
A ` p : bool A ` c1 : t1 A ` c2 : t2 t = t1tt2

A ` if p then c1 else c2 : t

[oml7]
C ∈ CCl

A ` new C : C

[oml8]
C ∈ CCl A ` ei : ti(i ∈ n) ti ≤ t′i(i ∈ n)

A ` new C(e1, · · · , en) : C
where classC defines a constructor with signatureC(t′1 p1, · · · , t′n pn).

[oml9]
A ` e : C A ` ei : ti(i ∈ n) ti ≤ t′i(i ∈ n)

A ` e ·m(e1, · · · , en) : t
wherelookup(C,m) is a method with signaturet m(t′1 p1, · · · , t′n pn).

[oml10]
A ` e : t

A ` return e : t

[oml11] A ` skip : void
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C.4 OASIS-ODL

The body of a method, constructor, transaction or constraints should be typed conform its
signature declaration. For each classC, and for all methodst m(t1 p1, · · · , tn pn){c} defined
in C, the following typing restriction applies. The initial environment is determined by the
persistent rootsr1 · · · rk with associated typess1 · · · sk, the (inherited) attributesa1 · · · a`

with associated typesu1 · · ·u` of C, and the method parameters. The method is type correct
if and only if:

(pn, tn) :: · · · :: (p1, t1) :: (a`, u`) :: · · · :: (a1, u1) :: (rk, sk) :: · · · :: (r1, s1) :: [ ] ` c : t

Note the sequence in which the variables are placed in the initial environment. Parameter
names hide attribute names, which in turn hide root names. A similar rule is defined for class
constructors, transactions, and constraints.
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Appendix D

OASIS Semantics Rules
In which semantics rules are defined for types, expressions, and commands. The target of
the translation is the pseudo Isabelle/HOL notation of Chapter 4, plus the constructs of the
theory of objects discussed in Section 5.5. A detailed discussion of the rules and examples
are found in Chapter 5.

D.1 Mapping of types

The HOL semantics of OASIS typesT : typ→ holtyp is defined inductively as follows.

• T [[void]] = unit

• T [[bool]] = bool

• T [[int]] = int

• T [[string]] = string

• T [[C]] = oid, for any class nameC ∈ Cl

• T [[struct(a1 : t1, · · · , an : tn)]] = T [[t1]]× · · · × T [[tn]]

• T [[set〈t〉]] = (T [[t]]) set

• T [[list〈t〉]] = (T [[t]]) list

D.2 Mapping of OASIS-OQL expressions

The HOL semantics of OASIS-QOL expressionsE ∈ expr → env → holexp is inductively
defined as follows.

• E [[true]]A = True

• E [[false]]A = False

• E [[nil]]A = None

Our preprocessor, however, takese != nil ase instanceof C (for C the type ofe), which leads
to better HOL code; a similar reduction applies toe == nil.

• E [[i]]A = i, for i an integer constant
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• E [[x]]A = x, for x a variable name

• E [[struct(a1 : e1, · · · , an : en)]]A = (E [[e1]]A, · · · , E [[en]]A)

• E [[e · ai]]A = let (a1, · · · , an) = (E [[e]]A) in ai)

whenevere is a record expression—not an object—of typestruct(a1 : t1, · · · , an : tn).

• E [[set(e1, · · · , en)]]A = {E [[e1]]A, · · · , E [[en]]A}

• E [[e1 union e2]]A = (E [[e1]]A) ∪ (E [[e2]]A)

• E [[e1 intersect e2]]A = (E [[e1]]A) ∩ (E [[e2]]A)

• E [[e1 except e2]]A = (E [[e1]]A)− (E [[e2]]A)

• E [[select distinct e from x1 in e1, · · · , xk in ek where e′]]A =

{E [[e]]A | (x1, . . . , xk). x1 ∈ (E [[e1]]A1
) ∧ · · · ∧ xk ∈ (E [[ek]]Ak

) ∧ E [[e′]]A}
whereA1 ≡ A, andAi ≡ (xi−1, ti−1) :: Ai−1 for 1 < i ≤ k.

• E [[listtoset (e)]]A = list to set(E [[e]]A)

• E [[flatten (e)]]A =
⋃

(E [[e]]A)

• E [[element (e)]]A = εz.z ∈ (E [[e]]A)

• E [[e1 = e2]]A = (E [[e1]]A) = (E [[e2]]A)

• E [[e1 != e2]]A = (E [[e1]]A) 6= (E [[e2]]A)

• E [[e1 ≤ e2]]A = (E [[e1]]A) ≤ (E [[e2]]A)

• E [[e1 in e2]]A = (E [[e1]]A) ∈ (E [[e2]]A)

• E [[forall x in e1 : e2]]A = ∀x ∈ (E [[e1]]A) | (E [[e2]](x,t)::A)

wheneverA ` e1 : col〈t〉.

• E [[exists x in e1 : e2]]A = ∃x ∈ (E [[e1]]A) | (E [[e2]](x,t)::A) wheneverA ` e1 : col〈t〉.

• E [[not e]]A = ¬(E [[e]]A)

• E [[e instanceof C]]A =

eval (os E [[e]]A)

(λval.case val of C1 a11 · · · a1k1 ⇒ d1 | · · · | Cn an1 · · · ankn ⇒ dn)
wheredi = True if Ci ≤ C, anddi = False otherwise.

• E [[C(e)]]A = get (os E [[e]]A)

(λval.case val of C1 a11 · · · a1k1 ⇒ d1 | · · · | Cn an1 · · · ankn ⇒ dn)
wheredi = (E [[e]]A) if Ci ≤ C, anddi = arbitrary otherwise.

• E [[e · ak]]A = get (os E [[e]]A)

(λval.case val of C1 a11 · · · a1k1 ⇒ d1 | · · · | Cn an1 · · · ankn ⇒ dn)
wheredi = aiki , for ki the position of attributeak in classCi ≤ C, anddi = arbitrary

otherwise.
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• E [[e ·m(e1, · · · , ek)]]A = ( if E [[e instanceof Cz]]A
then Cz m os x1 · · ·xi E [[e]]A E [[e1]]A · · · E [[ek]]A
else · · · ( if E [[e instanceof C0]]A

then C0 m os x1 · · ·xi E [[e]]A E [[e1]]A · · · E [[ek]]A
else arbitrary))

wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], e : C, i ≤ n the number of persistent root names,C0

is the ”least”(w.r.t. the subtyping relation≤) superclass ofC that definesm, andC1 · · ·Cz the
ordered sequence of subclasses ofC that (re-)definem; the ordering is such thatCv ≤ Cw

impliesCv is placed afterCw, for all v ≤ z andw ≤ z.

D.3 Mapping of OASIS-OML commands

The HOL semantics of OASIS-OML commandsC ∈ com → env → holexp is inductively
defined as follows.

• C[[skip]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]] ·
(skip, None : (t1 option), · · · , None : (tn option), ())

wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)]

• C[[return e]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]] ·
(skip, None : (t1 option), · · · , None : (tn option), E [[e]]A)

wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)]

• C[[e · a` ⊕ e`]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]] ·
(set os (E [[e]])

(λval · case val of C1 a11 · · · a1k1 ⇒ C1 d11 · · · d1k1

| · · ·
| Cn an1 · · · ankn ⇒ Cn dn1 · · · dnkn),

None : (t1 option), · · · , None : (tn option), ())

wheneverA = [(x1, t1), · · · , (xn, tn)], A ` e : C, dij =

{
op(E [[e`]]A, aij) if j = ` ∧ Ci ≤ C
aij otherwise

For⊕ ≡ +=, the functionop is defined asλ(x, y) ·x∪ y if e` is a set; asλ(x, y) ·x@y if e` is a list;
and asλ(x, y) · x + y if e` is an integer. For⊕ ≡ -=, the functionop is defined asλ(x, y) · x − y
and for⊕ ≡ =, the functionop is defined asλ(x, y) · x.

• C[[e · a` ⊕ c]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]]λµ1 · · ·λµm ·
let (∆, y1, · · · , yn, result) = C[[c]]A os x1 · · ·xn µ1 · · ·µm

in ( smash ∆ (set os (E [[e]])

(λval · case val of C1 a11 · · · a1k1 ⇒ C1 d11 · · · d1k1

| · · ·
| Cn an1 · · · ankn ⇒ Cn dn1 · · · dnkn)), y1, · · · , yn, ())

wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], A ` e : C, m the number of oid generator parameters

needed forc, anddij =

{
op(result, aij) if j = ` ∧ Ci ≤ C
aij otherwise

The functionop is defined as in the previous rule.

• C[[new C(e1, · · · , e`)]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]]λµ1 · · ·λµmλµm+1 : oid ·
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let (∆, y1, · · · , yn, yn+1, result) = C const (smash os (new µm+1 (C d1 · · · dk)))

x1 · · ·xi µm+1 [[e1]] · · · E [[e`]] µ1 · · ·µm

in (∆, y1, · · · , yi, None : T [[ti+1]], · · · , None : T [[tn]], µm+1)
wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], i the number of persistent root variables,andm the number
of oid generator parameters needed forc.

• C[[xi ⊕ ei]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]] ·
(∆, None : (t1 option), · · · , None : (ti−1 option), d, None : (ti+1 option), · · · , yn, ())

wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], d = op(E [[ei]]A, xi), and the functionop is defined as in the
previous rule.

• C[[xi ⊕ c]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]]λµ1 · · ·λµm ·
let (∆, y1, · · · , yn, result) = C[[c]]A os x1 · · ·xn µ1 · · ·µm

in (∆, y1, · · · , yi−1, d, yi+1, · · · , yn, ())
wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], andm the number of oid generator parameters needed for
c; d = op(result, xi), and the functionop is defined as in the previous rule.

• C[[c1 ; c2]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]]λµ1 · · ·λµmλµm+1 · · ·λµm+k ·
let (∆1, y1, · · · , yn, r1) = C[[c1]]A os x1 · · ·xn µ1 · · ·µm;

(∆2, z1, · · · , zn, r2) = C[[c2]]A (smash os ∆1) (case y1 of None⇒ x1 | Some y ⇒ y)
...

(case yn of None⇒ xn | Some y ⇒ y)

µm+1 · · ·µm+k

in (smash ∆1 ∆2, case z1of None⇒ y1 | Some y ⇒ Some y, · · · ,
case znof None⇒ yn | Some y ⇒ Some y, ())

wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], m the number of oid generator parameters needed forc1,
andk the number of oid generator parameters needed forc2.

• C[[tn+1 xn+1 = c1; c2]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]]λµ1 · · ·λµm ·
let (∆, y1, · · · , yn, yn+1, result) =

C[[xn+1 = c1; c2]](xn+1,tn+1)::A os x1 · · ·xn arbitrary µ1 · · ·µm

in (∆, y1, · · · , yn, result)
wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], andm the number of oid generator parameters needed for
xn+1 = c1; c2.

• C[[foreach x in e do c]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]]λµ1 · · ·λµm ·
let R = E [[e]]; ∆f = (λx · C[[c]][ ])

in ( apply R (λx · fst(∆f os x (µ1 x) · · · (µm x)),

None : (t1 option), · · · , None : (tn option), {snd(∆f os x) | x · x ∈ R})
wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], m the number of oid generator parameters needed forc.
Notice that variables cannot be updated within the loop, so thatc takes the empty environment[].

• C[[e ·m(e1, · · · , ek)]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]]λµ1 · · ·λµpz+···+p0

if E [[e instanceof Cz]]A
then Cz m os x1 · · ·xi E [[e]]A E [[e1]]A · · · E [[ek]]Aµ1+pn−1+···p0 · · ·µpz+···p0

else · · · ( if E [[e instanceof C0]]A
then C0 m os x1 · · ·xi E [[e]]A E [[e1]]A · · · E [[ek]]Aµ1 · · ·µp0

else arbitrary)
wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], e : C, i ≤ n the number of persistent roots,pj the number
of oid generator parameters needed for theCj implementation ofm,C0 is the ”least”(w.r.t. the sub-
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typing relation≤) superclass ofC that definesm, andC1 · · ·Cz the ordered sequence of subclasses
of C that (re-)definesm; the ordering is such thatCv ≤ Cw impliesCv is placed afterCw, for all
v ≤ z andw ≤ z.

• C[[if (b) c1 else c2 ]]A = λos : OSλx1 : T [[t1]] · · ·λxn : T [[tn]]λµ1 · · ·λµmλµm+1 · · ·λµm+k

if (E [[b]]) then (C[[c1]]A os x1 · · ·xnµ1 · · ·µm) else (C[[c2]]A os x1 · · ·xn µm · · ·µm+k)

wheneverA = [(xn, tn), · · · , (x1, t1)], m the number of oid generator parameters needed forc1,
andk the number of oid generator parameters needed forc2.
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Samenvatting
Informatietechnologie is een steeds belangrijker rol gaan spelen in de samenleving. Veel
dagelijkse handelingen, zoals het gebruik van een pincodeautomaat of een mobiele telefoon,
worden mogelijk gemaakt door geautomatiseerde informatiesystemen. Gegevensbanken spe-
len daarbij niet zelden een belangrijke rol. Met deze toenemende invloed van informatietech-
nologie op de samenleving, is het van steeds groter belang dat er hulpmiddelen beschikbaar
komen waarmee het ontwerp van een systeem op zijn juistheid kan worden gecontroleerd.
Tot voor kort waren er echter nauwelijks hulpmiddelen om fouten in het ontwerp van een
informatiesysteem op te sporen. Het afgelopen decennium is er aanzienlijke vooruitgang
geboekt op dit terrein. Er zijn diverse krachtige verificatietechnieken ontwikkeld waarmee
complexe analyses kunnen worden uitgevoerd op een hardware of een software ontwerp. Dit
proefschrift gaat in op de vraag hoeéén zo’n specifieke techniek, namelijktheorem proving,
kan worden ingezet voor het analyseren van het ontwerp van een gegevensbanksysteem.

De verificatietechniek die wordt gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift gaat uit van het gebruik
van een zogenaamde object-geörienteerde modelleringstaal. Dergelijke talen worden veel ge-
bruikt voor het beschrijven van het ontwerp van gegevensbanksystemen. Voorgesteld wordt
om verificatieondersteuning te ontwikkelen door middel van een representatie van het object-
gëorienteerde ontwerp van het gegevensbankschema in hogere order logica. Deze wiskundige
representatie van een schema maakt het mogelijk om eigenschappen te bewijzen omtrent de
correctheid van het ontwerp. Het hulpmiddel dat hierbij wordt gebruikt is een stellingenbe-
wijzer ofwel theorem prover.

Het proefschrift beschrijft de vertaling van het object-geörienteerde schema naar een re-
presentatie in hogere order logica. Met name wordt daarbij ingegaan op de vraag hoe de
karakteristieke object-geörienteerde aspecten van het schema kunnen worden gerepresenteerd
in de logica. Op basis van de voorgestelde representatie wordt vervolgens beschreven hoe
semi-automatische bewijsondersteuning kan worden verkregen, door gebruik te maken van
een theorem prover. Uitgangspunt daarbij is een bestaand theorem prover systeem, namelijk
Isabelle, dat gebruik maakt van de hogere order logica notatie.

Het proefschrift gaat nader in op een tweetal toepassingen van het verificatieraamwerk.
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt een semi-automatische techniek beschreven die het mogelijk maakt om
te bewijzen dat een wijziging van de toestand van de gegevensbank, door middel van de aan-
roep van een methode, in geen geval leidt tot een schending van de in het schema vastgelegde
integriteitsregels. De voorgestelde techniek maakt gebruik van het Isabelle systeem, en is
gebaseeerd op gangbare bewijstechnieken zoals term-herschrijving en deductie. De haal-
baarheid van deze techniek wordt gedemonstreerd aan de hand van een case study. De exper-
imenten tonen aan dat automatische verificatie in veel gevallen mogelijk is, en dat de tijd die
nodig is om deze verificatie uit te voeren acceptabel is. In hoofdstuk 8 wordt een generalisatie
van de verificatietechniek besproken. Hierbij wordt een toepassing beschreven in de context
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van de zogenaamdesemantics-based transaction models. Een veel voorkomende aanname in
deze modellen is dat de ontwerper voor iedere methodem in het schema, een andere methode
m−1 definïeert. Deze methode wordt intern gebruikt door het database systeem, om de ef-
fecten van een aanroep vanm ongedaan te maken. De voorgestelde verificatietechniek biedt
de mogelijkheid om te controleren ofm gevolgd doorm−1 inderdaad de database toestand
ongewijzigd laat.
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